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I. SACRIFICE,

HUNTIÑG, AND
FUNIERARY RITUALS

a Søcrifice as øn Act
of Killing

Aggressionl and human violence have marked the progress of
our civilization and appear, indeed, to have grown so during its
course that they have become a central problem of the present. Analy-
ses that attempt to locate the roots of the evil often set out with short-
sighted assumptions, as though the failure of our upbringing or the
faulty development of a particular national tradition or economic sys-
tem were to blame. More can be said for the thesis that all orders and
forms of authority in human society are founded on institutionalized
violence. This at least corresponds to the fundamental role played in
biology by intraspecific aggression, as described by Konrad Lorenz.
Those, however, who turn to religion for salvation from this "so-
called evil" of aggression are confronted with murder at the very core

15. Freud pointed the way in Døs Unbehagen in der Kultur $93o), Ges. Schriften Xll
(t934), z7-tr4 = Ges. Werke XIV (1948)' 4t9-5o6. K. Lorenz (1963) is basic from the
standpoint of the behaviorist. The sometimes spirited criticisms of his approach-for
instance, M. F. Ashley-Montagu, ed.., Man and Aggression (1968); A. Plack, Die Gesell-

schat't und døs Böse (rg6gn); J. Rattner, Aggression und menschliche Natur þg7o)-did in-
deed correct some particulars but sometimes also displayed wishful thinking and par-
tisanship; cf. Eibl-Eibesfeldt's (r97o) defensive posture. For application to religious
studies see P. Weidkuhn, Aggressiuität, Ritus, Säkularisierung. Biologische Grundformen
religiöser Prozesse (1965).
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SACRIFICE/ HUNTING/ FUNERARY RITUALS

of christianity-the death of God's innocent son; still earlier, the old
Testament covenant could come about only after Abraham had de-

cided to sacrifice his child. Thus, blood and violence lurk fascinat-

ingly at the very heart of religion'
Fromaclassicizingpersp"ective,Greekreligionappearedandstill

appears to some us Uiçnt änd harmlessly cheerful. Yet those who

,'{i;i;i" that the skanJalon of the Cross (I Cor. r:23) is on another

i"""ïãft"g"ther overlook the deeper dimension that accompanies the

"ury 
fifu ðf tn" gods as portrayed by Homer. If a man is able to draw

,r"i to the godi, as thõ priest Chryses with Apollo or as Hektor or

Odvsseus *Ith Z",rs, he cãn do so because he has "burnt many thigh-

pieáes of bulls,, (ll. r.4o, 22.770; Od.. t.66), for this is the act of piety:

Lloodshed, slaughter-and eating' ilt makes no difference if there is

l-,o t"*pt" or culi*-statue, as often occurs in the cult of Zetts. The god is

piur""i at his place of sacrifice, a place distinguished- by the heap of

åshes left from ,'sacred" offeringJ burnt there over long periods of

time, or by the horns and skulls õf slaughtered ram.s-and bulls, or by

the altar-stone where the blood must be sprinkled. The worshipper

experiences the god most powerfully no-t just in pious conduct or in

pråy"r, song, anã dance, Uìt in the deadly blow of the axe, the gush

äf útooa u.rä th" burning of thigh-pieces. The realm of the gods is

sacred, but the "sacted" ãct done at the "sacred" place by the "con-

secrating,, actor consists of slaughtering sacrificial animals, i.epeúew

rà iepela.r lt was no different iñ Israel up to the destruction of the

tempie.' It is prescribed that daily "burnt offering shall be on the

hearth upon the altar," "allnight until the morning" (Lev' 6:z); these

offerings, the remnants of two one-year-old lambs cut into pieces, are

"a pleising odor to the Lord'" Thus the principal sin..of Antiochus

Epçhu"uJugainst ]erusalem was that he ordered that "the continual

uurnt oneri""g 1u"1 taken away" (Dan. 8:rr), Augustus built an altar to
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SACRIFICE AS AN ACT OF KILLING

celebrate the establishment of world peace and, together with his
family, appears on the reliefs of this Ara Pacis as a sacrificer, preceded
by servants carrying the sacrificial axe. Thus, the most refined Au-
gustan art provides a framework for the bloody sacrifices at the
center.

Sacrificial killing is the basic e{perience of the "sacred." Homo re-
ligiosus acts and attains self-awareness as homo necans.Indeed, this is
what it means "to act," þé(ew, operøri (whence "sacrifice" is Opfer in
German)-the name merely covers up the heart of the action with a
euphemism.a The bliss of encountering divinity finds expression in
words, and yet the strange and extraordinary events that the partici-
pant in the sacrifice is forced to witness are all the more intense be-
cause they are left undiscussed.

Thanks to the descriptions in Homer and tragedy, we can recon-
struct the course of an ordinary Greek sacrifice to the Olympian gods

, almost in its entirety. The path that leads to the center ôf tn" saired
êxperience is complex. The preparations include bathing and dress-
ing in clean clothes,s putting on ornaments and wreaths;6 often sexual
abstinence is a requirement.T At the start, a procession (rrop,ní¡)," even
if still a small one, is formed. The festival participants depart from the
everyciay world, moving to a single rhythm anã singing. The sacrifi-
cial animal is led along with them, likewise decorated and trans-
formed-bound with fillets, its horns covered with gold., Generally it
is hoped that the animal will follow the procession compliantly or
even willingly. Legends often tell of animals that offered themselves

aThe basic meaning oÍ ûvew is "to smoke." Concerning the ancients, Plutarch writes
(following Theophrastus?) raparro¡tevot raì õer4nívovreç "ëpõew" y"èv èxaltouu xai
" þé(ew," <Ås rr p,éya õpîovres, rò ûúe¿v ëp.þuyov, Q. cono.7z9 f .; noueîoûat ll. z.4og, cf .

r3r8; Hy. Merc, 436. Likewise in Hebrew and Hittite, the verb fo do is used in the sense
of "to sacrifice"; cf. Casabona $966) 3or-3o4, who warns against generalizations.
58.9., Od. 4.759; Eur. El. 79r and J. D. Denniston's Commentøry Qy), ad loc.; Poll.
r.z5; Wächter (tgto) rr-rz; R. Ginouvès, BA^ANEYTIKH; Recherches sur Ie bain døns
l' antiquité grecque (196z), 299 - 3:8.
6Xen. Anab.7.r.4o;Aeschines3.TZ;etc.;J. Köchling, Decoronarumapudøntiquosaiatque
usu (rg4); K. Baus, Der Krønz ín Antíke und Christentum þ94o); L. Deubner, ARW 3o
(t93), 7o-ro4; Blech (1982).
TFehrle (r9ro), esp. 155-58; for the Coan insciption on the sacrifice of a bull for Zeus
Polieus see now SlG3 rc25 : LS t5t A 4t-44.
8E. Pfuhl, De Atheniensium pompis sacris (r9ro); Wilamowitz (:.g3z) J5o-54.
'Od. 3.432-38. This survived in folk custom until modern times; see U. Jahn, Die deut-
schen Opferbräuche bei Ackerbau und Viehzucht (1889, 46-37, 3t5-t1, on the proverbial
"ox at Pentecost"; Megas þ956) t7. On the meanin g of Í,epeîov rél'er,oz see Arist. fr. ror;
Plut. D¿ def. or. 437a; Schol. A. ll. t.66; Eust. 49.35.

¡l

zOn Greek sacrifice see Stengel þ9ro), (r9zo) 95-r55; Eitrem (r9r5); F. Schwenn, Cebef

und opfer Qgz); L. ziehenl RE xvlll (r99), 579-627, rll A (:.929), 1669-79; Meuli

(rq+6); burkert (1966); Nilsson (rg5) t3z-t57; Casabona (1966); E' Forster, "Die antiken

ÀÁriáf,t"" über das ôpfer*er"n," Diss. Innsbruck, :'95z E. Kadletz, 'Animal Sacrifice

in Greek and Roman Religion," Diss. university of washington, 1976; Detienne and

Vernant (1979).For the piciorial tradition see G. Rizza, ASAA 17138 (195916o)' 32a-45;

tUetzg.r'éÇ65) ro7-rr.B, On sacrifice generally see W. R. Smith (r8g+); H. Hubert and

M. M"auss,-,,Éssai sur la nature et la fonction du sacrifice," Année Sociologique z (ß98),

z9-48 = M. Mauss, Oeuares I (1968), 1g3-3o7; A. Loisy, Il'ssai historique sur le 
-sacrit'ice

(íqroj; R. Money-Kyrle, The Meaning of Sacrifice (r93o) (psychoanalytical);-E' M' Loeb'
;th" Blood Sacr-ificé Complex," Mem, Amer' Anthr' Assoc' 3o (t94); E' O' James' Sacri-

fice and Sacrament (t962); Burkert (r98r).
3R. de Vaux, Les søcrifices de I'Ancien Testament (196$; cf ' n' 4z below'
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up for sacrifice,lo apparent evidence of a higher will that commands
assent. The final goal is the sacrificial stone, the altar "set up" long
ago, which is to be sprinkled with blood. Usually a fire is already
ablaze on top of it. Often a censer is used to impregnate the atmo-
sphere with the scent of the extraordinary, and there is music, usually
that of the flute. A virgin leads the way, "carrying the basket" (xavr¡-
gópos)," that is, an untouched girl holding a covered container (see

figures r and z), A water jug must be there as well.
First of all, after arriving at the saclgd place, the participants

mark off á circle; the sacrificial basket and water jug are carried
around the assembly, thus marking off the sacred realm from the pro-
fane," The first communal act is washing one's hands as the begin-
ning of that which is to take place. The animal is also sprinkled with
water. "Shake yourself," says Trygaios in Aristophanes,l3 for the ani-
mal's movement is taken to signify a "willing nod," a "yes" to the sac-
rificial act. The bull is watered agairt,'n so that he will bow his head.
The animal thus becomes the cénter of attention. The participants
now take unground barley grains (oúì'aí), the most ancient agricul-
tural product, from the basket. These, however, are not meant for
grinding or to be made into food: after a brief silence, the solemn
eúgqp.eîv, followed by a prayer out loud-in a way, more self-
affirmation than prayer-the participants fling the barley grains away
onto the sacrificial animal, the altar, and the earth.'u They are after

r0rle4Àdzou 
Boos õíxr¡v Aesch. .4g. a2g7; see Burkert i966) to7 n. 43; Dio Chrys. Or.

rz.5r (Olympia); Porph. Abst. t.z5 (Gadeira, Kyzikos); Plul, Pel. zz (Leuktra); Apollon.
Mir. g (Halikarnassos); Arist. Mir. Ausc. 844a35 (Pedasia); Philostr. Her, 8 p.294
(Rhesos), a7 p.329 and Arr. Peripl. zz (Leuke); Ael. Nøf, an.7o.5o (Eryx), rr.4 (Her-
mione); especially for human sacrifice see Neanthes FGrHíst 84 F t6 (Epimenides),
Serv. Aen.3.57 (Massalia),Paus. 4.g.4 (Messenia); Isaac, according to Hellenistic tradi-
tion, see Jos. Ant.lud. r.z3z; IV Macc. t3:rz, t6:zo. Cf. J. Schmitt, Freiwilliger Opfertod

bei Euripides þ.gzr).
11f. Schelp, Das Kanoun, der griechische Opferkorb Q97); for reproductions see, e.g., Si-

mon (1969) r93; Deubner jyz) pl. rr.r; Nilsson þ95) pl. 72.r.
l'?E.g., Aristoph. Pax 956-58,Eur. lph. Aul. 1568;Eiftemþ9t5) 7-29.
t3Aristoph. Pax 96o; ö õ' èxoúorcv àv xaraveún'¡¡ . . . Porph. Abst. 2.9 : Parke and
Wormell (1958) II #y7;Plut. Q. cona.729Í., Dedef. or.435b-c,437a;Schol. ll. 1.449;
Schol. Aristoph. Pax 96o;,Schol. Apoll. Rhod. r.425; cf. Meuli (1946) 254, 266;J. G. Fra-
ze4 Pausanias' Description of Greece, 1898, on Paus. ro.5.7; Ginouvès, BA^ANEYTIKH,
3n-t8.
raBull-sacrifice for dithyrambic victory: see, e.g., the Munich stamnos z4rz: ARV2
ro36, 5 in Stengel (r9zo) pl. V.
tsA. W H. Adkins, "Eüyop.aq Eú¡arÀa and Eû¡os in Homer," CQ 19 þ.96$, zo-33: "as'
serting his existence, his value, and his claims" þ3); this characteristic, a given in Ho-
meric usage, conforms exactly to the position of prayer in the sacrificial ritual, although
the prayer qua request can, as Oriental texts show be far more elaborate.

another kind of food. The act of throwing simurtaneously as a group
is an aggressive gesture, like beginning a light, even if the.most i ur*_
less projectiles are chosen. Ináeed, ir, ,o-u ancient rituals stones
were used,'6 Hidden beneath the grains in the basket wãs the knife,
which now lies uncov,ered." The I,eader in this incipient drama, the
iepe,vs, steps toward the sacrificial animal, carrying the knife still cov-
ered so that the animal cannot see it. A swift cui, u"rld u f"- hairs from
the brow are shorn and thrown into the fire. This is another, though
more serious, act of beginning (äpyecrûac),l8 just as the water and the
barley grains were a beginning. Blood has noi yet been spilled and no
pain whatsoever has been inflicted, but the inviolability äf the sacrifi-
cial animal has been abolished irreversibly.

Now comes the death blow. The women raise a piercing scream:
whether in fear or triumph or both at once, the ,,Greåk custãm of the
sacrificial scream" le marks the emotional climax of the event, drown-
ing out the death-rattle. The blood flowing out is treated witir special
care. ft may,not spill on the ground; rathér, it must hit the altar, ttre
hearth, or the sacrificial pit. If the animal is small it is raised over
the altar; otherwise the blood is caught in a bowl and sprinkled on the
altar-stone. This object alone may, and must again ánd again, drip
blood.20

The "act" is over; its consequences are the next concern. The ani-
mal is carved up and disembowelled, Its inner organs are now the
main focus, lying revealed, an alien, bizarre, and ,ñ"ur,r,y sight, and
yet common in the same form to men as well, as is knovin from
seeing wounded soldiers. The tradition specifies precisely what must

SACRIFICE AS AN ACT OF KILLING

róOúÀo¡úras åvéltovro I rpoBaìtovro ll. t.449/ 458, z.4rol4zt, and cÊ. Od. 3. ++7 ; yépwpar' oùìtoxtnas re xo,rapyeaûar, Od. j.++5; cf. Aristoph. Pax 96r-67. For oúÀ¿l as the most
ancient grain see Theophrastus in Porph. A&sf. 2.6 and Schol. ^ll. r.44gb; Schol. Od
3.44t; Suda o 9o7; Eust. l¡'2.2j, 1,33.72, and cf. Eust. r,859.48; as an expression of øoÀu_
n)w1ûeía and eú,popía see Schol. A 1/ r.449, Schol. Od.3.44r Itqgîtrw . . . ål¡ìoù).ô;v
ypópevot Paus. r.4r.9 (cf. III.4 below). For ritual stone-throwing around the altar of
Poseidon at the Isthmian sanctuary see O. Broneer, Hespería zg (tgSg), 3oZ. CÍ. L. Zie-
hen, Hermes 37 Qgoz), 39t-4oo; Stengel (r9ro) 13-33; Eitrem (r9r ) z6r - 3o8, who recog-
nized the equivalence with 9uÀÀopoÀrlo and RaÍaxuallaTa; Burkert 9966) ro7, n. 46.tTPlat. Com. fr. 9r (CAF I6z6); Aristoph. Pax 948 with Schol.; Eur. El. ïrc, lph. AuI.
1565; Philostr. V Ap. r.r
18Od. 

3.446, t4.4zz;Eur. Atc.74-76, El. Brr;Eitrem (r9r5) 344_72_who,however, er_roneously makes the "beginning,, into a ,,selbständige 
OpfeigaÉ e,, (44).

re'EÀÀ4zrxôu uóp.cap,a ûuc.tot61s-Boi¡ç Aesch. Sept. 269; Od. 3.45o; Aesch. ,4g. 595,rrrS; Hdt. 4.189; L. Deubner, ',Ololyge und Verwåndt es," ¿bh.- nàíhn 6944, r.'2tAípÅøoew 
roùç ßap,oúçPoll. r.z7; porph. u{bst. r.z5; cÍ. Bacch. rr.rrr; Aesch. Sepf.275;Fol vase-paintings see n. 2 above; ã.p.víov od.3.,4aa(cf. schol.) = ogayeîoapor.

ro'65. In place of the altar (pap.ós), the hearth (ê..tío,, è..a,.po¡ o. ru".iii.ia ou rco-.lpos) can receive the blood; cf. II.z.n.rg below. if. Stengel irgro) ao¡_725.
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SACRIFICE/ HUNTING/ FUNERARY RITUALS

be done with each piece.2l First of all, the heart, sometimes still beat-

ing, is put on the alìar." A seer is present to interpret the lobes of the

üvãr." ln general, however, t1¡e arr\ayyza-the collective term for
the organs-are quickly roasted in the fire from the altar and eaten at

o.tce.,Thnr the inner circle of active participants is brought together
in a còmmunal meal, transforming horror into pleasurõQnly the bile
is inedible and has to be disposed of' Likewise, the bones are not to
be used for the subsequent meal, so they are "consecrated" before-

hand. The bones, above all the thigh-bones (pnpí") and the pelvis
with the tail (éø9Ús), are put on the altar "in the proper order."'o From
the bones, one can still see exactly how the parts of the living animal
fit together: its basic form is restored and consecrated. In Homer, a
"beginning," i.e., a first offering, consisting of raw pieces of flesh
from every limb, is put on the bones as well, indicating the entirety of
the slaughtered animal.2s The purifying fire then consumes all these
remains. The skulls of bulls and rams and goat-horns are preserved26
in the sacred place as permanent evidence of the act of consecration.

i The flow of blood is now replaced in its turn by the offerings of the
planter, pouring libations of wine into the fire and burning cakes,27 As
the alcohol causes the flames to flare up, a higher reality seems Pres-
ent. Then, as the fire dies down, the pleasing feast gradually gives

2lStengel þgro) p-78; Meuli (1946) 246-48, 268-72; oaotl,ayaveúeez Aristoph. Pøx

rrr5; Eup. fr. ro8 (C.AF I 286); Ath. 4rob.
2Galen PInc. Hípp. et PIøt. 2.4 p. 238 K; cf. Cleanthes in Cic. Naf. deor. z.z4; Sudø x 37o
(An. Bekk. I z75.ro; Et. M. 49z.tz); Hsch. rapôr,oûor9cr., rap6r.ouÀ xía¡., and cf. Luk. Søc-

rif . 4; LSS rzr.7.
tsG. Blecher, De extispicio cøpita tría (tgo5); for the Near Eastern tradition see J. Nougay-
rol, "Les rapports des haruspicines étrusque et assyro-babylonienne," CRAI (r95),
5o9-18.
zaBùûeríac,ç Hes. Th. 54r. Meuli þ946) zt 5-t7 proved that the p4prla mentioned regu-
larly in Homer are the bare thigh-bones; ðctéa \euxá Hes. Th. 54o, 557. The comic
poets normally mention õagús and gall; cf. Men. Dysc. 45a-52 and cf. fr. 264, Sam.

3gg-4o2; Eub. fr. 95, 73o (CAF II r97, zro); Com. ødesp. Ír. no5 (CAF III.6o6). Vase-

paintings (see n. z above) portray the éogús and tail of the sacrificial animal on the
altar; cf. Aristoph. Pax rc54 with Schol.
x'Ap,oûérr¡oav ll. t.46t, 2.424; Od. 3.458, :-z.36t', r.4.427; Dion. Hal' Ant. 7.72.L7;
Meuli (rg+6) zt9,256, z6z.
26Theophr. Char. zr.7; Schol. Aristoph. Plut. 943; Eit¡em (tgr) 34-48; Nilsson (1955)

88, t45. For the accumulation of goat-horns in the temple of Apollo at Dreros see S. Ma-
rinatos, BCH 6o (t936), zz4-25, 24L-44.On the Keraton of Delos see Dikaiarchus fr. 85

W. = Plut. Thes. zr; Callim. Hy. Ap.58-64; E. Bethe, HermesTz(1937), r9t-94.

'1?Od. 3.459-6o; x]aì ürr,ûúet ãì,1çirøu ì¡¡.tíexrov...LS r57 A, and cÍ. t5r A zo

è.¡¿$úew.
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way to everyday life." The skin of the sacrificial victim is generally
sold to benefit the sanctuary to purchase new votive offerings and
new victims: in this way, the cult insures its own continuance.2e

This rite is objectionable, and was already felt to be so early on,
because it so clearly and directly benefits man. Is the god "to whom"
the sacrifice is made any more than a transparent excuse for festive
feasting? All he gets are the bones, the fat, and the gall bladders.
Hesiod says that the crafty Prometheus, the friend of mankind,
caused this to be so in order to deceive the gods, and the burning of
bones became a standard joke in Greek comedy.3o Criticism that
damned the bloody act per se was far more penetrating. Zarathustra's
curse applies to all who lust for blood and slaughter cattle.31 "I have
had enough of burnt offering of rams and the fat of fed beasts; I do
not delight in the blood of bulls or of lambs or of he-goats," says the
Lord through Isaiah.32In the Greek world, the Pythagoreans and Or-
phics demanded that the lives of all creatures with souls be spared,
and Empedokles was the most vehement of all in attacking the can-
nibalistic madness of the traditional sacrificial meal, as also in expres-
sing the desire for a realm of non-violent love on the path toward "pu-
rification."33 Philosophy then took up the criticism of blood-

2sOften everything must be eaten on the spol (oit qopa): see Burkert (1966) rc3 n36; LSS

88, s+.
2eStengel (rgzo) 116-17; esp. IG lI2 1496 rò neptywóp,evov ãva\íoxetv ets ã.vaû4p.arla
SlG3 ro44, 47 : LSAM 72, 47; cf. LSS 6t, 6z-67, 4b4; SIG3 982, 4-28; LS 69,85. An
exception: rò 6épy,a åyí(erlu LS r5r D ú; LS t8 I l1 zô ôépp,a xarayí((¿ra¿), A ll
õépp,a xaratyí(e(tar) meaning "is burned" (Sokolowski) or "is torn apart" (Hsch. xot-
qtykraç and aìyí(er., Sudø u 44; G. Daux, BCH 87 ltg$1, $o)?
sSee n. z4 above; A. Thomsen, "Der Trug des Prometheus," ARW rz (r9og), 46o-9o;
f. Rudhardt, "Les mythes grecs relatifs à l'instauration du sacrifice," MH z7 þg7o)
r-r5. The basis of the criticism is the concept that rô r}úe¿v õlL,peîøûrl.í ètrrw roîs B¿oîç
(Plat. Euthyphr. r4c). Accordingly, tables were set up for the gods (tpane(a); øxóÀos rô
rpøro Boòs røpûéwo rô¿ ûtôc IG lY gr4: SIG3 998 (Epidaurus, fifth century ¡.c.); cf.
L. Ziehen, RE XVIII 6t5-r6; S. Dow and D.H. Gill, "The Greek Cult Table," AIA 69
(196), to3-tr4. Yet it is possible to slaughter a wild boar "for Zeus and Helios" and
then throw the cadaver into the sea (ll. 19197lz68 and cf. 3.:o4l3:o; for tortuous hy-
potheses to save the "offering"-interpretation see Stengel frgrol, rg-4). Likewise in
the Latin mactare, "glorify," the god's glory and exaltation derive from the subjection of
the aictima.
3rEsp. Yasna 32.8, tz, r4 (G. Widengren, lranische Geisteswelt lr96tl, t55; H. Humbach,
Die Gathas des Zaruthustra IgSSl, I gZ-gg).It is unclear, however, to what extent blood-
sacrifice was rejected on principle, since it continued in practice: see M. Boyce, /R.AS
(t966), rto; G. Widengren , Die Religionen lrans (t963), 66, gz, ro9.
32Is. r:rr; cÍ.66:3.
æThe Pythagorean tradition is divided, with ê,p,'þúyav àréyeaûo.t. against õ¿xatóratov
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sacrifice-above all, Theophrastus, in his influential book On Piety '
This book explained animal-sacrifice as having replaced cannibalism,
which, in turn, had been forced on men because of difficult times.3a

After this, a theoretical defense of sacrificial custom was virtually
hopeless.'u Both Varro and Seneca were convinced that the gods do
not demand blood-sacrifice.'u judaism in the Diaspora spread more
easily because cult practices had become concentrated in one temple
in jerusalem, thus virtually making fudaism outside ]erusalem a reli-
gion without animal-sacrifice." This also helped form Christian prac-
tice, which could thus take up the traditions of Greek philosophy. On
the other hand, it gave the idea of sacrifice a central significance and
raised it to a higher status than ever before." The death of God's son is

the one-time and perfect sacrifice, although it is still repeated in the
celebration of the Lord's Supper, in breaking the bread and drinking
the wine,

Folk custom, however, managed to defy even Christianization
and was subdued only by modern technological civilization. The Ger-
man expres sion geschmückt wie ein Pfingstocilse ( "decked out like an ox
at Pentecost") preserves the memory of the ritual slaughter of an ox at

the church festival (see n. 9 above). In Soviet Armenia the slaughter
of a sheep in front of the church is still a feature of regular Sunday
service. Isolated Greek communities in Cappadocia celebrated the an-
cient sacrificial ritual well into the twentieth century: opposite the
conventional altar in the chapel of the saint would be a sacrificial al-
tarstone, upon which incense was burned when candles were li! dur-
ing prayers, it would be decked with wreaths. The sacrificer would
bring the animal-a goat or a sheep-into the chapel, leading it three

r}úer.z (Iambl. V Pyth. 8z). Cf. J. Haussleiter, Der Vegetarismus in der Antike $y)'
7g-a6); W Burkert, Lore and Science in Ancient Pythogoreanism Q97z), r8o-83; Em-
pedokles B 4619.
sPorph. Abst. z.z7; J. Bernays, Theophrastos' Schrift über Frömmigkeit (t866), 86, rt6;
W. Pötscher, Theophrastosflepì eúoepeías (196$, 174-75.
3sOne way out was to posit inferior, more bloodthirsty demons: see Xenokrates fr.

z3-25 H.einze.
36Dii aeri neque desiderønt ea neque deposcunt Varro in Arnob. 7.r; deum . ' ' non immola-

tionibusnecsønguinemultocolendumsen. fr. rz3 :Lacl.Dia'inst'6'25.3. Cf. Demonaxin
Luk. Dem. rr; the Sibyl in Clem. Pr. 4.62; (Just.) Coft. ød. Gr' ú.
37With the exception of Passover celebrations; cf. J. Jeremias, Die Passahfeier der Sa-

maritøner $yz); Th. H. Gaster, Passoaer: lts History ønd Trøditions (t958).
38Tò naoya ü¡p"õu èrúûr¡ Xpwròs I Cor. 5:7. For the rest, I refer the reader to
H. D. Wendland and E. Kinder, RGG3 IV ú47-56, The Christian Jews still made Paul

partake in a sacrifice in Jerusalem (Num. 6:4-zt) and finance it; cf. Acts zr:21-26. On
the other hand , "Petrus" (Clem. Hom. 2.44.2) declares that the sacrificial laws of the OT
are forgeries.

times around the sacrificial stone while children threw grass and
flowers onto it. As the priest stood at the altar, the keeper of the ani-
mal would make a sign of the cross with his knife three times and
then slaughter the animal while praying. The blood was supposed to
sprinkle the stone. After this, outside the chapel, the animal would
be carved up and the feast preþared. The priest, like his ancient
counterpart, received the animal's thigh and skin, as well as its head
and feet." Christianity is here no more than a transparent cover for
the ancient form that underlies it: that is to say, for the sacred act of
blood-sacrifice.

Animal-sacrifice was an all-pervasive reality in the ancient world.
The Greeksn0 did not perceive much difference between the substance
of their own customs and those of the Egyptians and Phoenicians,
Babylonians and Persians, Etruscans and Romans, though ritual de-
tails varied greatly among the Greeks themselves." One peculiarity of
Greek sacrifice presents a problem for the modern historian: the com-
bination of a fire-altar and a blood-rite, of burning and eating, corre-
3eMegas 

þ956) 15, and cf . 17, 84,87, zz4. (The name of the sacrifice, youpnavt,, comes
from Islam: Arabic qurban). For animal sacrifice Lo "Zeus" in Albania see Cook III (r94o)
tr68-7r. See now G. N. Aikaterinides, NeoeÀÀqwxès aí,p,o¿rnpês rluoles (Athens,
1979\.
a0Theophrastus (Porph. Abst. z and cf. n. 34 above), in his study of the development of
sacrifice, found it natural to include Egyptians, Syrians, Carthaginians, Etruscans,
Thracians, and Scythians. The tradition that the Cyprians invented sacrifice (Tatian. r,
pp. a, 6 Schwartz) goes back to Asklepiades of Cyprus, FGrHist 75zF r : Neanthes,
FGrHist 84F 3z : Porph. Abst. 4.r5.
atThe antithesis between Olympian and Chthonic cult is often regarded as fundamental
(Rohde lßg8l l.48-52; Harrison lrgzzl t-3r; less schematically, Meuli jg46l t88-zn,
and cf. Nilsson lt955l 421). The antithesis between heavenly gods and gods of the
underworld is frequently attested starting with Aeschylus (Hik. 24, a54, Ag.89); a fa-
miliar distinction is that between êvayí(ew, "to make tabu," or ð,vré.¡.tvetv, "to slaughter
into the sacrificial pit" for heroes and the dead, and ûúew (F Pfister, Der Relíquienkult
im Altertum ll lr9tzl, 466-8o; Casabona þ966) zo4-2o8, zz5-29). On the different ways
of slaughtering see Schol. Apoll. Rhod. r.587, Et. Gen. p. 115 M : Et. M, 345.24-
z6; H. v. Fritze, ldl ß (r9q), 58-67. Yet besides the sacrificial pits (pórlpor.) there are
different kinds of altarc (Bap.oí, èoyapat, Porph. Antr.6; Schol. Eun Phoen. 274; Setv.
Buc. S,66; Yavis [1949] ga-gÐ, and the complexof rluøíatäyeucrot (Stengel [r9ro] ro5)
does not correspond to the realm of the chthonic: sacrificial meals are familiar to us
from the cult of the ûeoì yûóvr,ot (Stengel lgtol 4r-r33), especially ôe0øya from
hero-cults (4. D. Nock, HTbR 37 lrg44l, 4r-66). Likewise, cgayrcv and ùoíva¡l,a do
not mutually exclude each other: see Eur. Or. 8r5. In the cult of the dead, the meal
during which the dead man is offered blood (11.4.29-34; aíy.axoupía. cf. I. 6 below) is
juxtaposed to a rite of burning (II. 4.166-76). Burnt offerings alone are rare: they often
function as a prelimiîary, e.g., LS r5r A z9-36 (cf. burnt-offering/thank-
offering in I Sam. ro:8, r3:9), just as a single sanctuary will often have both the grave of
a hero and the altar of the god: i.e., we are dealing with an antithesis within the ritual,
not with two fundamentally different and separate things. Cf. Burkert þ966) rc1n. 36.

SACRIFICE AS AN ACT OF KILLING
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sponds directly only with the burnt offerings (zebah, ielømim) of the
Old Testament"-although the details of Ugaritic and Phoenician
sacrificial cults are uncertain-and these differ markedly from Egyp-
tian and Mesopotamian, as well as Minoan-Mycenaean, rites, all of
which have no-altars for burning whole animals or bones'.3 And yet,
whatever complexities, layers, and changps in cultural tradition un-
derlie the individual peculiarities, it is astounding, details aside, to

observe the similarity of action and experience from Athens to ]erusa-
lem and on to Babylon. A detailed Babylonian text of which several

copies were made describes the sacrifice of a bull whose skin was

usãd as the membrane of a tympanon in the temple:a an untouched
black bull would be chosen for the secret ceremony, which took place
in a room enclosed on all sides by curtains. The complicated prepara-
tions included scattering grain, offering breads and libations, and sac-

Likewise, in the Egyptian realm, sacrifice for the dead and that for the gods have com-

mon roots: see w. Barta, Die altägyptischen opferlisten aon der Frühzeit bis zur gríech.-röm.

Epoche $963), r53. On roasting/boiling see II'r.n.29.
a2R. K. Yerkes, Sacriftce in Greek ønd Roman Religions and Early ludaism Q95z); R. Schmid,

Das Bundesopfer in lsrael (t964), therefo¡e assumed that Israeli burnt offering was a My-
cenaean import via Ugarit (92), but cf. D. Gill, Biblicø 47 $966), 255-62: Homer's famil-

iar yt¡pía xaíe¿u is absent from Mycenaean.
a3Demostrated by Yavis (rg4$; cf . K. Galling, Der Altar in den Kulturen des Alten orients
(1925). On Mesopotamia see G. Furlani, "Il sacrificio nella religione dei Semiti di Babi-

lonia e Assiria ," Mem. Linc. Vl + (t%z), 7o3-37o; F. Blome, Die Opfermaterie in Bøbylon

und Israel Gglù; Y. Rosengarten, Le régime des offtandes dans la société sumérienne d'après

les textes prêsargoniques de Lagas (196o). On Egypt see H. Kees, "Bemerkungen zum

Tieropfer der Agypter und seiner Symbolik," NGG (t942),7r-88; Ph' Derchain, Rifes

égyptiens l: Le sacrifice de l'oryx (1962), concerning which cf. l. Zandee, BibI' Or. zo (r9$),
iit-Sl, W. Barta, Die altägyptischen Opferlisten (n.4r above). On Ugarit see B' Janowski,
Ugarit-For schungen n (tg&o), 4a - 59.

For a sacrificial list from Alalakh see D. f. Wiseman, The AlaløkhTablets (t953), tz6.
For a monumental altar for bull-sacrifice at Myrtou Pygades on Cyprus, including horn-
symbols, a watering place for cattle, and bull statuettes (ca. tToolrzoo n.c.) see,4A
(t962) y8-3g, fig. 84. For a depiction of bull-sacrifice at Pylos see The Palace of Nestor ll
(t96) pl. t19.

The "hea¡th-house," out of which the Greek temple developed, is a type known al-

ready in Helladic times: see H. Drerup, Archaeologia Homericø O (t969), rz3-28. M. H.

Jameson, AIA 6z (t g58), zz3, reÍerc to sacrifice at the hearth in Mycenaean times. Open-
air sites for burnt offering-ash-altars consisting of piles of ashes and bones-are
abundantly attested both for Greece (Nilssonl1g55l,86-88; cf. II.r below on Lykaion,
II.z on Olympia) and for bronze-age Europe (W. Krämer, "Prähistorische Brandop-
ferplälze," in Helaetia øntiqua, Festschr. E, Vogt l:966l, rrr-zz).It does not seem possible

at this time to organize the va¡ious forms of sacrifice at the "hearth-house," the stone

altar, and the ash-altar into an historical system.
UANET fi4a8.The main text is Seleucid; others were copied in the seventh century
¡.c. from older Babylonian models. They thereby attest to the survival of the ritual over

the centuries. On the tympanon and the Kalu-priest (: Sum. galu), who "laments" "in

SACRIFICE AS AN ACT OF KILLING

rificing a sheep. The bull stood chained on a rush mat until it was time
for its mouth to be washed. After this, incantations would be whis-
pered into both its ears, after which it was sprinkled with water, pu-
rified with a torch, and surrounded by a circle of grain. Following
prayer and song, the bull was killed, the heart burned at once, and
the skin and left shoulder sineü/ removed to string the tympanon.
After further libations and offerings, the priest would bend down to
the severed head and say, "This deed was done by all the gods; I did
not do it." One version of the text says that the cadaver would be bur-
ied; an older one forbids at least the head priest from eating the meat.
Fifteen days later, in a largely parallel ceremony, with preparatory and
closing rites, the newly covered tympanon was brought into the cen-
ter in place of the bull, thus inaugurating it into its function.

Not even the religious revolution in the Near East, i.e., the emer-
gence of Islam, could eliminate animal-sacrifice. The high point in
the life of a Moslem is the pilgrimage to Meccaas which still today
draws hundreds of thousands of worshippers annually. The central
point occurs on the ninth day of the holy month, in the journey from
Mecca to Mount Arafat, where the pilgrims stay from noon till sun-
down praying "before God." This is followed by the Day of Sacrifice.
On the tenth day, in Mina, the pilgrim must throw seven pebbles at
an old stone monument and then slaughter-usually with his own
hands-a sacrificial animal-a sheep, a goat, or even a camel-which
is driven up and sold to him by Bedouins. He eats some of the animal,
though usually giving most of it away or simply leaving it. Saudi Ara-
bia has resorted to bulldozers to remove the carcasses. After this, the
pilgrim is allowed to cut his hair again and remove his pilgrim's robes.
Likewise, sexual abstinence ends after his return to Mecca. It is the
consecrated man who kills and the act of killing is made sacred. "In
the name of Allah" and 'Allah is merciful" are the Moslem formulas
that accompany even profane slaughter.

Daily routine inevitably made the sacrificial ritual an empty for-
mality.nu Therefore, in order to stress its importance, especially in the
ancient Near East, ordinances were c{eated stipulating countless ob-
servances. The Greeks seem to have given most care to the "begin-

the language of the female," see E. Dhorme, Les religíons de Babylonie et d'Assyrie
(tg+g'), 2o7-2o9, 2LZ.
asEnzyklopädie des lslam II (rgz), zo9-zt3; Encyclopédie de I'Islamlll (;96), 33-40 s.u.
HADIDI; ibid. for the proof that the basic elements of the pilgrimage are pre-Islamic.
6A sacrificial list from Uruk notes 50 rams, z bulls, r ox, and 8 lambs, among many
others, as the daily sacrifice: ANET 344. Croesus had 3,ooo animals sacrificed at Delphi:
Hdt. r, 50; 154 cows were bought for a festival on Delos: lG lllldI'z ú35, j5. King Se-
leukos gave ¡ooo íepeîa (sheep) and rz cows for a sacrifice at Didyma: OGI zr4, 63.
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ning" stages (ã.pyeo.ûo,c), as if trying to distract attention from the
central point, which nonetheless remained permanently fixed.
Hubert and Maussa? aptly characterized the structure of sacrificial rit-
ual with the concepts of "sacralization" and "desacralization"; that is
to say, preliminary rites, on the one hand, and closing rites, on the
other, framing a central action clearly marked as the emotional climax
by a piercing scream, the "Ololygé." This act, however, is the act of
killing, the experience of death. Thus, a threefold rhythm becomes
evident in the course of the sacrifice,n'moving from an inhibited, lab-
yrinthine beginning, through a terrifying midpoint, to a scrupulously
tidy conclusion. Vegetable offerings frequently come at the beginning
and again at the end of the ceremony, when libations are also espe-
cially characteristic. But the offerings can overlap and multiply, en-
larging the pattern until a triad. of sacrificial festivals emerges which
yet adheres to the same unchangeable rhythm: the preliminary sacri-
fice, the terrifying sacrifice, and the victorious, affirming sacrifice.
The core is always the experience of death brought about by human
violence, which, in turn, is here subject to predetermined laws. And
this is nearly always connected with another human-all too hu-
man-action, namely, eating: the festive meal of those who share in
the sacred.

PRIMITIVE MAN AS HUNTER

hunting and herding societies, mostly in Siberia. Moreover, he
pointed out prehistoric discoveries that seemed to attest to similar
customs by Middle Palaeolithic times. This powerful step backward
about 5o,ooo years in time admittedly seems to explain'obscurum per
obscurius. Whether the prehistoric evidence may be taken to indicate
belief in a supreme being-a kiríd of primordial monotheism-is a
moot question. It seemed less risky to state: "sacrifice is the oldest
form of religious action."2 But much of the oldest evidence remains
controversial.

Meuli relied on the "burial of bears" of Neanderthal times, as de-
scribed by Bächler and others:3 they claimed that they had found
bears' skulls and bones, especially thigh-bones, carefully set up in
caves, and that these corresponded to the "skull- and longbone sacri-
fice" observed among Siberian hunters, who used to deposit the
bones and skulls of their quarry in sacred places.n In Greek ritual, too,
it is the bones, especially the thigh-bones, that belong to the gods.
The bear's special role further appears in the "bear festivals" of north-
ern Eurasian tribes, from the Finns to the Ainus and on to America.s
Yet the findings of Bächler have come under serious attack: chance

below) and not to Meuli's basic argument. To be sure, the latter completely overlooked
the Neolithic Near Eastern component by making an all-too-direct connection between
the Indo-Germanic Greeks and the Eurasian hunters and herders. Against Meuli's al-
legedly magical interpretation, Müller-Karpe þ966) zz7-28 proposes a religious one
that proceeds from the experience of a "transcendental power"; but this is precisely
what the ritual communicates, and any interpretation of it-even self-interpretation-
is secondary (cf. I.3 below).

'?H. Kühn, "Das P¡oblem des Urmonotheismus," Abh. Mainz (r95o), zz, r7, whose in-
terpretation follows P. W. Schmidt, Der Ursprung der Gottesidee Vl (ty), 444-54, as
well as A. Vorbichler, Døs Opfer auf den heute noch erreichbaren ältesten Stufen der Mensch-
heitsgeschíchte (1956), and Müller-Karpe Qg66) zz8.
3E. Bächler, Das alpine PøIäolithikum der Schweiz (r94o); Meuli 9946) 47-39. For addi-
tional finds in Central Franken, Silesia, and Siberia, see Müller-Karpe þ,966) zz6; in
Hungary, see L Trencsényi-Waldapfel, Untersuchungen zur Religionsgeschichte þ966)
79 

^.77.aU. Holmberg, "Uber die Jagdriten der nördlichen Völker Asiens und Europas," /. 5o-
ciété Finno-Ougrienne 4t (rgz¡¡). A. Gahs, "Kopf-, Schädel- und Langknochenopfer bei
Rentiervölkern," Festschr. P. W. Schmidt (t928), 4t-68; I. Paulson, "Die Tierknochen
im fagdritual der nordeurasischen Völker," Zeitschr. t'. Ethnologie 8+ (tgSg), 27o-g3)
I. Paulson, Ä. Hultk¡antz, and K. Jettmar, Die Religionen Nordeurøsiens und der ameri-
kanischen Arktis (r.962).
54. I. Hallowell, "Bear Ceremonialism in the Northern Hemisphere," American An-
thropologist zB (tgz6), a-aZS; I. M. Kitagawa, 'Ainu Bear Festival," History of Religions r
(;96r), g5-r5r; I. Paulson, "Die ¡ituelle Erhebung des Bärenschädels bei arktischen
und subarktischen Völkern," Temenos t (:96), a5o-73.

2. The Eaolutionøry
Explønøtion : Primitiae Møn

øs Hunter

Karl Meuli's great essay on "Griechische Opferbräuche" (tg+6)'
added a new dimension to our understanding of sacrifice. He noted
striking similarities in the details of Greek sacrifice and the customs of

aTSee n. z.
tsCorresponding to the special case of the initiation rite, as established by Harrison
(rgz7) t5: ratõor pogíø-cr apay p.os- àuaB íao c.

lNilsson's "durchschlagende¡ Einwand" (tgSÐ, t45 rr. z, "dass nur gezähmte Tiere,
fast nie wilde geopfert werden," applies only to a problem of historical change (cf. I.5
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assemblage of bones cannot be excluded as an explanation of the al-

leged bear-burials.6 It is safer to rely on the evidence of the Upper Pa-

laeolithic, the epoch of homo sapiens' At this period, hunters' cus-

toms, including the manipulation of animals' bones and skulls, are

clearly attestedi Meuli's insight about the antiquity of Siberian hunt-
ing ritual is basically confirmed, even if still more ancient layers re-
mãin in the dark. There are places where stag skulls and deer skel-

etons were gathered, as well as the bones of bison and mammoths.T
At a site in Siberia, twenty-seven mammoth skulls were found set up
in a circle around a central point where a female statuette lay buried
beneath a pile of bones and partially worked tusks.s This recalls a fre-
quently reproduced gold ring from Mycenae, on which a row of ani-
mal skulls borders the procession to the seated goddess.'A stylized
pair of horns is the common and omnipresent religious symbol of
Minoan-Mycenaean culture. Much earlier, in the household shrines
of Çatal Hüyük, there are genuine cow-horns set up in rows or in-
serted in plaster heads.'o Upper Palaeolithic deer hunters had at-
tached a reindeer skull to a pole near a place where they used to
throw young roes into the water, weighted down with stones-a
"sacrifice of immersion."" There is a life-size clay statue of a bear in
the cave of Montespan, which had been covered with a genuine bear-
skin, including the skull.'2 Similarly, hunters in the Sudan covered a

clay figure with the skins of slaughtered lions or leopards, just as

farmers in southern Abyssinia did with the skin of a young sacrificial
bull. Hermes the cattle-thief and cattle-killer stretched out on a rock

6Against Bächler's theory see F. E. Koby, L'Anthropologíe 55 Ggsa), 3o4-3o8; H. G.

Bandi in Heluetia antiqua Q966), r-8; cf. the discussion in J. Maringer, "Die Opfer der
' paläolithischen Menschen," in Anthropica (1968), 249-7r; M. Eliade, Histoire des cro-

r,':laflcês et des idées relígieusesl (1976), 4-27, 1931.
' 7Müller-Karpe 

þ966) zz5-26.
sJelisejevici: see Müller-Karpe Q966) zz5.
eCorpus der minoischen und mykenischen Siegel, ed. F. Matz and H. Biesantz,I (196$ #r7;
Nilsson (rgSS) pl. r7.r; Simon $969) r9r-$. Even if these were meant to rePresent
animal-headed vessels (Simon), they are a further, symbolizing development of the an-

cient sacrificial structure (see IV.z.n.39).
l0Mellaart 

þ967) r4o-4r, 144-55, r8r.

"Müller-Karpe þ966) zz4-25, pl. 199.45.
12Müller-Karpe 

Q966) zo5 pl. to7.r; A. Leroi-Gourhan, Prêhistoire de l'art occidentale

(t96), 3t3, figs.646-47. For parallels from the Sudan see L. Frobenius, Kulturge-
schichte Afrikas GglÐ, 8l; from Abyssinia see A. Friedrich, Paideumø z (t94r), 4-24;
Meuli (1946) z4t-; cf. l. Paulson, Temenos t (tg6), t6o-6t, on statues of bears as sub-
stitutes for actual dead ones, "the soul's residence."

PRIMITIVE MAN AS HUNTER

the skins of the cows he had slaughtered. This, too, is "one of the
many sagas about the origin of sacrifice."'3

One could, of course, try to cut through these correspondences
with conceptual distinctions, and separate hunting and sacrifice on
principle.'a In the hunt, one might argue, killing is not ceremonial but
practical and subject to chance; itS meaning and goal, both quite pro-
fane, lie in obtaining meat for food; a wild beast must be seen in op-
position to a tame domestic animal, And yet the very similarity of
hunting and sacrificial customs belies such a distinction. Killing can
become ceremonial even among hunters. A tame bear, for instance,
would have to perform at the bear festival. We also hear of a complete
mammoth skeleton found on a high cragt a place to which it could
only have been driven by men.'s On the other hand, the hunting sit-
uation is often evoked and acted out in later civilizations, as if one had
to catch a wild beast so as to sacrifice it at a predetermined place.

,.'Thus, Plato combines the hunt and sacrifice in a semi-barbarous con-
rl text, his fictitious Atlantis,l6 and in fact bull-hunts are attested in the
marginal areas of Greek culture.lT An Attic myth tells how Theseus
subdued the wild bull of Marathon so that it let itself be led to the
sacrifice-and this is said to be the legendary origin of the local fes-
tival in Marathon, the Hekaleia.ls Among the Sumerians, a "wild
bull" was considered the most eminent sacrificial animal, even though
it had long been extinct in Mesopotamia. The consecrated horns in
the sanctuaries of Çatal Hüyük were, however, still obtained from
genuine wild bulls; bull- and stag-hunting appear on the very impres-
sive wall-paintings there (see Figure 3)." The way in which the leop-

13W. R. Smith (1894) 3o6.2; rérp¡ ðn' ì¡l'tBar<p Hy. Merc.4o4, hence probably to be read
tz4 éri (Cdd. ézrl) rérp7¡. In the myth, the skins apparently turned to stone, like the
skin of Marsyas at Kelainai (Hdt. 7.26; Xen. Anab. r.2.8). The rite was no longer prac-
ticed; cf. I.r.n.z9 above.
laSee Nilsson's objection, n. r above. On the interrelation of hunt and slaughter in Af-
rica see Straube $95) r9g-2o4.
lsMüller-Karpe 

9966) zz5 (Gravettien).
t6Plat. Critias trgd-e; H. Herter, RhM ro9 Q966), :.4o-42.
tTFor raupotlqpía in Thessaly see IG IX 2528, 1JI-JZ; Arch. Deltion ú (196o), r85,
REG 77 Q96$, 176; AP 9.543; on this and on the raupoxa&a{ca in Asia Minor see

L. Robert, Les gladiateurs dans I'Orient grec $94o), 3r.8-r9, who also treats the remaining
xuw¡yéota and ûr¡popayíet (3o913r). For a iepòv xuw¡yé,atov in Athens see Hypoth.
Dem.25.
tsSoph. fr. z5P.; Callim. fr. 259-6o;264;Plut. Thes. 4 following Philochoros, FGrHist

328 F rog; Paus. r.z7,ro. For vase-paintings see Brommer $96o) 19z-96.
reOn Sumerian wild bulls see Müller-Karpe (1968) II 338; on Çatal Hüyük see Mellaart
(t967) zoo-2o8, pl. S+-SZ, 6t-64; cf.. n. 9 above.
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ard men swarm around the bull and the stag in these paintings is per-
haps almost more suggestive of a dance than of hunting' In Egypt,
the sacrifice of bulls ã"a nlppopotami, performed by the pharaoh,
was entirely stylized as a hunt.2o In many parts of Greece, the animals

chosen for sacrifice were "set free for the god," almost as if they were

wild beasts on sacred land until the time appointed for the bloody
" act." "

The continuity between the hunt and sacrificial ritual apPears

most forcibly in the ritual details that leave no tangible archaeological
trace; these have been set out in detail by Meuli. The correspondences
extend from the preparations, with their purifications and absti-

nences, to the closing rites, involving bones, skulls, and skins. In
hunting societies accessible to ethnological study, hunters are said to
have expressed clear feelings of guilt with regard to the slaughtered

, animal. The ritual provides forgiveness and reparation, though fre-
'quently taking on a scurrilous character which prompted Meuli to

icoin the phrase "the comedy of innocence." The ritual betrays an un-
herlying anxiety about the continuation of life in the face of death."
The bloody "act" was necessary for the continuance of life, but it is
just as necessaty for new life to be able to start again. Thus, the gath-
ering of bones, the raising of a skull or stretching of a skin is to be

understood as an attempt at restoration, a resurrection in the most
concrete sense. The hope that the sources of nourishment will con-
tinue to exist, and the fear that they will not, determine the action of
the hunter, killing to live.

20H. Kees, "Bemerkungen zum Tieropfer der Ägypter und seiner Symbolik," NGG

(:942\,7r-88.
2l Babrius 37 (t ócyos cúgeros in antithesis to the plow-ox), For herds of Hera in Croton
see Livy 24.3.2, and cf. Nikomachos in Porph. V. Pyth' 24, Iambl. V. Pyth. 6r. For the
cattle of Argive Hera see Ill.z.n. z5 below; for Ar.ds Boûs at Miletus see Hsch. s a ; for a

donkey sacrificed to the winds at Tarentum see Hsch. åvep,6ras; for the sheep of He-
lios at Apollonia/Epirus see Hdt. 9.93; for bulls of Dionysus at Kynaithos see Paus.

8.t9.2; for sacred sheep, goats, cattle, and ho¡ses at Delphi see OGI 345, r5-r9; for sa-

cred sheep at Delos see IG II/III'? t'63g, :-5; for cattle of "Herakles" in Spain see Diod.

4.r8.3; for cattle of the "Meteres" in Sicily see Diod, 4.8o.6; for "Persian Artemis"'(Ana-
hita) herds on the Euphrates see Plut. Luc. 24; Íor rà Ûpép'p'ara ú¡s Ûeoù at Kleitor see

Polyb. 4.i9.4; Scillus, Xen. Anab. 5.3.9; for the herds of Persephone of Kyzikos see Plut.
Luc, to. Cf. further, in myth, Apollo's cattle in Thessaly, Hy. Merc. 7o-72; and Helios'
cattle, Od. rz. For Atlantis see Plat. Critiøs. r gd, and. cf . Prot. 3zoa, Aesch. Prom. 666.

Similarly, for the Indian Aóvamedha a horse is "set free": see W. Koppers, Wiener Beitr.

z. Kulturgeschichte 4 j96), 3o6.
zMeuli (r.946) zz4-52; H. Baumann, "Nyama, die Rachemacht," Paideuma 4 Í95o),
r,g1,-23o. For a psychiatric perspective see R. Bilz, "Tiertöter-Skrupulantismus," /øhr-
buch f . Psychologie und Psychotherapíe 3 Q95), zz6-44.

PRIMITIVE MAN AS IiUNTER

These customs are more than mere curiosities, for the hunt of the
Palaeolithic hunter is not just one activity among many. The transition
to the hunt is, rather, one of the most decisive ecological changes be-
tween man and the other primates. Man can virtually be defined as
"the hunting ape" (even if "the naked ape" makes a more appealing
title).'?3 This statement leads to d second indisputable fact, namely,
that the age of the hunter, the Palaeolithic, comprises by far the
largest part of human history. No matter that estimates range be-
tween 95 and 99 percent: it is clear that man's biological evolution was
accomplished during this time. By comparison, the period since the
invention of agriculture-lo,ooo years, at most-is a drop in the
bucket. From this perspective, then, we can understand man,s terrify-
ing violence as deriving from the behavior of the predatory animal,
whose characteristics he came to acquire in the course of becoming
man.

Our conception of primitive man and his society will always be a
tentative construct; still, there are some social and psychological pre-
conditions that cannot have been absent from the situation of the
early hunters. The primate's biological makeup was not fit for this
new way of life. Man had to compensate for this deficiency by a tour
de force of ingenious technology and institutions, that is to say, by his
culture, although that culture itself quickly became a means of selec-
tion. Of primary importance was the use of weapons, without which
man poses virtually no threat to beasts. The earliest weapon that was
effective at a distance was the wooden spear hardened by fire.'n This
presupposes the use of fire; earlier, bones had served as clubs.ru Man's
upright posture facilitated the use of weapons. But perhaps more im-
portant than all this was the development of a social order leading to
sharp sexual differentiation, which has even become a part of our in-
herited biological constitution. Among human beings, hunting is
23Morris (196) 19-49, and cf. C. F. Hocket and R. Ascher, "The Human Revolution,,,
Current Anthropology S Og6+), q5-47, with discussion 48-68; A. Kortlandt, Current
Anthropology 6 (196), 3zo; La Batre (r97o) 69-9z; R. Ardrey, The Hunting Hypothesis
(1976). Important points were anticipated by R. Eisler, Man into WoIf (r95r). In the
meantime, organized hunting, with sharing of meat, has been observed in chimpan-
zees: G. Teleki, Scíentific American zz9/t (rg73), 3z-42, and cf. P. J. Wilson, Man n.s. to
(t97), 5-zo. Chimpanzees are more human than expected-cf. also A. Kortlandt and
M. Kooij, Symp. Zool. Soc. London rc g9$),6r-88-yet they do not use weapons and
cannot attack big game.
2aMüller-Karpe 

Q966) r48; Burkert þ96) zg-87. See generally K. Lindner, La chasse
préhistoríque (r95o).
2sR. A. Dart, Adaentures with the Missing Link Q95o), r97-2o4; cf . rc9-t9,,,The An-
tiquity of Murder."
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SACRIFICE/ HUNTING, FUNERARY RITUALS

man's work-in contrast to all animal predators-requiring both
speed and strength; hence the male's long, slender thigh. By contrast,
since women mùst bear children with ever larger skulls, they develop
round, soft forms. Man's extraordinarily protracted youth, his neo-

teny, which permits the development of the mind through learning
ur,á thu tranãmission of a complicated culture, requires long years of

security. This is basically provided by the mother at home' The man

arrrr*ér the role of the family breadwinner-an institution universal
to human civilizations but contrary to the behavior of all other
mammals.2ó

The success of the "hunting ape" was due to his ability to work
cooperatively, to unite with other men in a communal hunt. Thus,

man ever since the development of hunting has belonged to two over-

lapping social structures, the family and the Männerbund; his world
faiÀ into pairs of categories: indoors and out, security and adventure,
women's work and men's work, love and death' At the core of this
new type of male community, which is biologically analogous to a

pack of wolves, are the acts of killing and eating. The men must con-

stantly move between the two realms, and their male children must
one day take the difficult step from the women's world to the world of
men. Fathers must accept their sons, educating them and looking
after them-this, too, has no parallel among mammals. When a boy
finally enters the world of men, he does so by confronting death.

What an experience it must have been when man, the relative of
the chimpanzee, succeeded in seizing the power of his deadly enemy/

the leopárd, in assuming the traits of the wolf, forsaking the role of
the hunted for that of the hunter! But success brought its own dan-

gers. The earliest technology created the tools for killing. Even the
wooden spear and wedge provided man with weaPons more dan-

gerous than his instincts could cope with. His rudimentary killing in-
hibitions were insufficient as soon as he could kill at a distance; and
males were even educated to suppress these inhibitions for the sake

of the hunt. Moreover, it is as easy, or even easier, to kill a man as it is
to kill a fleeing beast, so from earliest times men slipped repeatedly
into cannibalism.2'Thus, from the very start, self-destruction was a
threat to the human race.

If man nonetheless survived and with unprecedented success

2óMorris (tg6Z)lZ-lg;LaBarre i97o)7g-$. Ontheroleof manasbreadwinnerseeM.
lulead, Male and Female Qg49), t88-94.
27On the "gesicherten Tatsache von Ritualtötungen" in Palaeolithic times see Mùller-
Karpe (1966) z4o (Ofnet cave), z3z-33 (Monte Circeo), z3o (Peking Man). Cannibalism
is probable: see La Barre QgTo) 4o4-4o6, LJ4 n.3oi M. K. Roper, 'A Survey of Evidence

for Intrahuman Killing in the Pleistocene," Current Anthropology to (1969), 427-59.

PRIMITIVE MAN AS HUNTER

even enlarged his sphere of influence, it was because in place of his
natural instincts he developed the rules of cultural tradition, thus ar-
tificially forming and differentiating his basic inborn behavior. Biolog-
ical selection rather than conscious planning determined the educa-
tional processes that helped form man, so that he could best adapt
himself to his role. A man had fo be courageous to take part in the
hunt; therefore, courage is always included in the conception of an
ideal man. A man had to be reliable, able to wait, to resist a momen-
tary impulse for the sake of a long-range goal. He had to have en-
durance and keep to his word. In these matters men developed be-
havior patterns that were lacking in anthropoid apes and were more
closely analogous to the behavior of beasts of prey.2' Above all, the
use of weapons was controlled by the strictest-if also artificial-
rules: what was allowed and necessary in one realm was absolutely
forbidden in the other. A brilliant accomplishment in one was murder
in the other. The decisive point is the very possibility that man may
submit to laws curbing his individual intelligence and adaptability for
the sake of societal predictability. The educative power of tradition at-
tempts to bind him in an irreversible process analogous to biological
"imprinting."2e

On a psychological level, hunting behavior was mainly deter-
mined by the peculiar interplay of the aggressive and sexual com-
plexes, which thus gave form to some of the foundations of human
society. Whereas research on biological behavior, at least in predatory
animals, carefully distinguishes intraspecific aggression from the be-
havior of hunting and eating,'o this distinction obviously does not
hold for man. Rather, these two became superimposed at the time
when man unexpectedly assumed the behavior of predatory animals.
Man had to outdo himself in his transition to the hunt, a transition

284. Kortlandt, Current Anthropology 6 ('96), 323: "The evolution of the specifically hu-
man type of culture required the combination of the manual dexterity of an arboreal
fruit eater with the long-term foresight and perseverance of a highly specialized car-
nivore." On the human tendency to submit to authority see Ëibl-Eibesfeldt j97o)
L20-23,

'?eOn the biological fact of imprinting see K. Lorenz, "über tierisches und menschliches
Verhalten," Ges. Abh. I (1965), 49-48, z7o-7r (orig. 1%Ð; E. H. Hess, Science r3o
(rg5), 43-4r, who makes the remarkable finding that "the administration of punish-
ment or painful stimulation increases the effectiveness of the imprinting experience"
(r4r) in contrast to the learning process. For the problem of applicability to man see H.
Thomae, "Entwicklung und Prägung," Hdb, d. Psychologielll(rg5q), 24o-ill (which, as
it deals with secular man, ignores religious ritual).
slorenz $gg) 4o; Eibl-Eibesfeldt þg7o) 7-8, with a polemic against R. A. Dart (n. e5
above). On the other hand, La Barre þ97o) 4o, for instance, speaks of the obviously
"necessary aggression of hunting."
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SACRIFICE/ HUNTING/ FUNERARY RITUALS

requiring implementation of all his spiritual reserves. And because

this sort of behavior became specific to the male sex, that is to say,

"men's work," males could more easily adapt themselves to the intra-
specific aggression programmed for courtship fights and the im-
pulses of sexual frustration (see I.7).

It is not easy for adult males to cooperate, and especially the

"naked ape," whôse sexuality clearly grew out of proportion-in order

to bind men to women and thus insure that the family would be sup-

ported." The heightened aggressiveness thus aroused could be

lurned to the service of the community by means of redirection, as

has been described by Konrad Lotenz;3'for it is precisely group dem-

onstration of aggression toward outsiders that creates a sense of close

personal community. Tlne Männerbund becomes a closed, conspir-
ätorial group through the explosive potential of aggression stored in-
ternally. This aggression was released in the dangerous and bloody
hunt. The internal and external effects of aggression mutually en-

hanced the chances of success. Community is defined by participa-
tion in the bloody work of men. The early hunter soon subdued the

world.
Because the hunter's activity was reinforced by behavior aimed

originally at a human partner-that is, through intraspecific aggres-

sion-in place of a biologically fixed relationship of beast and quarry,

something curious occurred: the quarry became a quasi-human ad-

versary, experienced as human and treated accordingly. Hunting con-

centraied ón the great mammals, which conspicuously resembled

men in their body structure and movements, their eyes and their
"faces," their breath and voices, in fleeing and in fear, in attacking and
in rage. Most of all, this similarity with man was to be recognized in
killing and slaughtering: the flesh was like flesh, bones like bones,

phallus like phallus, and heart like heart," and, most important of all,
ihe *arm running blood was the same. One could, perhaps, most
clearly grasp the animal's reseinblance to man when it died. Thus, the
quarry turned into a sacrificial victim' Many observers have told of

the.almost h-rotherly bond that hunters felt for their game,3a and the
exchangeability of man and animal in sacrifice ,".rrrä, a mythorogi-
cal theme in many cultures besides the Greek.r'

In the shock causedby the sight of flowing blood3u'we clearly ex-
perience the remnant of a biological, life-preserving inhibition. But
that is precisely what must be oiercome, for men, alleast, courd not
afford "to see no blood," 

-and they were educated accordingly. Feel_
ings of 

{e31 
and guilt are the necessary consequences of orre.îtäpping

one's inhibitions; yet human tradition, in the ?orm of religion, .ìËurr|
does not aim at removing or settling these tensions. on the contrary,
they are purposefully heightened-. peace must reign within the
group/ for what is called for outside, offends within. õrder has to be
observed inside, the extraordinary finds rerease without. outside,
something utterly different, beyond the norm, frightening but fas-
cinating, confronts the ordinary citizen living withiñ tt," nriit, of the
everyday world' It is surrounded by barrierJ to be broken down in a
complicated, set way, corresponding to the ambivalence of the event:
sacralization and desacralization arõund a central point where weap-
ons, blood, and death establish a sense of human åommunity. The ir-
reversible event becomes a formative experience for all participants,
provoking feelings of fear and guilt and increasing desire io make rep-
aration, the groping attempt at restoration. For t-he barriers that had
been broken before are now all the more willingly recogniruJ. th"
rules are confirmed precisely in their antithetical ter,sion."Rs an order
embracing its opposite, always endangered yet capable of adaptation
and development, this fluctuating balance entered-the traditio; of hu-
man culture. The power to kill and respect for life illuminate each
other.

with remarkable consistency, myths tell of the origins of man in a

PRIMITIVE MAN AS HUNTER

(1946) 248-52, and cf. H. Baumann, paideuma + GgSo), r9g, zoo; Meuli (1967)
!Meuli
t6o.

3rMorris (1967) 5o-toz; putting some limitations on his theses, cf. Eibl-Eibesfeldt (r97o)

t49-82, esp. a7o-72.
32lorenz þg$) z5t-3r8; Eibl-Eibesfeldt (r97o) r87-9o.
33Human and animal c.n\ayyva bore the same names from the earliest times, but
whereas the animal's were well known from slaughter, human entrails became visible

only in those wounded in war or during human sacrifice. Their visible Presence was

basic for the consciousness of one's own "subiectivity"-heart, diaphragm, and gall in

Greek; liver and kidneys as well in other languages (cf. R. B. Onians, Origins of Euro'

peanThought [r95r], esp. zr-43and 8+-8S)'

3sFor an animal substituted for_a lan see the story of Abraham and Isaac in Gen. zz:r3;
Iphigenia--in Aulis, Apollod. Epit. 3.zz; virgin and goat at Munichia, Zen. Athous r.g
p- 35o Miller; Paus. Att. e 35 Erbse; for veiovis immolatur ritu humøno capra Ger. 5.tz.r...The reverse situation, that a man dies instead of a sacrificial animal, is a belová motif
in tragedy: see Burkert Q966) n6. substitution, however, also occurs in ritual: see the
Bouûucía instead of human sacrifice at salamis/cyprus, porph. Abst. 2.54;for the fre-
quent substitution of child- and animal-sacrifice ai Òarthage see G. Charíes-picard, L¿s
relíglon1 de-l'Afrique antíque 9954), 49r; for children designãted as carves and sacrificed
see Luk. syr. D. 58; for a calf treated as a child and sairificed see Ael. Nat. an, n34
(Tenedos).
sFor folkloristic material see H. L. strack, Das BIut im Glauben untl Aberglauben der
Menschheit (r9oo7); F. Rüsche, BIut, Leben und seele oglo); J. H. waszink, n {c l 6g5a¡,
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fall, a crime that is often a bloody act of violence.3'The Greeks specu-

lated that this was preceded by a golden age of modest vegetarianism,
ending in the "murder" of the plow-ox' Accordingly, anthropologists
o.,.u ,är" the peaceful gathereri, or even the planters, as the original
form of human civilizaiion. The study of prehistory has changed this

picture: man became man through the hunt, through the act of kill-
ing. ,,The greatest danger to life is the fact that man's food consists

en"tirely of ãouls," said an Eskimo shaman,38 just as Porphyrios charac-

terizeá.the state of mankind, divorced from the gods and dependent

on food, by quoting Empedokles: "Such are the conflicts and groan-

ings from which you have been born." As one of the Old Testament

*!tt,r seems to tell us, men are the children of Cain. Yet killing, if it
wás a crime, was salvation at the same time. "You saved us by shed-

ding blood," the Mithraists address their savior-god, Mithras the bull-
slaÈr..'What has become a mystic paradox had been just fact in the

beginning.

3. Ritualization

Although sacrifice began in the hunt, it appeared at its most me-

ticulous and brilliant in the ancient city cultures, and at its most grue-

some in Aztec civilization. It maintained its form and perhaps even

45g-23. For a psychological perspective on the shock caused by blood see G' Devereux,

Mohaue Ethnopsychiatry and Suicide þ96r), 14, 4z-45.
37For man being created from the blood of a rebellious god see the Enuma Elið vI,
.4NET ó8, and ci. ANET too; for man's 

".o,ìtat¿Tt'rautxì¡ 
,úote see Plat. Leg. 7orc, prob'

ably following the orphic myth. Aratus r3o-34 links the transition to the Iron Age, the

flight of Dike, and the sacrifice of the plow-ox. Cf. W. R. Smith (1894) 3o6-3o8;B Gatz,

Weltalter, goldene Zeit und sinnaerwandte VorsteL,lungen þ967)' t65-7t.
$Cited by Meuli (1946) zz6; Empedokles B n4'z in Porph. Abst. 3.27 (ëx re uewé<ov

porph., 8* re ørovoyîuz Diels, following the parallel traditiori). Plut. Cona. sept. sap.

t59c-d: t¡t õ'ävev xo;xtic:eørs êrépou rì¡v aútoû aonr¡píav ãp.í¡yavou ô Ûeòs netoír¡re,
roírr<at rì¡v gúotv ãpyì¡v riô¿rcdas îpocîéÛetxf,v. A. E. Jensen',s treatment, "uber das Tö-

ten als kulturgeschichtliche Erscheinung," Pøideuma 4 Ggso), 23-28 : Mythos und Kult

bei Naturaölkern lt95rl, rg7-229, is fundamental and rich in source material. His thesis

that this is the expression of man's basic realization that he is dependent on organic

food can be made mo¡e specific from an historical perspective: it is the ideology of the

hunter, still maintained in the planter's culture. Cf. Straube (1955) zoo-2o4.
3e Et nos serzsfsü l. . .l sanguine t'uso: inscription in the Mithraeum of Santa Prisca, Rome:

M. f . vermaseren and c. c. van Essen, Tl¡¿ Excaaations in the Mithraeum of the church of

acquired its purely religious function outside the context in which
killing was necessary for life. For the action to be thus redirected and
maintained, there had to be ritualization.

_ The concept of ritual has long been used to describ*e the rules of
religious behavior. Biology's t".eñt usurpation of the term appears,
however, to confuse the concepi, mixing the transcendent #ith the
infra-human. But perhaps thesè two do lndeed meet within the fun-
damental orders that constitute life. Thus, we deliberately start from
the biological definition of ritual, and from there we will soon be led
deep into the nature of religion.

Since the work of Sir Julian Huxley and Konrad Lorenz,l biology
has defined ritual as.a behavioral paítern that has lost its primary
function-present in its unritualizeà model-but which persists in a
new function, that of communication. This pattern in turn provokes a
corresponding behavioral response. Lorenz's prime example is the
triumph ceremony of a pair of graylag geese, which is no longer
prompted by a real enemy.,The victory ovei a nonexistent opponent is
meant to demonstrate and draw attention to the couplei Åohdarity
and is confirmed by,corresponding behavior in the puit.ru., who un-
derstands the ritual communicati,on because of itä predetermined
stereotypy. In the triumph ceremony, communication is reciprocal
and is strengthened by the reactions of each side. But it can aiso be
one-sided, as, for example, when a threatening gesture is answered
by ritual submission, which thus upholds a hiãrãrchy. This commu-
nicating function reveals the two basic characteristics of ritual behav-
ior, na1e,ly, repetition and theatrical exaggeration. For the essentially
immutable patterns do not transmit differentiated and complex infoi-
mation_but, rather, just one piece of information each. This single
piece of information is considered so important that it is reinforcediy
constant repetition so as to avoid misunderstanding or misuse. The
fact of understanding is thus more important thañ what is under-
stood. Above all, then, ritual creates and affirms social interaction.

santa Prisca in Rome þ.965), zr7-zo. In the ]ra.,tna, eternali had been read, but this can-
not have been there: S. Pancie¡a in U. Bianchi, ed., Mysteria Mithrae þ97:g), rc3ff .lsir¡ulianHuxley, Proc.Zool.soc.(rgt4),511-15on"ceremonies,,oftheGreatcrested
Grebe; Lorenz $9$) 89-rz7;'A Discussion on Ritualization of Behavior in Animals
and Man," Philos. Trans. Ro!. soc. LondonBz5t (..966), 247-526, with articres by Huxley,
Lorenz, and others; Eibl-Eibesfeldt g97o) 6o_7o; n Weiâtunn, Aggressiaiíät, Rítus,
säktilarisierung (1965). In clefining ritual as "action re-don" o. pr"-åî",,, f . Harrison
(Epileg.ome-na to the study of Græk Religion [r9zr], xlüi) recognizËd the dispíacement of
behavior but not the communicatoryfunctíon. Now E. R]Leach, for exàmple, finds
that "communicative behavior" and "magical behavior,, in ritual are not basically dif-
ferent (Pftilos. Trans. Roy. Soc. LondonBz5i ltg66l, 4o3_4o4).

RITUALIZATION
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Aggressive behavior evokes a highly attentive, excited resPonse'
pretenããd aggression thus plays a special role in ritual communica-
tion. Raising óne's hands, waving branches, wielding weapons and

torches, stamping the feet while turning from attack to flight, folding
the hands or tìftiñg them in supplication, kneeling and prostration: all

these are repeated and exaggerated as a demonstration whereby the

individual pìoclaims his membership and place in the community' A
rhythm develops from repetition, and auditory signals accompanying
thã gestures give rise to music and dance. These, too, are primordial
forms of human solidarity, but they cannot hide the fact that they

grew out of aggressive tensions, with their noise and beating, attack

ãnd flight. Of course, man has many modes of expression that are not
of this;rigin and that can be ritualized. But in ethology, even laughter
is thoughi to originate in an aggressive display of teeth.'Gestures of

disgusfor "purification" are not far removed from the impulses of ag-

greãsion anã destruction. Some of these ritual gestures can be traced

with certainty to the primates, from waving branches and rhythmic
drumming to phallic display and raising the hand in supplication.'

It is disputed to what extent ritual behavior is innate or learned.'
We will have to wait for further ethological research. There is even a

possibility that specific learning or formative experiences may activate

innate behavior. Universal modes of behavior suggest an innate stock

from which they are drawn. Yet, building upon these, cultural educa-

tion creates special forms delimiting individual groups almost as if
they were "pseudo-species." Fortunately, in studying the effect of rit-
uals as communication in society, the question of their biological roots
is comparatively unimportant.

Ever since Emile Durkheim, sociologists have been interested in
the role of rites, and especially of religious rituals in society. "It is
through common action that society becomes self-aware"; thus "the
collective feelings and ideas that determine [society's] unity and char-
acter must be maintained and confirmed at regular intervals'"u A' R.

Radcliffe-Brown has been the most thorough in developing this func-
tional perspective: a society can exist only by means of .oÃ*or, .o.,-
cepts and feelings which, in turn, ut" á"rräloped through society,s
effect on the individual. "The ceremonial custòms of â sãciety are a
means by which the sentiments in question are given collective ex-
pression on appropriate occasion .,,uTod,ay one *ould perhaps replace
the term sentiment with thought structure and behaaior pàttrrrËut on the
whole, ethology has confirmed and reinforced this view. The ritual
actualizes social interaction; it dramatizes the existing order. we may
call it "status dramatization,"T although this is not ó say that a rite
cannot establish and define a new status.

Besides this functional-behavioristic approach, and apparently
contradicting it, is the psychoanalytic concépt of ritual based'on em-
pirical observation of compulsive behavior. Her", too, we find set be-
havior patterns that have lost their primary, pragmatic function. In
this view, neurosis becomes a kind of privaie r"lig"ion, and sacred rit-
ual becomes collective neurosis. Through ritual, the psyche tries to
avoid anxieties, fleeing to a world of its own making fiom a reality it
cannot accept and thus negates. oppressed and wounded by that re-
ality, itseeks to escape utter madness. Thus, religion is seen as an ir-
rational outburst, a "ghost dance."B

The contrast, however, is more one of perspective than of sub_
stance' fust as in biology one may, on the one hand, observe the for-
mation of a mutation and its physiological effects in terms of causality,
while, on the other, gauging its relative advantage or disadvantage
from a different environmental perspective, so, tõo, in studying tñe
formation of private rituals, the sociological-functional approâch pro-
vides a necessary complement to psychology. we .u.rrõi grasp ieli-
gion as a fixed form if it is merely personal; it becomes a formative
construct only over the course of generations. sacrificial rituals, in
any 

-case/ 
are impressive evidence for a continuity spanning thou_

sands of years, and even if they exist only because of cìrtain fsycho-
logical influences, the continuity is surely due to other factors, fáctors
of biological and social selection.

The first of these factors is negative. A ritual can persist in a com-

RITUALIZATION

2lorenz þg$) 268-7o; cautiously, Eibl-Eibesfeldt (r,97o) t97.
3Burkert (tgZÐ lS-+S.On drumming see Eibl-Eibesfeldt (r97o) 4o; on phallic display

see I.7 below; on the outstretched hand see Eibl-Eibesfeldt (r97o) zo4-zo5; Morris
(196) r57, 166.
aOn the socially learned behavior of the primate see, for instance, L. Rosenkötter,

Frankfurter Hefte zr (t966), 521-33, and cf. I.r'n. r above.
sE. Durkheim, Les t'ormes élémentøires de la aie religieuse þ9rz; tg6oa),598: "c'est par l'ac-

tion commune qu'elle [sc. la société] prend conscience de soi"; 6ro: "entretenir et raffer-

mir, à intervalles réguliers, les sentiments collectifs et les idées collectives qui font son

unité et sa personnalité."

64. R. Radcliffe-Brown, The Andaman lslnnders (r%3\ 234.
TFor the term see F. w Young, lnítiation ceremonies: A Cross-culturøl study of status
Dramatizatíon (1965).

'It is sufficient to refer to La Barre's comprehensive treatment (r97o). see s. Freud,
"Zwangshandlungen und Religionsübungen,,, Ges. Schr. rc (rgz4), zto- zo: Ges, Werke
7 þ941), 129-)9.
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munity only so long as it does not threaten that community with ex-

tinction. Some religious developments have indeed tended in this di-

rection. The swift iall of most Gnostic movements and the final fall of

Manichaeism were undoubtedly caused by their negation of life, just

as the monks of Mount Athos, who were maintained by the outside

world's consciousness of sin, are dying out today' If, however, prac-

tically all human cultures are shaped by religion, this indicates that

religi,ous ritual is advantageous jn the process of selection, if not for

thelndividual, then at least for the continuance of group identity.'qRe-

ligion outlives all non-religious communities; and sacrificial ritual
plavs a special role in this process.^ ' 

Furt^hermore, those rituals which are not innate can endure only
when passed on through a learning process. The impulse for imita-
tion, which is highly developed in man and especially in children, is

decisive here, anã ii is encouraged by the theatricality of ritual. Chil-

dren act out weddings and funerals again and again. This alone, how-

ever, cannot preserve the form of ritual, which remains rigid and un-
changing ovèr long periods of time. For this, the rite must be

established as sacred. A religious rite is almost always "serious":
some danger is evoked arousing anxiety, which then heightens atten-

tiveness una nrtr the subsequent proceedings out of the colorful
stream of daily experience. Thus, the learning process leaves an in-
eradicable impression. By far the greatest impression is made by what
terrifies, and it is just this that makes aggressive rituals so significant'

But even this is not enough to guarantee the permanence of the

ritual: deviations are corrected by elimination. Ritual was evidently so

important for the continuance of human society that it became one of
the factors of selection itself for innumerable generations. Those who
will not or cannot conform to the rituals of a society have no chance in
it. only those who have integrated themselves can have influence and

affect áction. Here, the serious character of religious ritual becomes a

very real threat. The psychological failure to meet this threat causes

per-sonal catastrophe. For instance, a child who consistently laughs

äuring solemn occasions will not survive in a religious community.
Apollõnios of Tyana once declared such a boy to be possessed by a
demon, but luckily the evil spirit quickly left the frightened young

eso already o. Gruppe, R.fufl Suppl., "Geschichte der klassischen Mythologie und Reli-

gonsgeschichte" Ggzù,243. Group selection is not accepted by the modern theory

óf 
"rrõlrrtion-see 

R. Dawkins, The Selfish Gene þg76)-but it is still granted that "a

grudger's strategy" is "evolutionarily stable": ibid. r99-zor.

The biological-functional view of ritual has a consequence that is
seldom realized, because it seenis to go against the intèntion of hu-
manism, which sees its mission in pursuing a phenomenology of the
mind or soul and in disclosing a world of concepts or ideas. Evãr since
wilhelm Mannhardt and Robertson smith, the study of religions has
focused on ritual. The evidence of the literary traditi,on no lo"nger sat-
isfied, since it had become evident that it waé secondary. Thus]schol-
ars looked for its roots in "deeper,,,,,more primitive ideas.,,11 It was,
and is, considered self-evident that ritual, èspecially religious ritual,
must_depend on an antecedent ,,idea,,, 

', everl though it a'iways turns
out that those people whom history has been able to observe still
practicing ritual "no longer" understand its ,,deeper meaning.,, After
the rationalistic bias in the concept idea was expoied, scholari looked
instead to "experience" or "deep perception,, t3lor the roots which, as
a_ creative response, produced ritual. Sociology, however_and, in
this case, history-long ago revolutionized thiJ perspective. Ideas do

RITUALIZATION

rascal.'' In the Middle Ages, abbots fought the devil with very real
cudgels, andup until modern times, a consecrated ,,devil,s whþ,, al-
ways lay ready. This helps to account for the durability of aggrËssive
ritual.

''Philostr. v. Ap. 4.2o. onthe Teut'elspeitsche see A. Jacoby, schweí2. Archio t'. volkskunde
z8 (t928)' 8r-ro5. Cf. the story of the "witch's child" in Gottfried relei's Der grüne
Heinrich (t851,I, ch. 5.
lrFor instance, Mannhardt (r87) 6q states his conclusion as follows: 'Als überlebsel
der primitivisten Entwickelungszustände des menschlichen Geistes hat sich . . . die
Vorstellung von der Gleichartigkeit des Menschen und des Baumes gerettet. Die über-
zeugung 'der Baum hat eine seele wie der Mensch,' und der wunsch zu wachsen und
zu blühen wie ein Baum, sind . . . die Eltern eines weitverzweigten Glaubens und
mannigfacher Gebräuche gewesen"; that is, the conception and wish give rise to the
custom. w. R. smith speaks of the ideas expressed in the ritual tradition, "Ideen, die
im traditionellen Ritual zum Ausdruck kommen,, ([tBS+], zo, etc.) and of the funda-
mental idea of the conception grasped in the ritual (qlÐ.H. usener (Göffernamenftgg5,
t94831, yo) sought behind the varying names "eine Geschichte der Vorstellungen,' as
the building blocks of an "Entwicklungsgeschicte des menschlichen Geistes.,,
12E.g., Nilsson þ95) z: "Es gibt Glaubenssätze aus ihnen entspriessen . . . die

rytirrti¡9n Handlungen"; we are obliged "die allgemeinen vorstelluìgen zuerst auf
Grirnd der religiösen Handlungen herauszuarbeiten.,,
13H. usener, vorträge und Aut'sätze þ9o7), 42, for instance, spoke of "religiöser Empfin-
dung," which finds expression "in Vorstellungen und in Handlungen.,, úkewise Meuli
looks to "den natürlichen, spontanen Ausdruck,,, ,,die lebendige Empfindung,, as
the "Grundlage," "Yorbild" and "Formgeber,, of the custom (Irgiø1, zoi, and. cf . z5o;
s,chweí2, Archio t'. volkskunde $ 11946), 9L-Lc,9, in which, however, he is fully aware of
the rite's demonstrative character).
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not produce ritual; rather, ritual itself produces and shapes ideas, or
even experience and emotions. "Ce ne sont pas des émotions ac-

tuelles, iessenties à l'occasion des réunions et des cérémonies, qui en-

gendrent ou perpétuent les rites, mais l'activité rituelle qui suscite les

ãmotions." ";A ipecific practice or belief . . never represents a direct

psychological response of individuals to some aspect of the outer

wórld. . . . ffre source of their beliefs and practices is . . . the historic
tradition."'u It is this, by transmitting the custom as custom, that pro-

duces ideas, shapes experiences, excites desires.

This change in perspective, of course, takes us back to a basic as-

sumption of primitive religion which religious studies constantly try
to trãnscend: the source of religious custom is the "ways of our ances-

tors."16 Ever since the pre-Socratics, people have stubbornly asked

how mankind came to have its religious ideas; and they have done so

although all men of the historical era, and certainly countless pre-

historiè generations, were taught their religious beliefs by the genera-

tion immediately preceding them. Plato expressed it thus: children
come to believe in the existence of the gods by observing how "their
own parents act with utmost seriousness on behalf of themselves and
theirihildren" at sacrifice and ptayer." Even the most radical innova-
tions in the history of religion proceed from this basis.

To be cautious, let us say that all human action is accompanied by
ideas, surrounded by images and words. Tradition embraces lan-
guage as well as ritual behavior. Psychoanalysis even speaks of "un-
ðonJcious ideas." But to what extent these ideas, which are then
raised after all into the realm of linguistic presentation, are just her-

meneutic accessories or factors that exercise a demonstrable causality

is a difficult question, at best answerable only in the context of psy-

chology itself. By means of interpretation, one can attribute ideas to
any aõtion. Ritual has an understandable function within society-of
course/ it often has many, and changing, functions, for, as we know,
biological selection favors multiple functions. Human beings can usu-
ally understand ritual intuitively, at least in its constituent parts.

Thus, ritual makes sense in two ways. It is quite right to speak of
"ideas" or "insights" which are "contained" in ritual and which it can

1aC. Lévi-Strauss, Le totémisme aujourd'hui (:'962) rczf '
lsA. I. Hallowell, American Anthropologist z8 (:,926), 19. M. Mead, Male and Female

(rg49),6t, stresses that even childhood experiences bear the stamp of the adult world,
"a process of transmission, not of creation."
tóCf. Preface n. 7.
17Plat. Leg.887d.

express and communicate-as, for instance, the reality of a higher,
trans-cendent power or the sacredness of life. However, it is more
problematic to say that ritual has some ,,purpose,,,since 

we know thatits courseis predetermined and that a supeiimposed púrpose cannot
change it but can at most provoke it as a *hotu. therå is i-ro ¡.rrtffi.u-tion for viewing the 'idea/' even in its linguistic manifestatior, u, ur,-terior to or decisive for ritual. In the histðry of mankind, rituál is far
older than linguistic communication.ls Neitirer the ideas and insights
that can be extracted as a partial clarification by interpreting the ritualnor the emotions and.exþranations expresr"d by párticipå'nts in thecult are the basis and- oiigin of rituaì; they simply acåompany it.Thanks to its theatricar, mimetic character u"a tnä á""p i-i."rrio.,
that its sacred solemnity can impart, ritual is self_perpet'urtü

MYTH AND RITUAL

4. Wth ønd Rituøl

Ritual, as a form of communication, is a kind of language. It isnatural, then, that verbarized ranguage, man's most effectTveþstem
of communication, should be asso-ciatËd with ritual. Alth;;gh;'h" 

".-complishment of language resides in communicating somË content
and in projecting a modelof reality, it is at the same tirie ur, 

"*t."-"tysocial phenomenon: it brings about reciprocal personat contacì an¿
preserves it; it determines who belongs to the grõup; indeed, the spe_cial peculiar'ties 

-of grammar and pT'ronetics almost seem made to
Keep the circle of members smail. In many cases, that which is saidsegls_less important. in everyday rife than that somethi"j i, i" ø.t
said.1 Being together in silenie is almost unbearable.

Doubtless for this reason, ritual and language have gone hand in
lsThere is the thesis that Neanderthal man could not yet produce a¡ticulate speech inour form due to his physiology. See ph Lieberman, "On the Evolution of Human Lan-guage/" Proc. Seaenth Int. Congr. Phonetíc Sciences (Leiden, ry72), z5g_7z; see also Ph.Lieberman, E. S. Crelin, and D H. Klatt, Americøn Anthropologist 7 4 þgZ2), 287-3o7;"Origins and Evolution of Language and Speech, " Annals New York Acad. Sciences z8o(1976). Yet there was hunting, cannibalism, and burial-but no pictorial art-in theLower Palaeolithic: this points to a human society based on ritual before the final evolu-tion of language. Lieberman's thesis, though, is controversial.

"grooming talk."

z8

tSee Morris (t967) zoz-zo6 on
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hand since language began. Any number of forms are conceivable for
such a combinãtioñ, unã ma.,y are indeed attested; from a responsion
of expressive cries during the ritual, to naming that which seems

prururrt in it and invoking it,2 to a more or less direct account of what
is happening there. This leads us to the problem of myth.

iñe theme of myth and ritual is still the subject of great contro-

versy. While some see the ritual backdrop of a myth as the only ac-

""pt'ubl" 
meaning for something that at first apPears absurd, others

chãmpion the cause of free fantasy and speculation. After Robertson

Smith had determined "the dependence of myth on ritual," which

|ane Harrison then distilled into the theory that myth is often just
l'ritual misunderstood,"'S. H. Hooke postulated on the basis of an-

cient Near Eastern and biblical material that there was a unity, a nec-

essary connection between myth and ritual: myth is "the spoken part
of thé ritual.,,n The occasional claims that this thesis resolved the ques-

tion absolutely have caused a variety of strong reactions,s but these

2The divine names Paian (L. Deubner, "Paian," Nlb zz frgrgl, 385-4o6; Nilsson [1955]

543; see already the Mycenaean pa-ja-wo-ne, Gérard-Rousseau [1968] t'64-6) and

iakchos (Foucari lr.gr4l rrr; Deubner lg3zl7; Nilsson 1ry55166$ arose out of the cul-

tic cries íí¡r,e flo.t'o'v and "Iax¡' î't"laxye'
3w. R. smith (t8g4) t7-zo; for "absurd mythology" seen as "ritual misunderstood" see

J. Harrison, Mythology ønd Monuments of Ancient Athens (ßgo), xxxiii. cf. Harrison

(11927) 327-3r, where 
-the 

meaning of myth is recognized once again: "the myth is the

ptãt'oittre âromenon" þ3r). The connections between myth and ritual were already

itressed by F. G. Welcker (Di e aeschylische Trilogie Prometheus und díe Kabirenweihe zu Lem-

nosltSz+|, esp. 159, 249-5c) andWilamowinz(e.g', EuripidesHerøkles I [1889],85;"He-
phaistos," NGG 1895, 44 = Kl' Schr. Y z, 23-2Ð.
aS. H. Hooke, ed., Myth and Ritual 0%ù, 3: myth is "the spoken part of the ritual,"
,,the story which the ritual enacts." As early as 1.g1.o, A. van GenneP stated,that myth
is ,,eine Érzählung . . . , deren Bestandteile sich in gleicher Sequenz durch religiös-

magische Handlungen (Riten) äussern" (Internationøle wochenschrift 4, rr74). In the

meãntime, empirical ethnology had arrived on the scene: B. Malinowski, Myth in Primi-

tioePsi,ychology (19z6). For an attemPt at an overview see D' Kluckhohn, "Myths and

RituaÈ: A Gãneral Theory" HT6R 35 G9+z), 4S-Zg; also S. H. Hooke, Myth' Ritual and

Kingship (rg58); and Th. H. Gaster, Thespis: Ritual, Myth and Drama in the_ancient Near

Easl Qg5o, r96r'z). Lord Raglan, The Origins of Religion (1949), and A. M. Hocart, Sociøl

origins þg5$, went so far as to reconst¡uct an ur-ritual, rooted in ancient Near Eastern

kingship.
Aiongside this debate-carried on almost exclusively among English-speaking schol-

u.r-atã parallel attempts in the early work of G. Dumézil (Le uime des Lemniennes

lt9z4l; I* problème des Centnurs [1929]) on the one hand, and, on the other, in Germany

wÍrere W.'F. Otto, Dionysos (tSll), q+, spoke of the "Zusammenfall von Kultus und

Mythos,,, and o. Höfler (rg34) derived the sagas about hordes of wild men and about

werewolves from ritual.
sH. 

J. Rose, Mhemosyne n.s. 3 (r95o), z8t-87; M. P Nilsson, Cults, Myths, Oracles and

have been unable to dampen the fascination occasioned by the myth-
arrd-ritual theory. Because the concept of myth is even more vague
than that of ritual, a solution satisfactory to all is virtually hopeless.

A radical way out is to say that the defining featurë of myth, as
opposed to saga, fairytale, and folktale, is its connection with iitual..
But empirical facts argue against fhis: stories that are obviously iden-
tical are sometimes accompanied by ritual, sometimes not. Likewise,
in both ancient and modern cultures there are rituals without corre-
sponding, explicatory myths.? And although one could attribute the
lack of a correspondence in antiquity to incomplete documentation
preserved by chance, it is hard to attack the proofs brought forward
by ethnology.s One could, of course, argue that myths without rituals
derive nonetheless from lost rituals, that myth is so much easier
to transmit and takes so much less expense that it courd spread and
grow on its own. But this hypothesis cannot be verified. Ritual is far
older in the history of evolution, since it goes back even to animals,
wher-eas-myth only became possible with the advent of speech, a spe-
cifically human ability. Myth, however, cannot be documìnted befòre
the era in which writing was invented, although it was obviousry
present long before. somewhere in between, in the vast reaches of
the unknowable, are the "origins.', We are left with the fact that sto-
ries are something new in relation to biologically observable ritual. To
this extent, myth does not grow directly out of ritual. on the other
hand, even critics do not dispute that ritual and myth came to be
closely allied.

According to the broadest definition, a myth is a traditional tale.n
This is already enough to dispose of the opinion, held from Xenopha-

Politics in Ancient Greece þg5t), ro, and cf. Nilsson $955) 4n.; A. N. Marlow, Bzll. /.
Ryland Libr. ç (r96o/6t), 373-402; Fontenrose (1959); idem, The Rítual Theory of Myth
(1966); Kirk (r97o) rz-zg. In the surveys by J. de yries, Forschungsgeschíchte deí Mytholo-
gie $g6t)' and K. Kerényi, Die Eröffnung des zugangs zum Mythos ('96), the ritual the-
ory appears only marginally. Cf. Burkert (r98o).
.According to Harrison, Hooke, and Kluckhohn (nn. 3 and 4 above) and E. R. Leach,
P-ll:tryl Systems of Highland Burma gg54), 13; for an opposing view see Kirk (r97o) z8:
"Myths and rituals overlap rather than being interdependent.,,
TParticularly in ancient Egypt: see E. otto, "Das verhältnis von Rite und Mythus im
Agyptischen," SB Heidelberg þ958), t; C. J. Bleeker, Egyptian Festiaals, Enactments of Reli-
gious Renaoal Q96), tg.
sKirk (r97o) z5-28.
eFor Kirk þg7o), the "traditional tale" is in any case the framework within which the
"myth" must be located (e8, 73-75, z9z); the distinction between myth and ,,folktale,,
remains hazy (4r).

MYTH AND RITUAL
l
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nes up through modern classicists, that myths were created by the
poet's fancy, if not in historical times, then in prehistory.l0 Regardless
of its origin, myth is characterizedby its suitability for telling and re-

telling. Although it does not derive from empirical observation or in-
dividual experience and can be only partially verified, at best, myth is
extraordinarily lucid. Its themes are often surprisingly constant, in
spite of the many fantastic and paradoxical motifs that shape its un-
mistakable identity; even though slightly distorted, they return again
and again. For this reason, psychoanalysis sees myth as a projection
of specific structures in the soul, an elaboration of inborn psychologi-
cal dispositions." From a strictly evolutionary standpoint, however,
we must suppose that even these archetypes, like valleys hollowed
out by ancient stieams, were created by a process of selection be-
tween various ways of life open to Palaeolithic man. And if the ways
of life were determined by rituals, then from the very start they
shaped the mythic patterns.

This is speculation. We can be certain, however, that myths and
rituals successfully combine as forms of cultural tradition. There is no
need for the myth itself to be part of the ritual, as the strict orientation
of the myth-and-ritual school would have it. Continuous stories ap-
pear in ritual only exceptionally. The ritual can be discussed outside
its own context, either in preparation or to explain it afterward; in this
way, the Greeks connected almost every ritual with a story explaining
in each case why a questionable custom was established." Only the
opposite question, whether in turn all Greek myths refer to rituals, is

10"Der Mythos . . . entsteht in der Phantasie des Dichters," Wilamowitz (t93r) 4z' a

thesis restated programatically by E. Howald, Der Mythos als Dichtung (1937)' To be

sure, it is perfectly legitimate to investigate each particular individual manifestation of a

myth, but it is no less legitimate'to search for the underlying themes which are the
given for every poet historically known to us.
t1C. G. Jung, Eranos-lb. (ry9),4o3-ro, on archetypes as "Funktionsformen"; idem,
Man and His Symbols (tg6+);J. lacobi, Komplex, Archetypus, Symbol in der Psychologie C' G.

lungs (r95fl. Following A. E. Jensen (Das religiöse Wekbild einer frùhen Kultur þ.9481,
r3rff.), even Kerényi (1967) xxiii-xxiii has now distanced himself from Jung. Regard-

ing the problem of myth and history, W. F. Jackson Knight stated: "Myth . . . is used as

a mental container to hold the facts of some new event. The container can be called an

archetypal pattern" (Cumaeøn Gates ft9361, 9r).
12The earliest examples are Hesiod's Prometheus story (Tlu. 556-57), the possibly in-
terpolated verses Il. 2.546-5:-, among the Homeric Hymns primarily those to Apollo
(D. Kolk, Der pythische Apollonhymnus als aitiologische Dichtung lt'g@l), to Demeter
(F. Wehrli, ARW 3r (ry4]¡, 77-ro4), and to Hermes (cf. I.z at n. r3 above). On cultic
etiologies in tragedy see W. Schmid, Geschichte der griech. Literatur Iþ (:94o), 7o5.7,

776.8. Cf . Nilsson þ95) z7-29.

disputed. There have been attempts, of course, to distinguish etiolog-
ical myths referring to cult from,,genuine,, myths,', buti the distini_
tion falls apart as soon as one can show in even a few cases that indis-
putably genuine old myths are subordinate to cultic attion, as, foï
instance, the myth of Pelops is to the festival at olympia. Nor is it
generally true that the Greeks saw a correspondence b"tïu"n speech
and action, lr.eyóp,eva and 6ptítp,ev,a, only in mystery cults.ln piety was
indeed in the Greek view a matter of ritual, bui myth was nonetheless
ubiquitous. The two w€re transmitted together beóause they explained
and strengthened each other.

This is not to say that ritual is a theatrical dramatization of myth.'u
Nor can it be seen as arising from magical ideas with an alleged pur-
pose. The relationship of the two becómes clear if we take r-ituai for
what it is, if we accept that its function is to dramatize the order of
life, expressing itseliin basic modes of behavior, especially aggres-
sion. In its own way, too, myth crarifies the order of iife.,u Ás ii well
known, it frequently explains and justifies social orders and establish-
ments,l7 and in so doing it is related to ritual, which occurs by means
of social interaction. The most exciting themes in myth come irom the
realm of sexuality and aggression, anã these are alsô prominent in rit-
ual communication. The most fascinating stories .oi"u.r, the perils
of death and destruction. These have thðir counterpart in sacrìficial
killing.

t3E.g., A. E. Jensen, "Echte und-ätiologische (explanatorische) Mythen,,, in K. Kerényi,
Die Erffiung des zugangs zum Mythos ('96), z6i-7o : Mythots uid xurt bei NøturuöIkern
(r95r),87-9r, 97- j-oo, in which "mythical trurh" iÀ the c¡iierion for what is genuine; cf.
I.z.n. 38 above.
raThus Nilsson þ95) 4n.-It is true that the general terms (iepós) Xóyos (Hd,t. 2.47,
2.5t, z.8t) or Xeyóp,eva and ìptip,eva (paus. r.43.2, z.3g.z, 2.37.2, 9.3o.r., 9.27.2¡ come
up precisely in situations where the content of the story u"¿ rii"ut muy not be de-
scribed, that is, in the mysteries. so also, for instance, Erseb. praep. Ea. ryt, rel,etaì
xaì, ¡.tvorí¡pn cúp.guvaroîç rî¡v rpoú,pav p,uûtxoîs õtnyúp.oor,v;Lact. Dii. inst. r.zr.39
quidquid est gestum in abscondendo puero, id ipsum per imaginem geritur in sacris (mysteries
of Kuretes); Steph. Byz. s.a.''Aypa . . . p,í[ø¡y,a rôw nipì ùiAórrøor. ButìhL corre_
spondence is not limited to these cases: on sacrifice generally see Firm. Err. 

'63: 
ut

acerbarum mortium casus cottídiano aictimarum sanguine recrudescønt. Ach. Tat. z.z.z rl¡s
óoprî¡s õcr¡yoîtvrat rarépa ¡tîtûov.
lssee Fontenrose (1959) 464, w]'o correctly states: "whenever myth precedes ritual,
then drama is produced."
1óon the parallel functions of ritual and myth see Kluckhohn, ,,Myths and Rituals,,
(n. 4 above); Leach, PoliticøI Systems.
rFollowing Malinowski, Myth in primitiae psychology, on "charter myths,, see Kirk
(r97o) t54-57.

MYTH AND RITUAL
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/The myth is the plot of the dromenon." " The mythical tale, as

communication between participants within a single ritual tradition,
does not, of course, provide an objective behavioral description of
what occurs there. It names that which the ritual intends. Rituals are
redirected patterns of behavior, with a displaced referent. Thus, the
mythical naming, because it follows the original orientation and so
fills the space left vacant, creates a quasi-reality which cannot be per-
ceived with the senses but is directly experienced in the ritual. Hu-
man speech naturally refers to some subject, and thus ritual com-
munication gives rise to mythical subjects. In hunting and then in
sacrifice, aggressive modes of behavior between men are diverted
onto animals; in the myth, on the other hand, is a human victim."
Fears are displayed in the preparatory rituals; the myth names some-
one who is to be feared. The ritual is shaped by gestures of guilt and
submission; the myth tells of some stronger being and of his power.
The myth develops what the gestures contain in nuce: a threatening
gesture becomes murder, sorrow acted out becomes genuine mourn-
ing, erotic movements become a story of love and death. The as-if ele-
ment in the ritual becomes mythical reality; conversely, the ritual con-
firms the reality of the myth. In this way,by mutually affirming each
other, myth and ritual became a strong force in forming a cultural tra-
dition, even though their origins were different.

To some extent myth can even supplant ritual, especially in
its function of expressing the unity and organization of the group.
Speech is far superior to ritual in its precision and dexterity. One
word, one cry can replace a complicated war dance. But because of its
very flexibility, language is also fickle. It can easily be abused or used
to deceive. Therefore society always returns to ritual, even though it
runs contrary to the rational acceleration of communication.2o An
agreement can be expressed quickly and clearly in words, but it is
only made effective by a ritual gesture: open, weaponless hands
stretched toward one another, grasping each other in a mutual hand-
shake-a mutual display of aggression-sealing what had previously
been merely spoken. Similarly, it may be possible to conceive of a reli-
gion without myths, but not of a religion using myth without ritual
practice. There has yet to be a community without ritual.

l8Har¡ison þgz7) 33t.
leSee I.2.n.35 above; cf. at n. z above.
204. Portmann, DasTíer als sozialesWesen $964), 34o: "Das Ritual bleibt auch in Zukunft
das gewaltige Instrument des Überindividuellen in allem höheren, d.h. sozialen Le-
ben." On shaking hands see Eibl-Eibesfeldt (t97o) zq-2o6.

TRANSFORMATION OF RITUAL KILLING

5. The Function ønd
Trønsformøtion of Rituøl

Klling

Hunting behavior became established and, at the same time,
transferable through ritualization. In this way it was preserved long
after the time of the primitive hunter. This cannot be explained
simply by the psychological mechanisms of imitation and imprinting,
whereby customs are inherited. These rituals were indispensable be-
cause of the particular thing they accomplished. The only prehistoric
and historic groups obviously able to assert themselves were those
held together by the ritual power to kill. The earliest male societies
banded together for collective killing in the hunt. Through solidarity
and cooperative organization, and by establishing an inviolable order,
the sacrificial ritual gave society its form.

As ethology has shown, a sense of community arises from col-
lective aggression.' A smile can, of course, establish contact, and a cry-
ing child touches our hearts, bui in all human societies "seriousness"
takes precedence over friendliness and compassion. A community
bound by oaths is united in the "sacred shiver" of awe and enthu-
siasm-the relic of an aggressive reflex that made the hairs bristle'?-
in a feeling of strength and readiness. This must then be released in
aÍr "act"i the sacrificial ritual provides the occasion for killing and
bloodshed. Whether in Israel, Greece, or Rome, no agreement, no
contract, no alliance can be made without sacrifice. And, in the lan-
guage of the oath, the object of aggression that is to be "struck" and
"cut" becomes virtually identical with the covenant itself: foedus t'erire,
öprcw nxrrà ré¡tvew.'Families and guildso organize themselves into

lLorenz (1963) esp. 249-318. For criticisms, see I.r.n.r; Eibl-Eibesfeldt þg7o) 145-48,
t87-9o is somewhat reluctant; his example of the sudden effect of a smile in war (rr3-
r4) shows how shaky these other kinds of bonding are. A new theory of how human
community is founded on aggression has been set out by Girard. (rg7z); his model is not
the hunting pack but the scapegoat complex (cf. Burkert ltSZSl Sg-Zù and Dionysiac
cnapayp,ós-a combination which is questionable. The practice of eating in sacrifice is
not taken into account by him.
2On the "sacred shiver" of awe see Lorenz þ56, IZS-ZZ.
3As a formula, see Il. 3.p and ry.ryt; Od. 24.483;R. Hirzel, Der Eid (tgoz); Stengel
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sacrificial communities; so too cities at a festival, as well as gatherings
of larger political groups. The inhabitants of the Peleponnesus, the
"island of Pelops," meet at Pelops' grave for sacrifice at Olympia; the
islanders celebrate in Delos; the Ionian cities slaughter a bull to Po-
seidon at Mykale.'In the time of Cicero, the cities of the Latin League
still had the right "to demand their portion of meat" 6 from the sacri-
fice of a bull to |upiter Latiaris. The Ionian League headed by Athens
first met at Delos; later, Athens exacted a phallus for the procession at

the Dionysia at Athens, and a cow for the Panathenaia.T It is in the
sacrificial procession that the empire's power becomes manifest.

The closer the bond, the more gruesome the ritual. Those who
swear an oath must touch the blood from the accompanying sacrifice
and even step on the testicles of the castrated victim.s They must eat

the meat of the victim as well, or at least the øzÀri7¡va.e It was Sener-
ally believed that conspiracies practiced human sacrifice and cannibal-

(tgzo) 46-38; Nilsson þg55) 49-42. On the Semitic "cutting" of a covenant see

E. Bickermann, "Couper une alliance," Archiues d'Histoire du Droit Orientale 5 þ95ol5r),
:¡1j_56. 4 special case of the encounter with death is passing through the severed
halves of the sacrificial victim: see S. Eitrem, Symb. Oslo 25 Og4ì, 36-39; for the HiÞ
tites see O. Gurney, RHR 47 Q95o), 5-25. On the sacrifice of the /efiales with the sa-

credsilex seeLatte (tg6o)tzz-23; R.M. Ogilvie, ACornnentaryonLiayI(1965),trz;
Burkert þ96) 287. Calling down a curse on oneself (Livy t.z4; Nilsson [1955] r39) does

not explain the details of the ritual; the essential point is that the act, during which the

one who swears raises himself above annihilation, is irrevocable. This can be shown,
for instance, by sinking metal bars in the sea: Hd,t. r.t65; Arist. Afft. Pol' 4.5. For this
reason the onov6í¡ can take the place of blood sacrifice (cf. I.6.n.26 below).
aThe phratries are constituted at the sacrifices of the p'eîov and xoúpet'ov at the Apa-
turia: see Deubner þgz) 4z-34. Amasis allowed the Greek merchants to construct
"altars and sacred precincts for the gods" at Naukratis (Hdt' r.r78)-the permanent
establishment of a trading comPany; cf. late Hellenistic Delos.
sHdt. r.r48; Strabo 8 p. 384; a4p. 639; Marm. Par., FGrHist 239 A z7; G. Kleinet P. Hom-
mel, and W Müller-Wiener, "Panionion und Melie," ldl Erg.-H. 4 Qg67); F. Sokolow-
ski, BCH 94 GgZo), 7og-1,12; on Pelops see ILz below.
6Livy 

32.r.9, jT.j.4; Cic. Plønc. 23. Cf . Latte Gg6o) t+4-46; A. Alföldi, Early Rome and

the Latíns þ96), 19-25.
TDelos: Thuc. r.96.z.For the phallus see IG II/III'?67. Bõlu xo.inavotrll,líau ånayew
ès flavaû]évarn rà p.efuahotf |l.o.¡o.øaç IG I'163: R. Meiggs and D. Lewis, A Selection

of Greek Historícal lnscriptions (t96), #69, 55ff.; #+6, 4r; cf. IG 12 ro : 5lG3 4r; Schol.

Aristoph. Nub.386.
sStengel þgro) 78-85; Hermes 59 þgz4), 3rr-zr; cràs èrrì rîov top"íau Demosth. z3'68,

and cf. Dion. H.al. Ant.7.5o.r; Paus. 3.zo.g, 4.t 5.8, 5.24.9. Cf .I.7 below
eThus Demaratos adjures his mother at the sacrifice:Hdt.6.67, ôarleis óç r¿ìs yeîpas oi
rõu orì,ayyuø2. Cf. Stengel (rgzo\ 46, r4; Aristoph. Lys. zoz with Schol'; Antiphon

5.rz; Aeschines 7.7rü Isaeus 7.16; Lyk. Leokr. zo,
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ism.10 And, in a secularized form among Athenian hetairiai, colrective
killing was anexpression of loyalty." Ëere, the sacrilegium.,t.-atty
contained in the sa*um no longei remains within tñe confines of
ritual.

In a sacrifice the circre of partiçipants is segregated from the out-
side world. Complicated socii struätures finiexþression i'ite ai
verse roles the participants assume in the course of the rituar, from
the various "beginnings,,,, through prayet, slaughter, skirrnirri, ar,a
cutting up, to roasting and, abovã aû, distributiñg the meat. Tfiere is
a "lord of the sacrifice" who demonstrates his a"itae necisque potestas
(actually-only a necis potestas, but it seems e contrario to include the
power of life). And as for the rest, each participant has a set function
and acts according to a precisely fixed órder. ihe sacrificial commu-
nity is thus a modelof society âs a whore, divided accordi.rjio oc-
cupation and rank. Hence, the hierarchies manifested in th"e cere-
To.y are given great social importance and are taken very seriously.
An ancient epic, the Thebaid, relates that Oedipus cursed Éir ror,, b"_
cause he was given the wrong piece of sacrificial meat.12 Harmodios
murdered Hipparchos, the põisistratid, because his sister had been
denied the honor of being a "basket carrier" in the panathenaia.,. And
the corinthians turned against the Corcyrans not least of ail because
"in their common festivafs they would n-ot ullor" them the customary
privilege of founders and, at their sacrifices, they did not perform thê
rites of 'beginning'for a man of corinth, as thé other coionies did,,:
this ultimately resulted in the peleponnesian War.1a

The sacrificial meal is particulárly subject to sacred raws that reg-

10On the Catilinarians see Sall. Cat. zz; plut. Crc. ro.4; Dio Cass. 37.3o.3. On the re-bellious BouróÀor in Egypt in A.D. a72 see Dio Cass 7t.4.r. The Phoinikika, a novel byLollianos, contains a detailed description of such a gruesome sacrifice: A. Henrichs, Di¿
Phoínikika des I.ollianos (rg7z); cf . Henrichs, "Pagan Ritual and the Alleged Crimes of theEarly Christians," in Kyriakon, Festschr, I (r97o), :8-35.Quasten
11Thuc. 8. 73.3'YrópBoì,ov ti¡¡ox¡eívourrt v, n íotr,v ô¿ôóz¡es aù¡oîç; cÍ. Plat. Apol
3zc on the request of the Thirty to Socrates, pou\o¡tevot tÃs nlte ía¡ouç àvanr)*î¡cat,
aìr¿îov. The mutilation of the herms was a similar zrløz¿s, Andoc. r.67-and likewise asymbolic castration (Aristoph. Lys. ro94, Schol. Thuc 6.27). Cf . also Diod. r.zr.z.
l2Thebais fr. 3 Kinkel/Allen-even the Grammarian who cited the passage (schol. soph.oc 47) found this motivation utterly primitive, zeÀéa.¡s ãyeuî,ti. c|."thà õt¡tonpía èvt..îç ûoívqts for the spartan king, Xen. Ages. 5.t; the double portion for Hanna, sam-
uel's later mother, I Sam. r:5.
13Thuc. 6.56.
laThuc. r.25.4 oüre Kopwûírp ã.võpì rpoxarapyop,evot. The situation is explained byAndoc. r.rz6: sacrificers bring the victim to the'aitar and ask the priest *.rïiiàrryrr.
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ulate social interaction in distributing, giving, and taking' The very

fact that eating became ceremonial clearly distinguishes-human be-

havior from an-imal. once the deadly knife has been used on the vic-

tim, intraspecific aggression must be set aside, This is accomplished

tfrio,rgfr ari eating itt"nibitiott evoked by rituals that excite anxiety and

g.ritt. Ëit 
"" 

a huñting society t"":t..t-"qp:rt women and children' ab-

ãtir,"r,." becomes un-e*cusér we killed for the sake of others' Thus,

it 
"r" 

Ir often a rule that the kitler, the sacrificer himself, must refrain

iro- uuti.g. And this is not so only in human-sacrifice;'u Hermes, the

cattle-kilel must also obey this rule, and similarly the Pinarii were

excluded from the meal in the sacrifice at the Ara Maxima. sometimes

there is a rule that sacrificial meat must be sold at once;16 in this way,

the ritual inhibition becomes an economic factor. The tabu makes so-

cial interaction all the more intense'
The shock felt in the act of killing is answered later by consolida-

tion; guilt is followed by reparation, destruction by re.construction. Its

simpËst manifestation-is iñ the custom of collecting bones, of raising

the skull, the horns, or the antlers, thereby establishing an,order

whose power resides in its contrast to what went before. In the ex-

periencä of killing one perceives tle sacredness of life; it is nour-

ished and perpeùated by death. This paradox is embodied, acted

out, and generãüzed in the ritual. whatever is to endure and be effec-

tive musipass through a sacrifice which opens and reseals the abyss

of annihilation.

lsFor Mexico see E. Reuterskiö\d,, Die Entstehung der Speisesakramente (tgr.z),93; for can-

nibals sèe E. Volhard, Der Kannibalismus (r93g), 443-44; for Persian youngsters' Strabo

:Sp.n4,andcf.G.Devereux, Mohøz¡eEthnopsychiatryandsuicídeþ96t),42-.4;J'P'
c"zpíÃ, rn, Tragic parødox (1968), .'6r_62. See Hy. Merc. r3o-33; likewise at_ the Attic

Bupironia, t¡.e Báurínos, who flees and does not reappear, is excluded from_the sacrifi-

ciai meal (cf. IIi.r below). On the sacrifice at the Ara Maxima see Latte (196o) z4-zt.
On pinarii see Cic. Dom. 44;Yerg. Aen.8.z69-7o and Serv. on 269; Dion. Hal. Ant'

r.4o; Diod. 4.zr.z;Macr. Sat. 3.6.i4. on the sacrifice to Pelops at Olympia see II.z be-

low. On Egyptian customs see Hdt. 2.48'r.
16IG 12 r88 = LS ro Cilï, z:^; LSAM 54, r-3; Hdt. 2.39;setv. Aen.8.t83 dehocboaeimmo-

lato Herculi carnes cørius aendebantur causa religionis, et inde alter tedimebatur-this is not

just an expansion of Vergil's phrase perpetuí bouis (Latle 1196ol zt7, z) but' rather' evi-

ãence of a custom whose funition it is simultaneously to insure exchange and continu-

ity. The Manichaeans t¡ansfer the principle of exchange and assertions ofinnocence to

aíl food, even vegetables: oíhe oi èyùit¡èpr,<ra oúôÈ riÀeøa oüre ëtl¡uþa oe oü¡e eís

x\ípavov ëBaìrovl, ôÀÀ¿Ì ríÀÀoç êtroh¡ae ¡o,ûra xo.ì ìiveyxé ¡tor,. èyri àvanías ëçayov

(Hégemon.' Acta Archel' to.6; cf. A. Henrichs and L' Koenen, ZPE 5lrgTol' t46-5$'

È. D"urkheim, Les formes élémentaires de la aie religieuse (r9rz), interpreted totemism as a

system of reciprocal collaboration and supplementation'

TRANSFORMATION OF RITUAL KILLING

Building-sacrifices, for example, are for this reason widespread.lz
A house, a bridge or a dam will stay strong only if something lies
slaughtered beneath it. One of the most detailed Latin descriptions of
a sacrifice depicts the erection of a border-stone.18 A sacrificial animal
would be slaughtered in a pit and burned together with offerings of
incense, fruits, honey, and wine. The stone was then placed on top of
the remains while they were still hot. Thereafter, neighbors would re-
turn regularly on the anniversary of that sacrifice to repeat it. Simi-
larly, altars and statues can be set up over a victim in the course of a
ritual.le Any new creation, even the birth of music, requires ritual kill-
ing. Underlying the practical use of bone-flutes, turtle-shell lyres, and
the tympanon covered with cowhide is the idea that the overwhelm-
ing power of music comes from a transformation and overcoming of
death.2o Thus, a slain man is easily made a hero or even a god, pre-
cisely because of his horrible end.21 In any case, apotheosis is always
preceded by death.

17Hock (r9o5) 75-83; Nilsson Os5Ð +o+, ro; Müller-Karpe (1968) T6, 351,36r; K. Kluse-
mann, Das Bøuopfer þ9r9); cf. F. s. Krauss, volksglaube und religiöser Brauch der südslaaen
(r9go), 158-64; B. Schmidt, Das Volksleben der Neugriechen (ß7t), 196-99. According to
the Enuma Elil, Ea kills his father Apsu and builds his temple upon him: ANET 6r.
However, animal sacrifice is rare, and human sacrifice unattested, for a building-
sacrifice in the ancient Near East: see R. s. Ellis, Foundation Deposits in Ancient Meso-
potamia þ968), 35-45.
lsGromatici ed. Lachmann l4r: Iapides in solidam terram rectos conlocabant . . . unguento
aelaminibusque et coronis eos coronabant. in fossis . . . sacrificio facto hostiaque immolata atque
íncensa facibus ardentibus in fossa cooperta (Lachmann; -i cdd.) sanguinem instillabønt eoque
tura et fruges iactabant, t'auos quoque et ainum . . . consumptisque igne omníbus dapibus super
calentes relíquias lapides conlocøbant. On the festival see Ov. Fast. 2.639-78.
reSee the oracle ordering the const¡uction of a statue of Apollo to ward off the plague:
Kaibel, Epigr, rc34 K. Buresch, Klaros (:.889),8r-86: a ram and a sheep are slaughtered
in the sacrificial pit and burned; the fire is extinguished with wine and sea-water; the
stafue is then set up on the remains.
20Hy. Merc.38 i)z ôri ûavy¡s rore rev p,a\a xoÀôz deíôorç; Soph. lchn. z1r-g3. On the
tympanon see Lr.n.44 above. On the zó¡r,os øoÀuré9aÀos see Pind. Pyth. tz.4-24. On
Itylos see III.4 below. On the head of Orpheus see III.7 below. The death of the lyre-
player-not just Orpheus but Linos as well-was a favorite theme in Greek art (Brom-
mer [196o], 8+-8Ð; cf. Aegisthus with the lyre on the Boston Oresteia-c¡ate¡: E. Ver-
meule, .4/A 7o (t966), 5, pl. 4.
2rThus Agamemnon, when murdered, becomes an ãvì¡p rleîos: Aesch. Ag. 1547; and
Rhesos becomes an ãvtpøro6aíp,øv, Eur. Rhes. 962-73. Among the Hittites, "to be-
come a god" is the normal expression for the death of the king: see Otten þ958) rtg.
The murder and deification of caesar is historically the most significant example: see
Burkert, Historia n (196z), j56-26; H. Gesche, Die Vergottung Cøesars (1968), with
A. Alföldi's review in Phoenix 24 OgZo), 166-76.
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Sacrificetransformsus.Bygoingthroughtheirreversible-"act"
we reach a new plane. Wheneveia new step is taken-consciouslv and

irrevocably, it is inevitably connected with sacrifice. Thus, when cross-

ing frontiérs or rivers, there are the ôraBaz4 pta;" when opening an

asãembly, there are strange purifications;" when passing into a new

ug" grorrp or on enteringãnixclusive society, there wjll.be,sacrifice'24
gËfoi" the sacrifice therõ is a period of abstinence, and if, after it, new

bur.ierc are erected as a sort of reparation, their limits can give new

áufi.,ition to life, If it is followed by a predetermined píos, or lifestyle,

the sacrifice becomes an initiation. Those who have undergone the

""rf"åt"Ufe 
are both exonerated and consecrated, as expressed in

the 
'Greek word óc¡uo0eís.25 Thus, the new lifestyle and the sacrifice at

ür-i"."ption are almost complement-ary: omophagy is followed by

ìãgutu.iu"irm. Killing justifieô and affirms life; it makes us conscious

of the new order and brings it to power'
Following Rudolf ottó,ru stuàents of religion have used the fol-

lowing .or,"uþt, to describe the experience of the Holy: terror' bliss'

;;J;ä.g"ition of an absolute authority, mysterium.tremendum, fas-

cinans, ald, augustum.The most thrilling and impressive combination

of these elements occurs in sacrificial ritual: the shock of the deadly

uto*u"¿flowingblood,thebodilyandspiritualraptureoffestive
ãuii"g, the strict õrd", ,.trrorndinglhe whole process-these are the

,orroþu, excellence, rù iepo'.2'Above all, the young must confront the

TRANSFORMATION OF RITUAL KILLING

Holy again and again so that the ancestral tradition will become
their own.

Although we can understand the persistence of sað¡ificial ritual
through its social function, this by no means excludes change as an
explanation. Ritual is a pattern of action redirected to serve for com-
munication, and this means that the terms of expression are open
to substitution, i.e., symbolization-this occurs even in the insect
world, when a resourceful male offers his bride a white balloon or veil
instead of an edible wedding gift.'?. Every communication is symbolic
inasmuch as it does not use the real object it wants to communicate,
but-substitutes a sign that is familiar to and., hence, understood by the
addressee. The object serving as sign is exchangeable. If the sender
and the receiver are sufficiently familiar with one another, the com-
plex of signs can be greatly reduced. On the other hand, when in
competition with rival communications, the sign is exaggerated and
heightened. substitute signs thus used-whether consiJting of natu-
ral or artificial objects, pictures, cries, or words-may be cilled sym-
bols in a pregnant sense. They are not chosen arbitrariiy, but are taken
from a continuous tradition; they are neither independent nor self-
evident, but bound to the system in which they function. Their rich-
ness of meaning coincides with the complex effects they produce in
predetermined interactions.'?e

In ritual aggression, the ends and the means of aggression are
exchangeable. Even mammals tear up tufts of grass or shred tree bark
when performing the threatening rituals that both introduce and
postpone a fight.3o The triumphant cries of the greylag goose are di-
rected toward a purely imaginary interloper. In human ritual, too, the
aggressive gesture can become so important that its object is unessen-
tial. The wildest form of destruction, that of tearing an object to
pieces (arrøpayp,ós), can be carried out on an ivy plant,3l and instead
of a deadly club, a safe and flexible narthex stalk can be used.., Spiri-

"Lorenz Q963) 99-ror.
2eThis is not far removed from the basic meaning of cúp,Bo\ov (on which see arso
W. l4üri, "Symbolon," Beil. z. lahresbericht des Städt. Gymn. Bern [r93rl); the biological
and traditional roots should not be Iost sight of in the more sublimated use of the con-
cept-see, for instance, P. Tillich, Symbol undWirklichkeit (:1962).
sMorris (tg6) ty-55.
3lPlut. 

Q. Rom. zgraaíyàp ë,voyor,roîs Baxyr,xoîstranleotyuvaîxes eÌn\ùç ê¡ìròv x¿r¡òv
çépovrat xaì atraparrourrr. õparróp,euat raîç Xepøív.
32On the mock combat of the vap$r¡xogópor see Xen. Cyrop. 2.3.t7; Ath. 63ra. In myth,
the thyrsos becomes a terrifying weapon: see Eur. Bacch.762.

2Il. tr,.7z6-1o. For the special importance of these_rituals for Spartans see Thuc' 5'54-

55, rúl;PritÉhett (rg79),68-72. Àt the crossing of the Hellespont' Xerxes bu¡ned in-

áã.rr", porrr"d libations, und sa,tk valuable objects in the sea: :Hdl' 7'54' Alexander

made .rìmerous sacrifices to the same end: Arr' Anøb' r'tt'5-7'
23Demosth. 5439 roùs öp¡er.s zoùs èx rôtv yor'pílilv, oîs xa')aípour¡t órav eíøtévar' p'éì'-

\ao¿u. .. . Ci. Hu.p. xaÛapotov;Schol' Aeschines 7'23i Schol' Aristoph' Eccl tzS'

2aSee n. 4 above; V.z below

"Eur. fr. 472.12-75 ras r'ôp,o4ayor'rs ôaîras zeÀéo.aç ¡'w¡rpí r'ópeí<p ôQôos duaa¡ôu roò

*oup¡rai'pa*¡os ôrtrz¡rÎ42 óotoÛeíç; cf. Wilamowitz, Berliner KløssikertexteYlz (r9o7)'

77,'l geading perrì instead of xaô). J. Bernays' Theophrøstos' schrift über Frömmigkeit

itløøl', tOo, tiought reÀéøas corruPt. On öø¿os see Harrison $9zz) 5o4; M' van der

ialk,''Mnemos.ilIIIrc þ942), ;t3-4o; REG 64 þ'95r),4r8; H' Jeanmaire' REG :8 (rS+¡)'

66_gg. on the Delphic öoro, Jho *"re consecrated through a sacrifice performed by a

a.irríípsee II.5.n47 below. There was presumably a similar contrast between the egg

iuU" €f"t. e. íona'.'@5e\ and ritual egg-swallowing among the Orphics (Mart. Cap.

,..r+oìP. Boyãncé, Mé|. d'Arch. 5211%51, rrz; Burkert [1968]' ro4n'25)'

26R. Otto, Das Heitige 7rgr7; r9z9t'-"); thereafter G. Mensching, Wesen und Ursprung der

Religion: Die grossen nichtchristlichen Religionen $954), tr-zz'
,7see P. Weidk uhn, Aggressit;ität Ritus säkularísierung (1196), 6z: "Gipfelpunkt der Faszi-

nation . . . ist das O-p-fer seiner selbst' Gipfelpunit des Tremendum ' ' ' ist die Op-

ferung des Nächsten."
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tual forces thus find release in a harmless game which heightens the

sense of social ordering by means of dramatization'
yet the theatrical ãharacter of the ritual may become so obvious

here that it imperils its necessary function' In groups shaped by u8-

sression, 
"ro"èiully 

in the younger generation, forces that question

lnã-ã"""iraãi* of iradition'b""o*u ãctive. Willfulness stands in the

wav of the impulse to imitate. Thus, along with its theatricality, hu-

Åã1, ,it""l *nrt ul*uys have a strong underlying component of se-

,iorrr.r"rr, and this rreans that time and again there is a regression

from symbolism to reality. A non-instinctive ritual, transmitted by hu-

*u" Uäi"gr, can fulfill iis communicatory function only if it avails it-

self of a piagmatism that is unquestionably real'

In the hînting ritual, aggression between men was redirected to-

ward an animal qìrutry wniúr was thereby raised to the status of a

personality, a bloód-reiation, even a father.'3 It became the object of a
icomedy óf in.,o."n. e," bvtbecause of the necessity 9i food, the hard

underpinning of reality was never quedtioned. This all changed when

mankind took its -ost i*pottant steP, its mastery of the environ-

ment, in the Neolithic Revolution, the invention of agriculture, some

,o,ooo years ago.s Thereafter, hunting was basically dispensable'

òiuru"í"rirticaiíy, however, it was retained even in advanced cul-

tures, as a ritual status symbol.3u The pharaoh was celebrated as a

æSee l.z.nn.33-35 above; I.8 below.
IEa¡lier cultural historians thought that an era of nomadic shepherds formed an inter-

,,'"diu," stage between hunters ãnd farmers, but this has been made dubious by pre-

historic find"s, especially the discovery of Near Eastern Neolithic sites' Nomads seem,

rather, to be offåhoots"of farming and city culture-see Müller-Karpe (1968) zo-zr'

Likewise, there is no archaeologiã* s,rpp*t for the position-still held by some' and

usually argued in connection wiin tn" t'ttäory of a maúilineal system (cf.l W. Schmidt,

Dns Muttírrecht [rg55])_that the cultivatión of bulbous plants must have preceded

truin-gro*i^g; .i.-tut,iit"t-rurpe (1968) l1zt-zz, z4g, and P J' Ucko and G' W' Dim-

tleby,"eds., fhe Domestication'anà Þ,xptoítation of Plants and Animøls (1969). In this re-

,pui't, tfr" outlines of a universal history such ut l-.u. Rüstow's.Orfsbestimmung der

éegenwørt I (rg5r) and A. weber,s Kulturgeschichte als Kultursoziologie Qg35; rg5o') have

been rendered obsolete'
G. Childe coined the term Neolithic reaolution (Man Møkes Himself [1936], ch. v), cf'

s. cole, The Neolithic Reuolution 1rg5g; :19611. The term is, however, controversial: see

R. Pittioni, Propyläen-weltgeschichtel (196r), zz9; ucko and Dimbleby, Domesticøtion.

sFor Egypt see E. Hornung, Geschichte øls Fest (t960), r5-ry;8. Otto, /NES g (1950)'

t6+-ZZi'in Heidelberg (r958i, r, zo-zt.For Assyria/Persia see B. Meissner, 'Assyrische

nàaéir'," Der Alte Oíiení .'1' z (r9rr). For the ¡eliefs of Assurbanipal see ANEP- 626; for

tfrî animat parks (øapclôeíoorj t." Xen' Anab' t'z'7, HeIl' 4'r'15; on the sarcophagus of

Alexandeçìtc., see F. Orth, RE IX (rgr4) 558-6o4; J. Aymard, Essaí sur les.chøsses ro-

maines Gg,st); K. Schauenburg, lagddarstellungen in der griechíschen vøsenmaluei þ969);

g""ä"ity'rí. 1. Ortega y Gas sét,' [Ïber die lagd (956); W. Frevert, Døs iagdlíche Brauchtum

(tg6g'o).

1',

TRANSFORMATION OF RITUAL KILLING

hunter, as were his counterparts in Babylon and Nineveh; the Persian
kings maintained animal parks for hunting, and Alexander followed
in their footsteps. Of course, it was no longer a question of catching
one's dinner, but purely a demonstration of the ruler's pbwer to kill.
Thus, the most prestigious quarry was the beast of prey. Through this
emphasis the sport remained pragmatic and serious. Herakles, the
bearer of the club, was more popular as a lion-killer than as the tamer
of the bull.

We find a transitional phase documented at Çatal Hüyük.36 The
most important religious symbol in this farming town where goat and
sheep had long been domesticated was a pair of horns from the wild
bull, and wall paintings contain clear, thrilling depictions of the ritual
hunt of a band of leopard men. We can even trace the gradual extinc-
tion of wild cattle in Çatal Hüyük, though not the critical step that
followed: in place of the dwindling bands of wild animals, domestic
ones were now used for sacrifice. The power of the traditional ritual
to bind thus remained intact. The animal must, of course, now be re-
moved from the everyday world; it must become sacred. Hence the
adornment and the procession, and, sometimes, the animal being set
free and recaptured.3T Hence, too, the many steps of "beginnin g:' tlne
incense and the music. In addition to the "action," which is no longer
dangerous or even difficult, there are also words: prayers to' the
"stronger" powers and myths that tell of them. The reality of death
and flowing blood is an unmitigated presence, perhaps all the more
intense because the reaction is now inspired by a domestic animal, a
familiar member of the household. The rapture attendant on eating
game in the sacrificial meal is no less real now. Moreover, the domes-
tic animal is a possession which must be given away;3s thus, in addi-

rCf. I.z.nn. ro, 19 above; Mellaart þ96) 268. On domestication see R. E. Zeuner
in C. Singer, E. J. Holmyard, and A. R. Hall, A History of Technology I (tSSù, 327-52;
F. E. Zeuner, A History of Domesticated Animøls (r9@), Geschichte der Haustiere (t9671;
Ucko and Dimbleby, Domestication. The oldest domestic animals are-apart fróm the
special case of the dog-goats and sheep; shortly thereafter, the pig appears, followed
in the seventh millennium by the cow. E. Hahn's thesis (Dra Haustiere [1896], and
cf. Ebert, Reall. d. Vorgesch. V zr8) that the domestication of the cow occurred from
the very start for sacral reasons, i.e., for sacrifice, has recently been resurrected: see
E. Isaac, Science r37 þ962), r95-zo4; C. A. Reed in Ucko and Dimbleby, Domesticøtion,

373. It remains an open question to what extent the ritual of human sacrifice had devel-
oped before animal-sacrifice. The evidence for ritual sacrifice of men in the Palaeolithic
age is overwhelming: see l.z.n.z7 above.
sTSee I.z.n.zr above.
sln this way, ceremonies of bartering and buying developed. On Cos, the owner pre-
sents the sacrificial bull for Zeus Polieus "to the Coans," and Hestia, i.e., the coffers of
the state, gets the proceeds of the sale; see LGS I 5 = SIG3 ro25 : LS r5r A z3-27.
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tion to the old fundamental ambivalence of life and death in the sacri-

fice, there is now also renunciation and gratification. Even more than

before, a sacred order is presumed and confirmed in this critical situa-

tion. In any case, with the integration of animal-sacrifice into agri-

cultural ,o"i"ty, a very stable socio-religious structure was estab-

lished, which was to survive many thousands of years'

No less important was the expanded symbolism brought about

by the newfound sources of food from farming-barley, wleat, the

fruit of the vine-and added to the themes of ritual killing. The ritual

pattern was so strong and inflexible -that 
a festival meal without

ihe preliminary horroi of death would have been no festival at all'

The farmer had to be just as reliable, enduring, and farsighted as the

hunter. In particular, it was no mean task to overcome the inclination
to eat the ôeed grain rather than throw it on the ground in the mere

hope that someihir,g would grow. Here, too, the individual's desire

for immediate profitìould be controlled by the sacred tradition of the

hunting ritual, which established the old order in a new context: re-

nunciai'ion and abstinence for the sake of long-range success, and

with it a new order. Thus, the harvest is celebrãted in a huntin¡i fes-

tival and in sacrifice.,e Gathering and storing at the sacred place now
took on a new reality. Most importantly, the seed grain could not be

touched as long as it was stored in sacred granaries, those myste-

rious, half-buried depositories of wealth.'o At the same time, aggres-

,,shepherds today in Crete will dedicate one of their animals to the village saint, selling

it by ãuction on tire Saint's Day to give the proceeds to the saint's church": S. G. Spana-

kis, Crete, ø Guide toTraael, History and Archeology,Iraklion (n.d.) z9r. Those who sacri-

fice a goat on the island of Leuke must deposit the buying price in the temple of

Achilles: Arr. Perip. zz, and cf' n' 16 above'
3eThe researches of Wilhelm Mannhardt (Roggenwolf und Roggenhund Ít86Sl; Die Korn'

dämonen lt868l; wald- und Feldkulte þ8751771; thereafter GB VII/VIII), who developed

the idea of the "Vegetationsdämon," are basic. The fact that it is precisely the "Vegeta-

tionsdämon" who is killed time and again in the ritual has been explained in various

ways: the drowning is weather-magic for rain (þ8751 z].4, 4r), the immolation is a pu-

rification (6o7-6o81, the burying is intended for sowing and germination (4r9-zr), the

whole process stimulates the annual cycle of the death and rebirth of vegetation. In-

deed, in this case the rite cannot be derived from any attested or hypothetical mythol-

ogy (I.3-+ above). The sacrificial rites are a given: no matter how great the hopes for

inìrease and harvest are, the ritual can give form only to death and destruction.
a0For sacred circular structures functioning as granaries ever since Arpachiia see Mùller-

Karpe (1968) 336. The myth of Trophonios and Agamedes (Telegony, p' ro9 Allen;

Charax, Fcrnitt ro3 F 5; Egyptianized in the story of Rhampsinit's treasure house, Hdt.

z. rzr) deals with such a lr¡c:orpos which can be opened only "secretly," accompanied

by sacrifice. Cf. the underground rlz¡øaupós atMessene: Plrtt. Philop. rg;Livy 39.5o.3

(following Polybius).

TRANSFORMATION OF RITUAL KILLING

sion had to look for new objects. Consequently, farming implements
assumed the character of weapons. After all, a plow, a sickle, and a
pestle were all used for chopping, cutting, and tearing apart. Cutting
the wheat could thus become a symbolic substitute fõr castration;
grinding the grain and pressing the wine could take the place of tear-

i.g r'tp an animal in the hunt or dacrifice. plowing and sowing could
be seen as preliminary sacrificial renunciations.al

We have already shown how in hunting ritual, death gives way
to a new order of life. In agriculture, the victory of life can ue rett witir
even greater immediacy. The vine that has been pruned will bear all
the more fruit; the grain that was buried in the éarth sends up new
shoots toward the light. The sacrificial rituarb power to bind ir p."-
served on this level as well. Contracts are sealed with libationi of
wine (nrovôad), and weddings are celebrated by cutting up cake or
bread; cutting or breaking must still preced.e eating,or;uãt aì slaugh-
tering precedes the eating of meat. The symbolism could easily be-
come detached were it not for a counterfórce guiding it back to the
frightening reality. This occurs first of all in the mytñ, for the most
gruesome tales of living creatures torn apart and of cannibalism are
presented in conjunction with the achievements of civilized life. But
the myth is not enough. Blood-sacrifice must be made at the harvest
festival and at the preparations for it. Here the savagery beneath the
seemingly civilized exterior is exorcized. In Greece, as far back as we
can see/ the victims were animal. But in the tropics, the very regions
that had more favorable climates, the planters regressed tô regurar
human sacrifice, to cultic cannibalism. Only in thié way, it wasãaid,
could the seed grow and the fruit ripen.a3 Civilized life endures only
by giving a ritual form to the brute force that still lurks in men.

alSee IV and V below.
a2of course, apportioning presupposes a division, and it is precisely the latter act that is
emphasized: taking/praying/breaking (I Cor. rr:24). Among the Hittites, breaking
bread is one of the most common sacrificial ceremonies (ANEI 345-5r, 36o-61; at an
Attic wedding, the groom cuts (róry'ar) a sesame cake (Aristoph . pax g69 with schol. =
Men. fr. 9ro) and divides it up (Men. Sam. 74, 725, ago;phot. øi¡napov). On the confar-
reatio see V, 3 below
a3Polynesìan myths, especially the myth of Hainuwele from west-Ceram, about a being
that was killed and out of which grew edible plants, ,,Dema,,, made a great impression:
J. van Baal, Dema: Description ønd Analysis of Marind Anim Culture Ogøø); ¿,. E-. Jensen,
Hlinuwele (ry39); Das religiöse Wekbild einer frühen Kuttur j94B) : Die getötete Gottheit.
wekbíld einer frühen Kultur (ry66); c. G. Jung and K. Kerényi, Eínt'ühring in das wesen
der Mythologie ,'g4r), r83-9o. As applied to ancient myths ãnd riiuals, sãe A. Brelich,
"Quirinus," SMSR 3r þ.96o), g-rrg, followed by I. Chirassi, Elementi dí culture pre_
cereali nei miti e riti Greci (Rome, 1969). The notion that this represents a pre-agricultu¡al
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Thus, aggression is once again directed toward human beings'

Although thã-male societies that had been superimposed on the fam-

ily struãture lost their ostensible function when the hunt was aban-

dôned, they were reestablished among planters as secret, or mask,

societies.* Ât trre center was a secret sacrifice, and if the aggression

there did not suffice, it was worked out within the society itself. The

contrast between the sexes was now played up-Männerbund versus

female power-the more So because women now shouldered the

main buiden, supporting the family according to the new agricultural
method. Likewiie, the çonflict between the generations became

highly dramatized in the initiation rituals. Deprived of its hunting
qnät.y, the secret society makes the inüiand himself into a victim.as

Th" gtonp" aggression becomes focused on this man and he is forth-
with-tille¿-s1'mbolically, of course; a sacrificial animal is substituted

at the last minute. However, the bloodshed and the refined methods

of torture are very real and guarantee the seriousness of the ritual.
The gruesome "evil" at work in the ritual fulfills a function, i'e',
to preserve a social structure over the course of generations. Once

ugáir,, life rises up from the peril of death. Indeed, the individual ex-

périences in himself how after life had been endangered, there is a
resurrection, a rebirth.

To some extent, this too was still a game, a show. With the pro-

gressive growth of consciousness, civilization came to demand abso-

fute seriousness-one could no longer pretend to kill men. For this

reason the death penalty became the strongest expression of govern-
mental power,a6 and, as has often been shown, the criminal's execu-

stage has, however, been superseded through the excavations at Jericho and Jarmo: see

n. 34 above.
4H. Schurtz, Alterskløssen und Männerbunde $goz); H. Webster, Primitiae Secret Societies

(r9o8); Höfler OSIÐ;W.E. Peuckert, Geheimkulte (:96r).
asAristoph. Nub. 257, and cf. v.3.n.16 below; Liry ro.38.g admouebatur øltøríbus magis ut

aictima quøm ut sacri pørticeps at the initiation into the legio linteøta of the Samnites. On

initiation rites generally see M. Eliade, Birth and Rebirth (t958).
6On the ancient evidence see K. Latte, RE Suppl. YII t599-t6tg; on its sacrificial char-

acter see Th. Mommsen, Römisches Straftecht (t899), goo-9o4, 9r8; for an opposing view

see Latte, RE Suppl. YII r6r4-t7; K. v. Amira, "Die germanischen Todesstrafen," Abh'

München 3tþ (tgzz); L. Weiser-Aall , ARW 3o (1933), zo9-27; Guépin (t968) 84' A traitor

dies, according to the "law of Romulus," òs Ûîtp,a roû xarayt)ovíou A¿ós, Dion' Hal'

Ant. z.ro.3.
There are clear elements of a comedy of innocence in the "last meal" before an execu-

tion and in thp expectation of goodwill; cf. also the executioner's mask. For the use of

criminals in sacrificial ritual on Leukas, see Strabo ao p. 452; on Rhodes (Kronia),

Porph. Absú. 2.54; on Massalia, Petron. fr' r Buecheler; Schol' Stat. Theb' rc.793; on the

Druids, Caes. BGall. 6.t6.

TRANSFORMATION OF RITUAL KILLING

tion at a public festival corresponded to a sacrificial ritual. In ancient
times, the death penalty was not so much aimed at profane murder-
ers as at those who entered an "untouchable" sacred precinct, went
into a house of the mysteries unconsecrated, or laid ã branch upon
the wrong altar.aT The tabu almost became an excuse to find a victim
for releasing the sacred impulses of aggression.

There is another, far more serious, way to divert aggression to-
ward the outside world: by integrating large groups of men in a com-
mon fighting spirit, i.e., war.a8 History as far back as we can trace it, is
the history of conquests and wars. Ever since Thucydides, historians
have tried to understand the necessity of these events and, if possi-
ble, make them predictable. But it is precisely the irrational, compul-
sive character of this behavior mechanism that confronts us more
clearly today than ever before. War is ritual, a self-portrayal and self-
affirmation of male society. Male society finds stability in confronting
death, in defying it through a display of readiness to die, and in the
ecstasy of survival. Such modes of behavior are so bound up with the
governmental systems and values of our society that even today,
when modern military technology has made war so distant that its ab-
surdity is patent, when it is bãginning to be the source of discord
rather than of solidarity, still final emancipation from war lies far in
the future.

For the ancient world, hunting, sacrifice, and war were sym-
bolically interchangeable. The pharaoh and Herakles could be lord of
the hunt, lord of the sacrifice, and warrior. On grave reliefs, Greek
youths aþpear as hunters, warriors, or athletes. The emphasis may
well have varied according to the social reality. A farmer, for instance,

aTOn the Lykaion precinct see II.r.n.7 below; on Eleusis see Lily 3rt4, and, V.t below;
Kallias the Daduchos claimed that it was vo¡tos . . . rarpros, ös dz rl¡ íxert¡píav ¡n-
ort¡píoq, retïvduar (cf. V.4.n.45 below), Andoc. r.rro-16.
4A "World History of War" such as L. Frobenius (1903) attempted could hardly be ac-
complished today. On the earliest evidence, that of Palaeolithic (?) drawings in Spain,
see F. Cornelius, Geistesgeschíchte der Frühzeit I (196o), 54, pl. 3. Today there are an enor-
mous number of sociological and psychological studies on the problem of war: fo¡ in-
stance, B. L. Richardson, Armsandlnsecurity:TheCausesof WarQg6o); G. Bouthoul, Les
guerres (r95t). K. R. Eissler, Psyche zz (1968), 645, among others, stated that war is "the
revenge of the elder generation on the younger." On Greece, see |. P. Vernant, ed.,
Problèmes de la guerre en Grèce ancienne (1968); on the distancing of modern historians
from Thucydides see A. Momigliano, "Some Observations on the Causes of War in An-
cient Historiography," tn Studies in Historiography (t966), ttz-26. On the cultic aspects
see F. Schwenn, ARW zo (rgzt), 299-322; zt (tgzz), 58-7t; zz (t94lz$ zz4-44; and
A. Brelich, Guene, agoní e culti nella Grecia arcaicn (196r). For the Hebrew term to conse-
ctate war : to begrn wat see W R. Smith (r$g9) tzz-23. On ceremonial war in Egypt
and among the Aztecs see E. Hornung, Geschíchte als Fest (t966).
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would put more weight on sacrificial ritual, whereas the nomadic ani-
mal bréeder, wary of slaughtering his proud possessions, would be-

come a conquering warrior.
Amonglhe Greeks, a military expedition was prepared and ended

by sacrificiãl ritual. There was sacrifice before setting off, then adorn-
ment and crowning with wreaths before battle-all as if it were a fes-

tival. A slaughtered victim introduced the subsequent deadly action
which, in Homer, is simply called ìipyov. Afterward, a monument, a
tropaion, was set up on the battlefield as a consecrated, enduring wit-
ness. This was followed by the solemn burial of the dead, a privilege
the victor could not deny his defeated enemy. The burial, almost as

important as the battle itself, was far more lasting in its consequences/
foi it left an enduring "monument." It almost seems as though the
aim of war is to gather dead warriors, just as the Aztecs waged war in
order to take prisoners to use as sacrificial victims.'e The erected and
consecrated monument is what endures, and it embodies the duty of
the following generation. For war, necessary yet controlled because

it is ritual, has this function above all: it must integrate the young
into the patriotic community. The senøtus resolves; t}ire iuuentus must
fight. As a rule, the Greeks' anovõaí were for a period of thirty years

ai most. Each generation has the right and the obligation to have

its war.

6. Funerøry Rituøl

It is a peculiarity of the human race that it cares for its dead.
Hence, burials have been among the most important finds from pre-
history. Along with the use of fire and tools, they testify to the pro-
cess, starting in the early Palaeolithic era, by which man became man.
Frequent attempts have been made to describe the extraordinary spir-
itual and intellectual step underlying this Process/ sometimes even

aeSee L7 below. On decoration see Hdt. 7.2o8-zo9; Plut. Lac. inst. 238 f.; on the aqaytn
see Stengel (rg:l) gz-roz, (r9zo) 4z-33; Casabona $966) r8o-93; Pritchett (1979)

83-go; Épyov Il. 4.47o, etc.; on burial see Thuc. 2.34. On human sacrifice among the
Aztecs see Hornung, Geschíchfe, 43. For the metaphor of sacrifice applied to war see, for
instance, Pind. fr. 78. On the Detphic oracle for king Philip see Parke and Wormell
(t956) #266: Diod. r6.gt;Paus. 8.7.6.

to interpret it as a first move toward a metaphysical, transcendent
realm.' It is somewhat more certain that we are dealing with a human
action which may vary from culture to culture but within a single
community proceeds according to the same scheme with great con-
stancy over many generations. Behind every burial there is a funerary
ritual.2

However, the Palaeolithic era, in which burial evolved, was also
the age of hunting. Thus, the ritual of hunting and sacrificing accom-
panied the funerary ritual from the start, each influencing the other.
In prehistory and ethnology it generally holds true that dead men and
dead animals are treated alike:'both rituals basically deal with death.
It makes little difference whether one says that the quarry is treated
like a dead man or whether a dead man is treated like the sacrificial
quarry. Homo sapiens is also homo necans and homo sepeliens. Both
rituals are, of course, complex, and one can hardly hope to discover
the origins of each detail. Nevertheless we can observe that essential
elements of funerary ritual derive from the ritual of hunting and sacri-
ficing, inasmuch as the necessary functions deal with hunting rather
than with the death of a member.o Did man come to understand death
through the paradox of killing?u One's own death always seems far

rMüller-Karpe 
9966) zzg speaks of a "metaphysischen Dimension." The Pavianes do

not acknowledge death: see G. Devereux, Symb. Oslo 4z (196),85, 4.
2We can here give only a brief indication of the enormous complex of funerary rites. On
prehistory see Maringer (1956) passim; Müller-Karpe Q966) zz9-42, (:168) 348-7r. For
Greece see Rohde (1898) zt6-58; Nilsson (ry5ù q+-gg, JZ4-84; A. Chudzinski, Tod
und Totenkultus beí den alten Griechen (tgoù; I. Wiesner, Grab und lenseifs (1938); M. An-
dronikos, "Totenkult," in Archeologiø Homerica W (1968); J . Pini, Beiträge zur minoischen
Griiberkunde (1968); A. Schnaufer, Frühgriechischer Totenglaube þg7o); on cremation see
n. r7 below. On the particularly complex problem of how belief and ritual are related in
funerary custom see R. Moss, The Life after Death in Oceania ønd the Maløy Archipeløgo
(1925), who concludes that the two coexist largely without being related, but that rit-
ual will sooner influence belief than vice versa. K. Meuli's "Entstehung und Sinn der
Trauersitten," Schweiz. Archiu f . Volkskunde $ (ag46'), 9t-7og, is also of fundamental
importance.
3Meuli (1967) 16o on tree-bu¡ial; no less ¡emarkable is the similar bone-interment, using
red ochre, and the special treatment of the skull. See also H. Baumann, Paideuma 4
(r,95o), tg8, zoo.
aSee Müller-Karpe (1968) 367 on cremation; in general, Girard Q97z) 352-55. Baudy
(r98o) roz stresses that in the wild, dead bodies are eaten by scavengers. Hence
the fantasies of how the dead are eaten in the underworld, by Eurynome in Paus.
tg.z8.7; and by Hecate in a vase-painting, Vermeule þ979) to9. Modern hunters have
the "great Halali" sounded at the burial of a hunte¡ as at the end of a hunt: W. Frevert,
Das jøgdliche Brauchtum (:¡6910), 76.
sSee B. M. F. Galdikas, National Geographic ry7 þ98o),832, on an adolescent orangutan,

FUNERARY RITUAL
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off and uncertain. But, when another dies, the frightening confronta-
tion with death and the pleasurable shock of survival leave a deep

impression.
The most widespread element in funerals-so obvious it may

seem hardly worth mêntioning-is the role played by eating, i.e., the

funerary mãal. Ethnology and religious studies have dwelt mainly on

the bizárre and more or less unsuccessful attempts to feed the dead

themselves, but it is more often the real and festive meal of the living
"in honor of" the dead that is of primary importance. Thus, even

while mourning the death of Patroklos, Achilles permits his compan-

ions to "feast the heart-pleasing burial."6 This unabashed statement

refers to behavior that is offensive to anyone concerned merely with
the dead individual, yet has not been expunged to this day, namely,

that in an environment of grief, pain, and tears, the pleasure of the
festive meal will thrive. At first the necessary combination of death

and eating appeared only in the hunt.'starting here, the ritual meal

functioneã aè a bond within the community.? This is not to say that
cannibalism was the earliest form of honoring the dead.'The ritual-
ization of hunting behavior made possible a twofold transferral: the

dead could take the place of the quarry-a substitute more serious

than what it replaces-but in the subsequent feast, his place could in
turn be taken by the sacrificial animal.'

Sugito, who drowned his younger foster-sister, Doe: "sugito . ' was staring off into

spice with a funny look that I had never seen before. He studiously avoided looking

into Doe's direction. After some time . . . he slowly approached. Then, standing on

two legs, he raised both arms over his head and brought them down, fluttering, in
front of him . . . [like] a shaman . . . performing rituals of obsequiousness to his

god. . . . Sugito . . . knew perfectly well that Doe was dead' He had killed her'" On

inhaspecific killing with gorillas, see D. Fossey, National Geogrøphic t59 $98t), 5o8-5rz'
6Il. 4.2g, and cf . z4.8or- 8o4; Od. 3.3o9. For eating at the tomb in Geometric times see

J. Boardman, IHS 86 (t'g66), z-4; cf ' M. Murko, "Das Grab als Tisch," Wörter und Søchen

z(rgto),79-ri6o. Gregory of Nazianzus rails against eating and drinking in churches at

the tombs of the martyrs AP 8.166-69, 172, r75. After the burial, people met for the

festive meal of Íhe rpíra, ëvara, tptaxas, èut'aúnn: An. Bekk. 268'19 ri¡ tpt'axottfi 7àp

úpépS . . . oí rpooi¡xovr¿ç ä¡ravres . . . cuveì'Ûóvres xowi¡ è\eí¡vouu ènì rQ ãnoÛa-

vóu¡r. xa,ì roûro xanléõpa óxaÀeîro.
TBesides this there is the psychological explanation that the sense of loss is comPen-

sated for, in a form of oral regression, by eating. This sense of loss could, however,

manifest itself just as well through fasting; it is the ritual constraint that causes Niobe to

eat afte¡ ten days: ll. z4.6oz-13.
sAllegedly the custom among the Massagetai; see Hdt. t'2r6, Dissoí Logoi 2.t4.
eS. Freud, Totem und Tabu, Ges. Schr. to (tgz$, 66-88 : Ges' Werke 9 Q94o), 66-88,
developed the idea of the ambivalence between love and aggression in relationship to

the dead man.

The funerary meal for Patroklos shows very clearly that although
feasting follows death, the death must be repeated immediately be-
fore the feast, through ritual killing. After the mourners circled the
corpse three times while crying out in grief and sweariñg vengeance,
many cows, sheep, goats, and -pigs were slaughtered and "blood
poured from the cups flowed all âround the dead man." 10 The corpse
could hardly be placed more emphatically at the center of a bloody act
which, however, at the same time also signals a pleasing meal for
1olooo Myrmidons. So too in Athens it was customary to eat at the
grave; Solon was the first to forbid that cows be slaughtered there.l1
There was no thought of burning or burying such a cow whole, for
the meat belonged to the living, while the dead man "took his fi\l" of
the blood. The idea that the dead delight in blood obviously emanates
from the reality of the ritual: the pattern of hunting calls for the
bloody "act" at the place of death. Because death becomes killing, and
the participant, a killer," death itself becomes an act of the will, sub-
ject to performance and repetition. For this very reason it can be over-
come through the festive meal, which confirms the survivor's will
to live.

The sacrificial analogies extend to the actions that precede and
follow as well. There is a period of preparation, in which the corpse
lies in state and is washed and adorned; a procession marks the tran-
sition from indoors to out. This is then followed by wild, ecstatic be-
havior, bloodshed, and a hearty meal.13 The location in which the ac-
tion takes place remains sacred forever after-distinguished by a
monument as the realm of the extraordinary-whereas at home, the
ordinary order is restored.

The most striking resemblances between hunting and funerary
customs can be seen in the treatment of the bones. The funeral cere-

tolI.23.34. For funerary sacrifice already in the Moustérien see Müller-Karpe (1966)
237-33. For horse-sacrifice in, and bull-sacrifice at, the royal tomb at Archanes (Crete),
see Archaeology zo (1967), 228-Zg.
tlPlut. Solon zt 5; A. Martina, Solone 9968), #465-7o; and cf. n. 6 above. For o,ipaxoupía
see II.z below.
l'zThe central act in the great funerary festival of the Dajak on Borneo (Tiwah) is
the killing of a buffalo-in earlier times, it was a man-whom each participant
had to stab with a spear: F. Grabowsky, Internøt, Archia t'. Ethnographie z þ8g9), t99;
H. Schäreç Der Totenkult der Ngadju Dajak ín Süd-Borneo I (1966), zo.
134 somewhat different, though no less characteristic, sequence is noted by Herodotus
among the Thracians (5.8): rpeîs p,èv ì¡p.épas nporuloîor, ròv vexpòv r<aì r.o:vroîa aga-
{avtes íepí¡r"a eítrr'yéovrat r,poxlto]va0/res rpõrou. ðøe¿ra ôd t}anrrour¡¿ xor¡axo¿ú-
aavres í) dÀÀors 7fr xpútþawes, ¡ô¡"ca ôô yéaures &yùva ruleîor.. On the agon see n. 23
below.
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mony often centers not so much on the corpse as on the bo.nes from

individual limbs. These are collected and solemnly deposited. The

rhythm of the hunting ritual is, thus, repeated: death/tearing apattl

reåtoration. In Çatal Èuyuk, as among the Parsees, bodies were set

out for ,.urru.,girrg birds, after which the bones were carefully depos-

ited in househ"old"shrines at the feet of the Great Goddess.'n Often a

corpse was intentionally torn- apart, only to be put back together

uguìrr. In Egypt, the roóts of the mummification ritual are much the

sime." It wäs a widespread custom during the Neolithic to sever the

nuu¿ u"¿ preserve it in a sanctuary, like a Bukranion; head and thigh-

bones are buried separately at ugarit.16 until modern times, ruling

houses of Europe ,trèd to bury certain parts of their dead in different

sacred places. With the development of artisan skills, it became possi-

ble to substitute a symbol for the skull: the Roman lararium, for in-

stance, preserved only the masks of the ancestors'

Amìng the Greeics and Romans, even cremationlT was used for

the avoweJ purpose of obtaining the bones quickly' The most sacred

duty for the nexi-of-kin is to gather the bones (ðoro\oyeîv; ossa legere)

froÁ the ashes of the pyre. Tñe fire that burns the corpse is described

as a beast of prey, "tearing apart" the dead man with "a furious iawJ"'
The remainJ are then united forever in an urn. This act is at once a

joining together and a foundation, as in the Latin w otd condere . when,
ä, 

"uiy 
aã Homer's description of the death of Achilles, we find the

wine jår of Dionysos serving as an urn,'n it is merely the transforma-

'aMellaart $967) z4t - 45.
1sA. Hermann, "Zergliedern und Zusammenfügen," Numen 3 þ956),8r-96'
16on burying the skull see Maringer jg56) 67-70, 78-86, rzz-28, 22c-22i. Müller-

farpe irgeefzT-j4, 23g-+o; (rg68) 365-66. The skulls from pre-ceramÌc fericho that

hurrã b""n formed into poftfaits are particularly impressive: see Arch. f ' orientforsch' t6

(tgsl), ls+;Müller-Karpe þ968) 34g. on skull-burial at Archanes (crete) see Archaeol-

àíi,, t gøZl 276_77;.?. ¡¡dt. 4.26 on the Issedonians. For Ugarit see H. Th. Bossert,

Altsyrien (r95r), on nr. 354.
17For post-Mycenaean cremation in Greece, see Müller-Karpe (1968) 35t' 366-67;

G. Myionas,'AlA 5z (rg48), 56-8r; V. R' d'A' Desborough, The I'ast Mycenaeans and

Their'successors 1tgø4r"1, zt; schnaufer, Totenglaube,36-45. cremation is found among

the Hittites, Huriians, Troy VI, etc., by the second millennium: see Otten (t958) 5;

U. Schlenther, Brandbestattung und Seelenglaube (196o);Pini, Beiträge, t9-2t,58-62'
t8 L¿y¡¡rew ll. 21.1¡83; nupòs p,a\epà yvaÛos Aesch' Cho' 125.'Ooúa Àó7etu already in

ll. 4.239, ,5.i orirt"it E.*. Hik. rrz6. According to Andron of Halikarnassos, FGrHist

ro iro-l Sitrol. e il, r.52, He¡akles at Troy was the first to use cremation, burning the

body of the dead Argeìos so as to be able to carry "him" back to his father: see Il'

7.Ji,4-jS (contradicted in Schol. A ad loc ); Thuc' 2.34.

1'od. 24.73-75. Cf. the Dionysiac bronze-crater from Derveni, which served as an urn:
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tion of sacrificial ritual into that of the plant realm. The produce
gathered by the farmer replaces the hunter,s quarry; thus, gâthering
bones acquires new meaning.

There are, of course, aspects of funerary ritual that cannot be
traced to the hunt. It is then all the more characteristic that these ele-
ments have frequently been takein up in the sacrificial ritual. Above
all, lamentation2.-weeping and *ailing, tearing one,s clothes and
hair, scratching the face and beating the 

-breast; 
then defiling oneself,

p,raívecflat-smearing one's face, strewing one,s head with clay, dirt,
and ashes, The large part that aggression plays in these rites is evi-
dent'" It is an inevitable group réne* to óffer to protect an endan-
gered member against a hostile force by means of ággressive threats.
when faced with the fact of death, this reflex uggtõsrior, strikes out
into a vacuum and hence returns in upon itself. with no enemy near,
the hand raised to strike comes downupon one,s own head.

Men, of course, often seek some external substitute as the butt of
their rage: hence those funerary sacrifices that are and intend to be
merely destructive. When a Hitiite king died, for example, a plow ox
was sacrificed while the king was invoked: ,,What yo., harre b".o*",
this too shall become."'2 Achilles slaughters countiess sacrificial ani-
mals, four horses, nine dogs, and twelve Trojans at the bier of patro-
klos. once again, death is mastered when ihe mourner becomes a
killer. For this reason there is often no clear-cut distinction between
merely destructive sacrifice and the sacrifice of the funerary meal (cf.
n. 13)'

-. - Unbounded rage can be vented in a life-affirming form through
fighting, through an agon. Karl Meuli demonstratealrre extent añd
inner necessity of the connection between funerals and competitive
contests:23 it remains to say that an agon can accompany not only a

BSH 
?7 Qg63),8o2, pl. XVI-XX. Bones (unburnt) had been deposited in clay vessels

already at Neolithic Lerna: see Müller-Karpe e96g) 365.
20E. Reiner, Die rituelle Totenklage der Griechen (r93g); E. de Martino, Morte e píanto rituale
nel mondo antico (Twin, 1958). on p,níuecûø, see, for instance, the law at iulis (Keos),
SlG3 tzlS: LS g7, z4-3r;}{dt.6.58.r.
2ron destructive rage in funerary customs see Meuli þ946) zor-zo7; Antike q e94t),79i-92; Schweiz. Archia f. Volkskunde $ (ag46), ro6-ro8.
zotten 

þ958) 
'9; 

lI. 4'66-76, and cf. od. 24.65-66. on bloody sacrifice at the inter-
ment and "opening of the mouth" in Egypt, see A. Wiedemann, áRW zz (rg4lz4),
7z-86.
æ"Der-Ursprung der Olympischen Spiele,,, Antike ry gg4'), ß9-zog; Der griechische
A_go.n: Kampf und Knmpfspiel im Totenbrauch, Totentanz, Totenklage uid rotenlob (ó6g; orig.
Habilitationsschrift Basel, r9z6).
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deposition ceremony for human bones but animal sacrifice as well.

Thã Greek agon of historical times was a sacrificial festival. In Rome,

the ancient sãcrifice of the October-Horse was followed by a ritual bat-

tle between two groups' Similarly, the Macedonians would pretend to

fighta battle aftei the dog-sacrifiie at their Festival of Purification, the

Xãndika.,n Myth applieJthe same pattern to the hunt, raising it to
t*gi" s"tio"*uss i., the story of the war between the Aetolians and

thJCuretes after the Calydonian Boarhunt.2s Hete, too, as soon as the

quarry was killed, the warriors' accumulated energy struck into a vac-

ü.r*,îot"over, their bad conscience made them willing to suffer for

their "action"'
Even more prominent in funerary ritual than in sacrifice is the

willingness to aJsume and recognize a_pattern of renunciation after

the fait. This willingness is primarily shown by offering food in the

form of libations, ¡oãd. Milk, honey, oil, and wine, the precious com-

modities of a society familiar with dearth and hunger, were poured

away irretrievably; óimilarly, grain was mashed into pap so it could

draii into the gróund. In southern regions, even water is a precious

commodity unã h"t." played a part in some libations. Like the sacrifi-

cial ritual,iibation would have oìcurred outside the confines of every-

day reality. There would have been a procession, then the restrained

attitude of pruy"t, and finally the ecstatic cry (éÀoÀu7a) at the moment

of the libation.'u No other aðt of destruction can be expressed by ges-

tures so noble and sublime: Achilles pouring wine for his dead friend
patroklos, an unforgettable poetical image." The artfully shaped liba-

tion vessels stress ãhe grattãeur of the proceedings' By renouncing

personal profit, *un cun uplift himself; by humbling himself in spite

,aOn Olympia see II.z below; on the Isthmia see III.7 below; on the October-Horse see

ratte (réooi 7rg-2ti U. W. Scholz, Studien zum altitalischen und altrömischen Marsmythos

(tg7o)'; on if,. iigttt for the head see Festus r9o L. On the Xandika see Nilsson (r9o7)

ìíl+rø, who cärrectly compares the Platanistas-fight of the Spartan epheb-es (4o6-

+oZ), which also occuried in ionnection with a dog-sacrifice (Paus' 3'zo'8' r4'8-ro)'
5"For the head and the tufted hide of the boar," ll. 9'548; Apollod' L'7o-77i etc'

H. Usenet the first to collect the ancient evidence for ritual combat (ARW 7 lr9o4l'
297-373 = Kl. schr.IV [r9r3], 4J5-+ù, saw in it a fight between winter and summer;

oú¡u.iiJ", already in ñilsion (19o6) 44-14. The mock-battle among the Hittites

1H. fnetof, 'SS Aethn lr9z5l, z69'-7o; A. Lesky, Ges' Schr' 1ry661, 3t'o-r7) occurs in the

èontext of a sacrifice, which, however, was not discussed by the editor'

26Aesch. Cho. zz-163, esP. 149 ff.; Pers.6ro-t8; for additional evidence see Stengel

2THomer ll. z3.zr8-zo; "Giesse, Myrmidone, den funkelnden Wein ins Land," Gott-

fried Benn, Ges. Werkel Fg6o), rz9' See also Lucr. J'ß4 f '

FUNERARY RITUAL

of his needs, he displays his wealth or at least his freedom. Alexander
the Great acted in this way in the Gedrosian desert when he emptied
into the sand a helmet filled with water.28

Here, the social significance of renunciation ritual and, for that
matter, funerary ritual altogether, is clear. By keeping a space empty
artificially, one can prevent graspíng, greedy, aggressive individuals
from clashing, or at least pretend to do so. The pleasure of inheriting
possessions has to be masked and at least part of the dead man's
property renounced, By playing out the breakdown of the social or-
der, even in the easily neutralized act of self-defilement, that very or-
der can be gotten under control. Such actions preserve the basic struc-
ture of society, because death is not perceived as an ending. Now,
human culture needs continuity: to be able to go on, there has to be
an authority recognized through the course of generations. Man's
neoteny, the long period of time he spends in the process of learning,
forged a new relationship between young and old, above all between
son and father, in which the catastrophe of death became especially
disturbing and dangerous. And the very elements that funerals took
over from hunting and sacrificial ritual were the ones able to mend
the rift, transforming death into killing, celebration into an eruption
of aggression followed by reparation. In this way, there arose a post-
humous duty toward the dead. A swing of the pendulum trans-
formed symbolic parricide into an obligation to worship one's an-
cestors. Thus, fathers, chiefs, and kings have the most magnificent
funerals; and a pile of stones, the monument left by collective ston-
ing, will grow until it becomes a pyramid."

Funerary ritual alone may almost be enough to confirm and in-
sure continuity in the community. Indeed, among some peoples all
else pales by comparison. Among the Greeks, rulers characteristically
expected their vassals to participate in funerals as a sign of loyalty;
the Spartans demanded it of the Messenians, the Corinthians of the
Megarians.'0 But a funeral is dependent on circumstance and chance,
whereas ritual requires repetition and regularity. Thus, funerary rit-
ual can be repeated through funerary sacrifice. The act of killing re-

uArr. Anab. 6.26 . . . titore eíxaoat dv r¿va roròv yevé,czlat ¡ãow ê.xeîvo rò í)6rr,p rò
¡¡pòç'AÀef ¿iuô pou ê xyuû êv.
2eAmong the Kabylai, a great hunter is buried beneath a pile of rocks, upon which new
rocks are always thrown: see H. Baumann, Paideumø 4 OgSo), r9z; and cf. Plat. Leg.

87b;8. Schmidt, NIb lg þ89Ð, 369-95; Baudy (r98o) r48f.
eTyrtaios fr. 5.4 Diehl : Prato; Schol. Pind. Nem. 7.r55b: Demon, FGrHist 327 F ;9;
Hippias of Erythrai, FGrHist 4zrF t.
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establishes the context of death;" the dead man becomes the focus of
attention once again, and thus his power is recognized and renewed.
Inversely, the Greeks set a funerary monument at almost every place

of sacrifice, a tomb that may or may not have been real: the hero had,
then, his place at sacrifice beside the recipient god, the sacrificial pit
beside the altar, the chthonic asPect beside the Olympian''2 We see

here how deeply sacrificial and funerary ritual permeated one an-
other. By joining together to honor the dead, the survivors, and espe-

cially the young, would have been initiated, integrated into the conti-
nuity of the society, and educated in the tradition all at once. The

rituals of sacrifice, funeral, and initiation are so closely related that
they can be interpreted through the same myths and may even Par-
tially overlap. The myth tells of death and destruction, while in sacri-
fice an animal is killed. By encountering death as symbolized in word
and ritual, succeeding generations are molded into successors. In this
way society is consolidated and renewed.

Plutarch provides us with the most detailed description of a fu-
nerary sacrifice in Greece." It concerns those who died at Plataea. The
cult was active till the end of antiquity, and Plutarch was obviously an
eyewitness: just before dawn, a procession was formed leading from
the center of town to the outside, from the marketplace to the ceme-

tery. The atmosphere was aggressive and warlike; a trumpeter gave
the signal for war. But the wagons were loaded with myrtle branches
and wreaths; a black bull trotted along in the middle of the pro-
cession. The young men carried amphoras with wine and milk, jugs
of oil and salves. The archon of the city brought up the rear. As head
of the civil authorities, he would normally have been forbidden to
carry weapons and would always have worn white robes. But on the
day of the sacrifice he was dressed in a purple mantle and was carry-
ing a sword in his belt. Something extraordinary had replaced the
everyday order, and bloodshed was imminent. The archon himself
brought a water jug from the Bouleuterion. Thus, the procession

3lJust as "blood is purified through blood," so funerary sacrifice (with an agon) counts
as expiation for killing: F{dt. t.t66-67. Clytaemnestra alone celebrates the Day of Death
in open triumph, with sacrifices (Soph. El. 277-Br); otherwise, the more profound am-
bivalence (n. 9 above) is concealed in gestures of propitiation toward the dead (¡.terÀlo-

oetu, ìì.aoreorlac). Sometimes it is indeed the dead enemy who becomes a hero: Hdt.

5.1i.4.2; Plut. Cimon ry.5.
32See, for example, Pelops-Zeus (II.z below), Pyrrhos-Apollo (II.5 below), Erechtheus-
Athena (III.r below), Epopeus-Athena (II.5 below), Palaimon-Poseidon (III.7 below).
ßPlut. Aristides zr, and cf. Thuc. 3.58.4; Paus. 9.2.5; Nilsson j9o6) 455-56; on the pent-
eteric agon Eleutheria see Paus. 9.2.6; Philostr. Gymn.8.z4.

FUNERARY RITUAL

moved toward the cemetery. No slaves were permitted: the archon
himself drew water from a nearby well, then washed and anointed
the steles rising up from the graves of the dead. The myrtle branches
and wreaths were also evidently used to decorate the..steles. These
monuments had been set up over the men who fell in battle, and they
were treated like guests ôf honor in the sacred ceremony.'* The remain-
ing participants had likewise come to the festival washed, anointed,
and wreathed. In the time of Thucydides, robes were also brought for
the dead and presumably laid upon the steles before being burned,
for we know that a pyre was built in the center-though Pausanias
also mentions an altar and statue of Zeus Eleutherios. Libations of
milk introduced the sacrifice: children's food, in contrast to what fol-
lowed." Swiftly drawing his sword, the archon slit the black bull's
throat so that the blood flowed onto the pyre. After this, he called the
fallen warriors to supper, to "take their fill" of blood (aiy,axovpía).
The remaining participants presumably ate their fill of the meat, but
Plutarch does not say. Whatever was finally burnt on the pyre,3u there
were always libations of wine at the end. The archon mixed a krater of
wine from the amphoras that were brought along, and, in all likeli-
hood, poured it over the pyre, which had by now burned to the
ground. He did so, as he annòunced, "for the men who died for the
freedom of the Hellenes." In just this way, the lord of the sacrifice
poured wine on a flaming altar, and Achilles extinguished the pyre of
Patroklos.

Both battle and burial were reenacted in the bloody ritual. Death
and victory alike were present in the act of killing. The Plataeans evi-
dently had already experienced their victory as a sacrifice in the year
of the battle: the votive offering they presented at Delphi after 479
was a bull." The ritual celebrating the defeat of the Persians is there-
fore not a creation of the historical event but, rather, a traditional form
assimilating that event. A unique occurrence was thereby given uni-
versal significance and transformed into an enduring obligation that
lasted through centuries. Of course, this could not prevent the de-

3See.ÁP rr.8; I.5.n.18 above.
sOn milk libations see Serv. Aen. 5.78; K. Wyss, Die Milch im Kultus der Griechen und
Römer Qy4); Eisler (1925) 352-93; W. Deonna, Deux études de symbolisme religieux
(rg5), zr-3r.
sFor garments and seasonal fruits (époîa) see Thuc. 3.58.4, and cf. Od. ro.5z3: i.L.31..

See in general Luk. Merc. cond. z8 on èuayí<rp,ara: xaruyéavre9 p,úpov xo,ì ròv créga-
vov ð,¡rnjévreç ainoì tívouo¿ xo'i eitruoyoûvro.u . . .

37Pars. ro.r5.r, t6.6.
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struction of Plataea in 427, but the victors built a sanctuary of their
own for observance of the cult.38 The actors are interchangeable; the

ritual remains.

7. The Sexuølizøtion of RituøI
Klling: Møiden Søcrifice,

Phøllus Cult

If the themes of killing and eating are so intensely enacted in rit-
ual that they are able to grip, move, and transform human personality,
it is inconceivable that the most poweiful human impulse, sexuality,

would play no part. On the contrary sexuality is always intimately
involveã in ritual. There is no social order without a sexual order; but,
even so, sexuality always retains the quality of something extraordi-
nary and strange.

Even among primates, sexual behavior is ritually redirected to

demonstrate power and differences in rank. Among some primates,
the male delimits his territory by facing outward and displaying his

erect phallus. Rump-presentation as an invitation to mate is a gesture

of su6mission inhibiting an aggressive response from the stronger
partner.l It is astounding how corresponding behavior recurs in hu-
man ritual: the function of the phallus is "apotropaic." The Babylo-

nians made their boundary stones in the shape of a phallus; the
Greeks marked their territory with herms.'

Human sexuality was not alone in experiencing inordinate
growth, even from the standpoint of externals.3 Rather, it was part of
ã r,e* tension brought about by the polarity of human existence. The

SACRIFICE, HUNTING, FUNERARY RITUALS

sThuc. 
3.68.3.

tOn phallic display see Fehling $97$ 7-28; Burkert (tg7ù 3g-+t. On rump-
p."r".tt"tiott ."" Lotett" (tg$) zq-zo4; Morris (196) r58, t67-68; Eibl-Eibesfçldt

(t-97o) zot-zoz; Fehling (r97$ 28-¡,8.

'?F. X. Steinmetzel Die bøbylonischen Kudurru þgzz), rt4-t5. On the he¡ms see H' Her-

te¡, RE XIX 1688-92, s.o. Phallos; ibid. t733-44, on the apotropaic phallus'
3Morris (tg6ù g and passim.

SEXUALIZATION OF RITUAL KILLING

family's supporter had to be emotionally bound to his wife, though
regularly having to tear himself away from her to go out into the un-
known and hunt. Separation and bonding are thus two aspects of a
single situation. Sexùahty defines the spãcifically malç" roie just as
much as does hunting and warring behavior. It does so, first, in the
expectations and educative impulses of society in which women play
no small part, and, second, in the psychological makeup that the
male developed in this context. Hunting is, of course, fueled in part
by the powers of aggression, which had their original function in
mating fights. That is to say, from the very start it included an under-
current of sexual motivation. Male aggression and male sexuality are
closely bound up with one another, stimulated simultaneously and
almost always inhibited together.

The actions of bangingn and stabbing, thrusting and piercing
thus all become ambivalent in deed just as they do in language. There
is no need to enumerate the ubiquitous military metaphors for the
sexual organs and activity. In ancient literature the Cento nuptiøIis by
Ausonius takes pride of place, consisting as it does of nothing but
Vergilian battle sequences patched together so as to describe a de-
flowering in great detail. Whether it be a stick or a club, a spear or a
sword, a gun or a cannon, as a symbol of masculinity the weapon has
beert equivalent to and almost interchangeable with the sexual organs
from Stone Age drawingss to modern advertising.

Thus, when enthusiastic, aggressive tension reaches its peak,
particularly at the moment of success, it may suddenly turn sexual. If
an opponent is defeated, this tension strikes into a vacuum and must
find release in some other way. Therefore in hunting rituals, sacrifice,
warlike fighting, and even in funerary cult, there are frequent periods
of license during which sexual impulses stimulated earlier can ex-
press themselves freely.'Such practices, which have been observed
by ethnologists, were of course already suppressed in the Greek ur-

a See, for instance, Ov. Føsf . z. 425 - 46, and the evidence that Mannhard I (rB7 5) z5r - 3o3
(esp. 256) assembles under the title "Schlag mit der Lebensrute."
5For the associations male/spear, female/being wounded, see A. Leroi-Gourhan, pré-
histoire de I'art occidental g96), rr9; La Barre þ97o) 78, r7o. For hunting as "making love
to the animal" among modern primitives, see G. Reichel-Dolmatoff, Amazonian Cosmos
(rg7r), zzo. African hunters fear that the dying animal's revenge could affect their
masculinity-they cover their genitals and perceive the symbolic castration in initiation
as an anticipatory sacrifice to their prey: L. Frobenius, Kulturgeschichte Afríkns (ry38),
71-79.
6Thus, after the gruesome sacrifice of the Tiwah festival (L6.n. rz above): F. Grabowsky,
lnternat. Archío f . Ethnographie z Q89$, 1.gg-2oo.
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ban culture, but the ambiguity of the extraordinary could not be

altogether suppressed. The girl losing her virginity at a sacrificial fes-

tivai became ã stock motif in comedies and novels'-an almost pre-

dictable fall. when leaving office, the Boeotian polemarchs were said

to sacrifice to Aphrodite, the not-altogether-legitimate wife of Ares.8

In depicting the fall of Troy, archaic artists portray Menelaus attacking
Helen with a drawn sword, but everyone knew that he threw his

sword away the moment Helen bared her breast in supplication.
Thus, whaiwould otherwise have ended in death became the start of
a happy marriage.e Another especially well{oved scene portrays
Aias, ñéavily armed, tearing the virgin Cassandra away naked from
the altar and statue of Athena, the virgin goddess. An apocryphal
variant of the myth tells how he raped her as well. It is the am-

bivalence in the confrontation between warrior and virgin that makes

both pictorial and narrative accounts so thrilling.'o
Sìpphants at a sanctuary are inviolable, especially at an altar,

preciseiy because that is the place where blood must be spilled. In a

iimilar vein, Greeks were strictly prohibited from "having intercourse
in a sanctuary." rr 1n" very ritual that gives expression to the realm of

the extraordinary also painstakingly controls it.
Such prohibitions correspond to the pattern at the beginning and

the end of sacrificial ritual. Precisely because the act of killing is sex-

ually charged, sexual abstinence is frequently a part of preparing for

TFor example, Men. Saz. (Adonia); Epif (Tauropolia)'
ïXen. Hell. 5.4.4; cf.IILr.n.rr8 below.
eDepicted already on the pithos relief from Mykonos (ca. 67o n.c.), Schefold (1964)

t3jA; tittte lliød fr. 17 Allen = 14 Bethe; Aristoph. Lys. t55; the Kypselos-chest, Paus.

5.r8.3;Brommer(196o) zga-g7;furtherelaboratedbystesichoros(zorPage)andlbykos
(296 Page). L. Ghali-Kahil , Les enlèoements et retours d'Hélène Q95),7t-98.

'olliu Persis p. to9, z-6 Allen; Alkaios, ZPE t (tg6) 8r-95; Schefold (t96$ 4r-42'
pl. 77; Brommer (196o) z9z-84; the Kypselos-chest, Paus. 5.t'9.5; PRII, tz66-74'For
ih" tup" see Callim. fr. 35; Lycoph. 348-62; Apollod. Epit' 5'zz; PRII, rz67-68; C. Rob-

ert, Röm. Mitt. y (r9r8), 35-42.
IHdt. 2.64. Myths frequently tell of shocking exceptions: Atalanta with Melanion.

Apollod. 3.ro8, or with Hippomenes in the grotto of Mete¿ Ov. Met. rc.686-7o4; Lao'
coin in the temple of Thymbraic Apollo, Euphorion fr' 7o Powell; Melanippos and

Komaitho in the temple of Artemis Triklaria at Patrai, Pæts' 7.t'9.3; Poseidon and

Medusa in the temple of Athena, Ov. Met. 4.798-8q; the begetting of Theseus through
Poseidon and Aigeus in the sanctuary of Athena, Hyg. Føb.37; etc' The background is

determined in part by hieros-gamos rituals (4. Klinz, "Hieros Gamos," Diss. Halle,

rg3J; on the ancient Near Eastern tradition see H. Schmökel, "Heilige Hochzeit und
Hohes Lied," Abh. f . d. Kunde des Morgenlandes 3zlt lr.956); S. N. Kramer, The Sacred

Marriage Ríte i9691).
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sacrifice, for war, and for the hunt. Artemis is both huntress and vir-
gin; her servant Hippolytus makes chastity the guiding principle of
his life. And yet, Aphrodite triumphs in his fall, and her temple
stands beside his sanctuary and grave.l2 In the growth of the individ-
ual, life's necessary polarity, the far-swinging movement between re-
nunciation and fulfillment, is in"constant danger of becoming one-
sided and absolute. Before an agon, which was itself also a sacrificial
festival, athletes had to go on a vegetarian diet and abstain from sex;
victory and sacrifice at the altar were frequently followed, according
to mythic fantasy, by a wedding festival.l3 Many mysteries required
sexual abstinence for a certain period preceding initiation; some form
of sexuality then would accompany the blissful shock of the conclud-
ing ceremony.la

The preliminaries correspond to the order reestablished in the
closing rituals. And just as the realm of the extraordinary-the expe-
rience of hunting, sacrifice, and death-is sexualized, so the eveïy-
day order is desexualizedby the tool of civilization, that is, by ritual.
In all human societies, even among "primitives," there is some kind
of sexual tabu, though observers of foreign cultures may at first notice
only the violation of tabus that they share. Above all, the prohibition
against incest is universally recognized by mankind and is the basis

12Paus. z.3z.r-3. For the sanctuary oÍ'Appoìírr¡s ånì,'lnno\úrq in Athens see Eur.
HW. lo with Schol., lGI2 324.69, r9o, 3ro.z8o; W. S. Ba¡¡et, Euripides Hippolytos (t964),
3-ro. For Hippolytus as a vegetarian and Orphic see Eur. HiW. gSr-S+, a crux ínter-
pretum (cf . Barret ad loc.; Dodds l:95rl r48, 169.86; D. W. Lucas, CQ 4o l:'9461 6S-65),
actually only a special accentuation of the hunter paradox. For the hunter's sexual absti-
nence see GB III, tgt-zoo; also Handwörterbuch dt. Aberglaubens lY , 579. The necessary
break between the hunter and the alluring woman is also manifested through the pot-
iphar motif in the myth of Peleus (Hes. fr. zo8-zog M.-W.; Apollod. 3.164-66); an un-
successful break, in the myth of Kephalos and Prokris-there, instead of killing a
beast, the hunter kills the woman who has pursued him (see Pherekydes, FGrHist 3 F

34, and cf. Parthenios to; "Plul." Par. min.3roe). The animals flee Enkidu after he
makes love to the whore: see the epic of Gilgamesh I, .{NET 74-75.For sexual absti-
nence before war see I Sam. zr:6; W. R. Smith (t$g9) tz3; Amphitryon, Apollod. 2.55;
before sacrifice, see Lr.n.7 above.
r3On abstinence see Philostr. Gymn. zz; Paul in I Cor. 9.25; on the agon and the wed-
ding, see the Argonauts on Lemnos, Simonides 547 Page, Pind. Pyth.4.z53 with
Schol., Pind. Ol. 4.23-3t; for the Danaids, see Apollod. z.zz;Paus.3.rz.z; for penel-
ope/ see Paus. 3.rz.r; for Marpessa, see Bacchyl. zo A, Schol. Ptnd,. lsthm. 4.92; for
Thebes (Asia Minor), see Dikaiarchus fr. 5z W.
laFehrle 

Qgro) 47-38 (Demeter/Ceres), r59 (Bacchanalía), q6-37 (Isis); Schol. Nik.
Alex. 4ro. Diod. 4.6.4 ìju re ¡o.îç ¡eÀeraîç oú p.óvou ro.îç A,rcvuctaxaîç, <iÀÀd rco,ì¡o¿îs
øye6òu å.naoatç ofi¡os õ zleds (scil. flpíatros'ft}úgaÀÀos) nyyavet twòs rt,¡ti¡s, p,erà
yéì,arcs rad zra¿ô¿âç raper"cøyo¡] euos èv to,îç ûuoío,ts.
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for our concept of the family.'u O. the other hand, aggression plays a

prominent putt i., erecting these barriers, in providing motivation-

þrimarily that of jealousy--and in the methods of regulating them'

tvtocte.y plays a épecial iole here. Man cannot afford to expose him-

self in u"ãggr"$irre society as out of control and helpless, "the beast

with two bããks.,, Therefore, all permissible and necessary sexual ac-

tivity is restricted to a permanently defined area which is, in turn,

conãecrated and tabu, almost as though the wild outdoors were pres-

ent within: such is the immovable bed of odysseus,'u built into a wild

tree rooted in the earth, the lectus iugalis. Marriage is a qeap'ós, an

institution, and, once instituted, it endures in its sacredness and can-

not be abrogated.
Of couise, this order will be violated again and again, only to be

reinstituted. The older generation dies out and the younger one takes

its place. Here, too, sacrificial ritual is the means of reestablishing an

order of the extraordinary. Even marriage, as initiation, is the product

of sacrificial rites.'7 The sacrificial meal that seals the new bond is per-

meated by rituals making the bride and groom the butt of make-

believe agþression. By hurling flowers" and smashing pots, outsiders

come to [iips with the couple's new status. Above all, the bride must

suffer thã male act. Defloraìion turns into sacrifice mainly because of

the exclusively human phenomenon of shedding blood in first inter-

course. The biide's alienation and anxiety can be eased through tem-

porary ritual substitutes. In Rome, for example, u tP"-u-t was used to

þatt íne bride's hair, a spear that had drippe-d wit! blood and had

Lilled men." Greek bridei had to make a sacrifice called a tporé,ìreta,

in which they apparently appeased the anger of the virgin Artemis,

'sM. Mead, lnternat. Encycl. social scíences 7 $968), rr5-zz with lit.; La Barre (1970)

6s, ssg.
16 0d. 23.:;84-2o4, z96 \ércporc naìta¿òu Ûeop,óv. @eø¡rós is likewise the name for sac-

rificial iemains which have been deposited: see LS r54B 17 = Abh. Berlín $9zB)' I' zz.

Deubner (t%z) ++ derives the name ûec¡.toçópos from the latter meaning,,the ancient

tradition from the former. Yet in the act of securing the order the two virtually coincide'

17On wedding rites see K. F. Hermann and H. Bluemnel Lehrbuch der griech' Piaatalter-

thümer þ882\, 268-78; V. Magnien, "Le mariage chez les G¡ecs," Mél' Cumont (t936)'

3o5-ro;M. P Nilsson, "Wedding Rites in Ancient Greece," Opusculø III (196o), 24)-5c;

L.beubner, ,,Hochzeit und Opfèrkorb i' ldl 4o (..925), z'.o-23. This is not the place to

give more than a few references; see also I.5.n.42 above.
rsOn x¿trøyúo:p,a¡a and related topics see E. Samter, Familienfeste der Griechen und Römer

(rgot), r-i4; his animistic interpretation, however, is not compelling: cf' I'r'n'r6
above.
ls Caelibarishasta: seeFestus 6e-63 M.; Ov. Fast. 2.56o; Plut. Roz' L5'7; Q'Rom' z85a-d;

Arnob. z.ó7.'
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giving her a life for a life.2o In the cult of Aphrodite, deflowering oc-
curred in the sanctuary itself-admittedly a custom that remained
foreign to the Greeks." And if, on this occasion, virgins had to spend
their first night with total strangers, this too served to ret'äove respon-
sibility in a way familiar to us, once again, from sacrificial ritual.
Sometimes it was the groom, in disguise, who assumed the stranger's
role. Reparations followed the wedding "sacrifice," just as they do in
a normal sacrifice. After the fact, the husband brought gifts and started
supporting the new family.22 Thus here too the new order was based
on sacrifice. The rituals do not mitigate the transition; rather, they
stress it by creating inhibitions and guilt. It is unimportant whether or
not an individual leads a placid existence, as long as the continuance
of society is guaranteed by a durable structure. And the human soul
is suited to such structures precisely because of its capacity for inhibi-
tion and resigned obedience.

To succeed in the tension between the indoor and outdoor worlds,
man must practice renunciation. In renouncing love, one's frustration
can be transformed into aggressive ability.r3 The only activity that can-
not under any circumstances be renounced in a hunting society is the
hunt itself, and yet hunting is not innate-it has to be taught. Each

'?OPoll. 3.38 r) ôi z-pô yap,ou ûvcía nporéì,er,a . . . and cf . Plat. Leg. 774e; Men. fr. 9o3
Koerte; Hsch. yap,av ë8q; for Artemis see Eur. lph. Aul. 433 and cÍ. 7tB rporéXeln
ogárrew; depending on local customs, Hera, Aphrodite, nymphs, and local heroines
can also be recipients of the preliminary wedding sacrifice. Sacrificing the bride's hair is
common: at Troizen (Hippolytus), see Eur. Hipp. r4z3-27; at Delos (Opis and Hekaerge),
see Hdt. 434,Paus. 1..43.4; at Megara (Iphinoe), see Paus. t.43.4, and cf. Paus. 2.33.r
(Troizen), z.34.tz (Hermione); Plut. Am. narr. 77zb (Haliartos); Plut. Aristídes zo (Pla-
taea); Agathocles, FGrHist 47zF t (Praisos); Procl. ln Tim. lll 176.26 Diehl (Athens).
Likewise, the ãpxre ía for Artemis of Brauron and a parallel rite in Munichia are prelim-
inary wedding sacrifices: see Harp. åpxreúer,v : FGrHíst 1,42F g, Brelich (1969) 24o-Zg;
with a goat as substitute victim see I.2.n.35 above. Characteristically, ¡qoró\eta can
also mean "preliminary sacrifice" generally (see Harp. s.zt., An. Bekk. 293.5, LS 4.2),
especially for the mystery initiation (Kratinos fr. r8o, CAF l6).
2rIn G¡eece per se, only in southe¡n Italian Lokroi: see Klearchos fr.43 aW., Just. 21.3;
H. Prückner, Die Lokrischen Tonreliet's (t968), 8-4, who connects the votive reliefs (fifth
century) with the cult of Aphtodite, and also considers whether the Ludovisi and
Boston thrones might belong to this temple of Aphrodite (8S-Sr). See also the legend
of the hero of Temesa, Paus. 6.6.7-tr. On Cyprus see Hdt. r. r99; Justin. 18.5.4; Nils-
son (19o6) 365-67; Fehrle (r9ro) 4o-42. On the presentation to strangers see also
S. Freud, Das Tabu der Virginität, Ges. Schr. 5 Og2Ð, 272-1l = Ges. Werke n þg4),
r6r -8o.
2'Ãvaxct\vtrfip¿a: see Pherecydes VS 7B z; A. Brückner, Anakatypteria (84. Winckel-
mannsprogr. ryo9); AM 3z (r9o7), 79-1.22.
8I. Dollard, ed., Frustratíon and Aggression U%ù; L. Berkowitz, Internat. Encycl social
Scíences r (1968), t68-74.
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new generation must be forced to hunt, just as, much later, with the

"progless" of civilization, each is forced into military service' Hunting
and *ar are sanctioned by social custom as tests of manhood, and

they take precedence over courtship and marriage. Man declines to

lové in ordir to kill: this is most graphically demonstrated in the ritual
slaughter of "the vítgin," the potential source both of a happy union
andäf disruptive conflict within the group. In the maiden-sacrifice,

all the tensi,ons-the jealousy of the elderly, the strivings of the

young-are released. An irreparalle ac1 transforms an erotic game

ínto flgnting fury. Desperate "searching" turns into "hunting'" In the

perio{of piepaiation, maiden-sacrifice is the strongest expression of

ihe attempt tõ renounce sexuality. It comes at the start of fighting ex-

peditions and war, and it precedes the great sacrificial institution in
iarming, namely, the harvest festival.'n In hunting myth, the sacri-

ficed virgin becomes the bride of the quarry, whether it is a bear, a

buffalo, ór a whale;'u in agricultural myth, she is connected with the

seed that must go beneath the earth in order to insure the return of
the crops. In any case, as a preliminary, maiden-sacrifice stands in
contrasi, and provides a balance, to the main sacrifice that supplies
the food. It isã ritual of giving in order to get: in the main sacrifice,

fulfillment comes in the sparagmos, in cutting up and eating; during
the preliminaries, however, there is an anticipatory self-denial which
conÁequently requires other forms of destruction-submerging in
water, hanging from trees.2'

2aFor the sacrifice of a virgin before fishing see GB II r47 (Algonquins and Hurons), II
r58 (Guinea), II r49 flndia), II t5t-52 (EgyPt; cf. E. Mader, Die Menschenopt'er der alten

Hebräer und der benøchbørten Völker þ9o91, z6-27); before the harvest, see GB YII 47
(Mexico), and cf. the virgins sent to the dragon at Lanuvium, Prop. 4.8.3-14. The sacri-

fice of a virgin appears atavistically especially during famine and drought. It may be

conducted symbõtcally or in actuality: see Mannhardt þ875) 327-33, and cf. the leg-

end of the rrapqévor,Kopøvíìes, Korinna and Nikander in Ant. Lib. 25, andOv. Met.

4.692-99; for Àéo rópar. see n. 33 below. see, in general, D. wyss, strukturen der Moral

(1968),46fÍ., on "die Verschränkung von Inzestverbot und OPfermythologem'"
5On the bride of the bison. a myth of the Blackfoot Indians concerning the origin of the

bison dance, see J. Campbell, The Masks of God' I: Primítiue Mythology (r95$' r$-86'
on the bride of the whale, a myth of the Chukchis, see I. Trencsényi-waldapfel, unter-

suchungen zur Religionsgeschichte (:1966), z8-zg. In a similar way Andromeda and He-

sione are given to the sea monster.

'?6C. Gallini, "Katapontismos," SMSR 34 GgØ), 6r-9o; cf . III.7-8 below On "Apre¡rrs

àzrc"y¡pp,évr¡ see Paus. 8.4.6-7; Callim. fr. r87; a hanged woman becomes Hekate,

Callim. fr. 46t; onHelena Dendritis (Rhodes) see Paus. 3.1'g.1'o; on Ariadne hanged see

Plut. Thes,2o.U on goats hanged in the ritual in which the myth tells of the maiden's

suicide (Melite) see Ant. Lib. 4.7.
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2TMaringer 
þ,956) q8-42 on the prelude to the hunt; cf. Müller-Karpe e966) 224-25.

28Cf. n. zo and Lz.n.35 above; V.z below.
2eThus, a myth about the sacrifice of a virgin was linked to the Tyche of Antioch and the
citygoddessofLaodikeia:seePaus. FGrHistS54F ro;Porph. Abst.z.56;cf.paus.3.16.g.
íMyths about the (willing) sac¡ifice of a maiden are mainly connected with particular
sanctuaries and their rites: Agesilaos sacrificed at Aulis (xen. HeIl.3.+.3; plui. Ages.6;
Pelop, zr; on the ritual see Paus. 3.g.4, g.ag.6-z). on the sacrifice for the "Leuktrian
maidens," where a colt was substituted for the maiden, see Xen. Helt. 6.4.7; Diod.
15.54; Plut. Pel. zr-zz; Paus. 9.r3.5, r4.3;"Plut." Am. narr.774d.For the sacrifice of the
virgin Makaria see Eur. Heracl. 4o8-6or; Schol. Plat. Hp. Mi. zg3a. For the sacrifice of a
virgin at Thebes see Paus. 9.t7t (in conjunction with the pre-wedding ritual, n. ro
above); during the Messenian War, see Paus. 4.9.4 (following Myron). Cf. also the tear-
ing apart of a dishonored woman as a cãll to war: OT Jud ges 1.gi2g.
3t@úao¿v¡eç ro.îç êyypago,îs . . . ênóp,reuaau ri¡'Aptóp,tõr, r!¡'Ayporépg, IG II/ru,
too6.6-9, roo8.7, rotr.7, toz8.8, roz9.6, ro3o.5; Hespería 34 096Ð, 256; 36 (t967), 66;
Deubner Q93z) zog.
32Philochoros, FGrHist 3zBF ro5; Plut. ,41c. 75.2; on the ephebic oath see L. Robert,
Etudes epigraphíques et philologiques þ938), z96-3o7.

Ethnology has shown that maiden-sacrifice occurred, with dis-
concerting frequency, from Mexico to Polynesia. Perhaps it was not
unknown even among the Greeks, although usually a symbolic (ani-
mal) substitute was used here as well. Maybe that is how we must
understand the early Palaeolithic submersion sacrifices:27 a young
doe, after being kill-ed and weifhted down with rocks, would bé
pushed into the water in springtime. In Greece, the maiden would be
represented by a goat for Artemis, a pig for Demeter.2s The myths,
however, call them Iphigenia and Kore and, at least in some rituals
(initiation and mystery rites), the substitution is made explicit.

The great sacrifice that followed, the departure for hunting and
war/ could thus be psychologically motivated as a punitive expedi-
tion, as vengeance for the maiden's death. The maiden-sacrifice pro-
vided the basis and the excuse for the subsequent killing, and the res-
titution that followed referred mainly to her ,,disappearance,,: she
returned, symbolically and ritually restored, as the focus of the com-
pany of youths brought together by the double sacrifice. For this rea-
son, a city goddess could also serve as "the virgin."rn

Among the Greeks, preliminary maiden-sacrifice is for the most
part a prelude to war.30 When beginning their military service, for ex-
ample, the Attic ephebes marched in a procession and made sacrifice
in honor of Artemis, the "goddess of the outdoor world," Artemis
Agrotera;31 they swore an oath in the sanctuary of Aglauros, a king's
daughter who met with a mysterious death.3, We know no details of
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the sacrifice that surely accompanied the oath. Before setting off for
war, moreover, the army sacrificed at the sanctuary of the Hyakinthi-
des, who, in mythology, were often portrayed as king's daughters
who had been killed: in the war between Erechtheus, first king of
Athens, and Eleusis, Erechtheus' daughters, of their own free will,
offered themselves up for sacrifice.33 Their death, which was repeated
in sacrifice before setting off for war, guaranteed success in the sub-

sequent bloodshed and victory in battle. And again, immediately be-

forè battle, animals were slaughtered in great numbers as the enemy

looked on.
The Spartans sacrificed a female goat to Artemis Agrotera:a thus

began the deadly activity that then continued in the human slaughter
of 6attle. A victory meant there had to be restitution, so a stake made

of oak would be set up and adorned with a captured helmet, shield,
and spear. Through this tropaion,3s a monument to the enemy's flight,
those who were conquered were made to attest to their adversary's
victory. So, too, hunters already hung up their "hunting trophies"-
horned skulls and, above all, skins-on a tree or a stake'3ó By adding
to the tropaion the skin of the goat, tkre aigís, which had been slaugh-
tered before battle, the stake came to represent the goddess Athena
with her helmet, shield, and aegis.3' The "virgin" thus came into

33See Eur. Erechtheus, in C. Austin, Noaa Frøgmenta Euripidea, fr. 65.65-89, on annual

cattle-sacrifice with choruses of maidens, burnt offering without wine at the start of a

war. In addition see Phanodemos, FGrHist 325F 4; Philochoros, FGrHist 328 F rz. The

third group of heroic siste¡s at Athens is that of the Àéa¡ xópar., honored at the Leoko-

::ïJj*l*ivation 
for their willing sacrifice was a plague (cf. n. z4): Kock, RE XII

YXen. I¡k. PoL 4.8; Hell. 4.z.zo;Plut. Lyc. zz.z; for the most part, the brief reports do

not even mention a divinity. In this context the art of the seer is of decisive importance:
see Hdt. g.38.t, 4r.4,45.2; Thuc. 6.69.2;Eul Phoen. ry3-74, 1"r.c,9-1'1'; Stengel (r9ro)

92-7o2.
sK. Woelcke, Bonn. lbb. rzo (r9rr), 1,22-235; F. Lammert, RE VII A (tY), 6$-7;
CookII (:925)to8-4; A.|.Janssen, Hetantieketropaioni95).On depictionsinart
see Metzger Q965) rr5-t7. The tropaion is called Lòs Bpéres, Eur. Phoen. e5o, Lòs
àyo,).p,olro' Gorg. VS 8z B 6, because Zeus bestows victory (cf . the inscription from Se-

linus, IG XIV 268).
sMeuli (:¡6) t5g-6o; Callim. fr. 96; Yery. Aen. 9.4o7; etc. For depictions in art and
epigrams, see I.z above.
37This must have already arisen in prehistoric times; it is symbolically reproduced in the
Palladion (G. Lippold, RE XVIII z, t9g-zot; on a gold ring from Mycenae, see Nilsson

Irg55l, T.r7.r = Corpus der mínoischen und mykenischen Siegel I l:964l, #r7; Simon [1969]
r83; on a stucco dish from Mycenae, see Simon [1969] r8r). The old cult-statue of
Athena Polias at Athens is different, as it is seated (4. Frickenhaus, AM y lrgo9l,
17-32; C. J. Herington, Athena Parthenos and Athena Polias 19551, 16-27; Simon ig69l
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being through the battle, just as her symbolic substitute had been
slaughtered in the preliminary sacrifice. Similarly, there were tales
telling how the statue of Athena, the Palladion, fell from heaven dur-
ing the primordial war between the gods and the giantp,38 and how
Pallas was named after a creature of that name whose skin had been
removed to serve as her attire.3e In the paradox that both the god of
the hunt and the god of war were "virgins" we observe the sexual ten-
sions, the frustration and symbolic substitution, upon which hunting
and warring behavior feeds.

If the preliminaries and the aftermath of the great experience cor-
respond, the sequence of guilt and atonement can be reversed, that
is, the sacrifice of a maiden or woman can follow the battle. This oc-
curs mainly in funerary ritual, although there are analogies in sacrifi-
cial ritual. The demands of the dead man may, for instance, be recog-
nized through an irrevocable act of renunciation, which may in turn
have a symbolic substitute. In this way, feelings of guilt and readiness
to atone can be expressed, just as death previously had been given
the form of killing, of an aggressively and sexually motivated act. If
the sacrifice of Iphigenia precedes the Trojan War, the sacrifice of
Polyxena follows it. That is how Achilles gets his share of the cap-
tured women. A dead father can demand renunciation from his son;
his wishes are carried out by youths, vé,or.no The most detailed de-
scription of a cremation with maiden sacrifice was given by an Arab
emissary to the Rus on the Volga. There, before being strangled on
the dead man's bier, the victim, a volunteer, had to offer herself to all
the participants in the funeral.n'Does the name Polyxena point to simi-
lar practices?o' A period of license gives vent to the extraordinary; an-
other act of killing ends and transforms it into an order of renunciation.

Sexually colored fighting and killing can give rise to yet another

r94); different too is Athena's head-birth, which is linked to the sacrifice of a bull (Cook
III [r94o], 556-ZJÐ.
38Phylarchos, FGrHist 9rF 47; F. Vian, La guerre des géønts (t952), 279.
3eFor aí7ds as the skin of Gorgo after she had been killed in the gigantomachy see Eur.
lon 987-97; Diod. 3.7o'3-5 : Dionysios Skytobrachion , FGrHist 3z F I (AÍ7rls as a fire-
breathing monster like the Xíy,atpa). For Athena killing her father Pallas, who wanted
to rape heç and putting on his skin, see Cic. Nat. deor.3.59; Clem. Pr. z.z8; Schol. Lyk.

355; Firm. Err, 16.z; Kerényi (t952) 57-64. For Pallas as a maiden slain by Athena and
¡econstituted as a (oavov, see Apollod. 3.144-45.
ÐPRIIrz76-79; Ibykos fr.3oTPage; Simonides fr.557Page; Sophocles fu.522-zSPear-
son; Eur. Hec. rc7-582 (veavíat 525); Brommer Q96o) 298-99.
alAhmad ibn Fodlan, quoted by Jaqut, English transl. in Antiquíty I (tyg, 58-62.
a2flolrú{evar, v eav¿õeç, Pind. fr. rzz. r.
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cycleofdestructionandreparation.Whenstimulatedbysexualjeal-
oïsy, the destructive rage óperating in the battle of man against man

*iíi"r" against the ad"versary,s masculinity: when killed, a warrior

is immediately castrated. This has occurred regularly in wars up until

,".""t times,í. and it appears to be a basic element in man's fight-

iin i"r,i""t. It can ulso, ïitho.tt further ado, be translated into the

;,iï;;;'":b"tii"; *itn his quarry.nn In mammals, the significance of

th": ;;i" ieproductiv" orgur,, is obvious. They stimulate aggression

and hence are accorded special treatment when the quarry is cut up

urrã airt.iU"ted. It is certáin that castration rituals play 1n important

;;i; il sacrifice,ou but because they largely belong to the "unmen-

tionables," |ne äppr¡roz, we hear of tftém only exceptionally. or by

chance. For instance, only by virtue of a gruesome joke in Martialn'do

*" t rro* that the goat sácrificed to Dionysus was castrated by an as-

sistant at the \rury -o-unt it received its death-blow' The pseudo-

explanation that in this way the meat would be freed of its goat odor

"i¿ì't ", 
u" *ud" edible, åimpty shows that the procedure was the

same at every he-goat sacrifice, *h"th"t to Dionysus or to Aphrodite'

ih.rr, Cl"*ärlt oÏ Alexandria gives prominence to an apocryphal

,r,ytn t"1i"g of the ram,s castratión;r'ar,d the frequent association of a

(:go7), 5oo-5or.
aTClem. Pr. z.r5.z; V.4'n.44 below'
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sacrificial ram and the phallic Hermes is surely no accident. Thus,
too, when the October-Horse was sacrificed and its tail carried bleed-
ing to Regia from the Campus Martius, we may suspect that the "tail"
represented the genital organ; and our suspicions are raised to the
level of probability by the fact that a horse's tail has too little blood
to be of use in the ceremony.o' Dónkeys are sacrificed to the phal-
lic god Priapos, and one etiological myth clearly states that the don-
key's death is due to its remarkable and proverbial lust.nn Pindar
incorporates such associations into his description of the Hyperbo-
rean donkey sacrifice: Apollo laughs at seeing the animals' "upright
presumption."50

The ritual reparation corresponding to ritual castration evidently
consisted of an especially striking, provocative custom. A single phal-
lus was set up for worship and carried through the city as if in a
triumph. If this worship entailed submission, the worshipper was
forced to assume a female role and appearance-padding his body,
presenting his rump. Just such practices are known to us from Di-
onysiac processions.sr Scholars have sought an easy explanation for

4G. Devereux, Mnemosyne lY 4 þg7o), 2g7-)oa, and cf. Eitrem þ.gr) zB-34; H. Wa-
genvoort, Serta Philologicø Aenipontana þ96z), 273-87; U. Scholz, Studien zum altita-
Iíschen und altrömischen Marskult und Marsmythos (rg7o), rz6-4o, but cf. C. Bennet pas-
cal, HSCP 85 (r98r), 276, z8z. For worship of a horse's phallus, Völsi, in the Edda, see
F. Genzmer, Edda j9795), r85 nr. 3r; A. Heusler, Zeitschr. f . Volkskunde 4 e9q), z5-39.
ae"Erat." Caf . p. 9o Robert : Schol. Germ. p. Zo-p. 72g;Lact. Diu. inst. r.zr.z8, quoting
from Philiskos (Ír. z, Tragicorum Graecorum Fragmenta p. 8r9 Nauck2); Ov. Føst. r.3gr-
44o,6319-48; H. Herter, De Priapo (tyz),78-85, 264-67.
nPind. Pyth. ro.33-36; Callim. fr. l'86.:'o, 4gz; Simmias and Boios in Ant. Lib. zo; Apol-
lodorus, FGrHist 244 F rz6. Aristeas' 'Arimaspeia" may possibly have been pindar,s
source. This work may have connected the horse-sacrifice of Asiatic rider-nomads-
which has been linked to the Equus October and. the A6vamedha (W. Koppers, Wiener
Beiträge zur Kulturgeschiihte und Linguistík + ÍS16l, 21g-4r,1,; for sourcei-see LJilG IX
278-g6)-with the donkey-sacrifices of Asia Minor. During the castration of an animal,
the Moi-Sedang (Vietnam) habitually laugh (unpubl. note by G. Devereux).
stFor the one Attic black-figure bowl with a phallic procession see Deubner (1932)
pl. zz, Nilsson (rgS¡) pl. 35, â new photograph in Pickard-Cambridge (1962) pl. IV
(Florence 189). For the figures on the phallus (one of them xúBô' ãtrotlupaivav rtví,
like the description of a simila¡ satyr's gesture in Soph. lchn. nz), see Luk. Syr. D. zB
gaÀÀodç öoot Løuúoqt èyeípourtw, Êv toîo¿ go,\\oîor, xo,ì äv6pos {u\ívous xarí(ouct,
örev y,èu e'ivexa è"yò oúx èpéø, with a clear allusion to the female role (cf. Herter, RE
XIX ryo6, 6z; "aufgesetzt " but this does not necessarily mean that the figures are por-
trayed in a seated position). For the rest, see Herter, REXIX ;.673-81., a7or.-21

On the pygal symbolism of the padded dancers (who are precisely nof ithyphallic)
see E. Buschor, AM y þ94), ro5-to6; L. Breitholz, Die dorische Farce im gríechischen
Mutterland oor dem 5. lahrhundert (Göteborg, ry6o), t4g-54, who is too quick, however,
to posit "magic" in place of the purely biological-physical factors. In the rite with the
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these phallic processions in the term fertitity rites' leaving open the

ouestion of whether'înìr-ià"iliry is animalíc or ve.getal,.or both at

once. The act which;*"-Ot"qúces fruit' that is' tñe union of male

and female, i, pt""i'äÇ *fiut-ttt" phalluses do not indicate: they do

not stand with their t åá, i" ,fr" eärth but, rather, uprigh!. They are

,,erecred,,,,,uroor"d,ii' ñfì"tti"" rather than reprõductive' It has

caused some puzzlement that those carrving the phallus are not

ithvphallic, that Dion'iät tiäi"g tl"tt tewd áon"key is soft and effemi-

,ruí". rni, polarity i''""''ã""tu"äable' even ""t"ttuty' 
in view of the

tensionsandinhibitio,..,.o,..ui"edinsacrificialritual'Thephallopho-
ria presuppor"' 'ut'îüãiãr 

iåtti"tion and assumes the character of a

restoration ur.o '"p*ui-ioï "t"'o"u"t 
with the transition from se-

;i;;;;;tt to merriment' the period of license'

The etiologi."f *finïf"årly shols that setting up the Dionysiac

ohallus is a restorat;Ï;ilt;;t" ti"a of death' Dionysus himself' as

fiäåË;;;;il;*"'shippers' promised Prosvmnós that he would

submit to him lite a wãma'llR"t"ittittg from the dead when Prosym-

nos had died, the g"ä;;i;p a pha[uJmade of figwood' Once again'

Clement of at"*u^iJu"ã.påt"tí 
'ttr: 

t"ylh in a pólemic"'but'Lukian

clearly alludes t" ü;;ihit :t]ltl:-l,,is 
expliiitlv substantiated in

sixth-century vase-paintings of the ph øllonhoria'

Inscriptions r'ò"' ttt""pelian DionyJiu hu"" provided us with a

phallus, the PygmY chieftain is dressed as a bride ( cf. n, 44 above). At the
elephant's

lies with the horse which had been killed; see also I.8.n.15 be-
Aévamedha, the queen

observed at the Altaic horse-sacrifice: D' Zelenin' lnternøt. Ar'
low. A Phallic rite was

3. It takes Place PartlY before' partly
chiu f . EthnograPhie z9 þ9zB), $fÍ'; UdG tX 199-4t

.l

,l

I

I
I

l

after the sacrifice.
s,(ÞaÀÀodç èyeipew:see Luk', n' 5r above; cf' the black-figure lekythos' Athens 969o

(ABV 5o5.r)in Metzger 1t'9e¡¡'5t'-'5'' pl .t6J,îh:i: 
satvrs"dance around a phallus as

thev would for an ascending goddess (cf' Metzger tr965l 5o)' Cf W Wickler' Sfan-

meíçeschichte und RituøIisierung (r97o) 253 on the heims: "keine Fruchtbarkeits-' son-

der"n soziale DrohsYmbole'"
s3Clem. Pr. z.34,and cf. Paus' 2.37'5 (tlol'u¡lvos Cdd'); Tzelz' adLyk' ztz(floÀúu¡rzos);

Schol. Luk. p. r87 (Kópo'tlosi''óáiv*t';ri.v'êot1s (scit' r4s oux4s) ôrépz¡ Er' M'

455.25. There i, " 
affr"'"#""iàlogyí"' the phallus<ult in the legends about Archi-

lochus (Archilo.tr,,-*onï*"""ì-11ä' 'qun''E'ph' ltg5zl' 4z-47; M'Treu' Archilochos

Vssgl, +z-+8;J. rarditi, îüüià'n"tisenl' ø-z¡'Ì'"gu'"''of Ëieutherai (i'e" citv Di-

onysia; cf. Schol. Aristroph" Ä;l' '4;'îu*' '':-'5¡' 
o'-r Ikarios (Schol' Luk P' 277'74'

ztz.g) zto't-tt¡t ttt" goå pt"ti'ft"'-iftotu who scorn his prophet by making them

ithyphailic, a condition r,åiääiiTtr',,iiti ir'" p-auction óf aitificial phalluses' That

which rises out ot the ;;;;;i""t äs something overwhelming and oppressive for

man is rendere¿ 
,,ao-u¡fj)î'rfr" ,ii" ""¿ 

is thereÉy overcome. The third, Egyptianiz-

ing,etiology-,i"""tsi"u""otfindOsiris'sorgan'.sheerectsartificialphalluses(Plut'
Is.358b;Díod. r.zz'7; t*;;:l;;'p nl' 

''t'.'õ-"ituates 
the phallus-cult squarelv in

iil"'í-i"" of restitution following the act of tearing aPart'

7o
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rather detailed picture of the ritual. A large phallus would be built
from a beam, painted with wax colors, and equipped with large
wooden wings. The phallus-bird has long been known to us from an
often-reproduced votive offering on Delos and from the*art of Attic
vase-painters. In the Delian ritual, however, it was driven on a lead-
weighted wagon down to the "rive{'; while the wagon sank in the
water, the phallus-bird floated out to sea and out of sight.s This phal-
lagogia is clearly a closing ritual, for the act of worship includeÀ dis-
posing of the object of worship. In the mythological veision, the same
events occur in the fate of Thoas, son of Dionysus and king of Lem-
nos: after the Lemnian women had exterminatéd all other men, Thoas
was brought down to the beach in a Dionysiac procession and set
afloat in a wooden coffin.ss rhere is an even earlieiexample of a phal-
lus floating away on the sea in Greek mythology. When Kronos, at
Earth's instigation, castrated the father of the heàvens, he threw the
severed portions behind him into the sea-plainly a ritual gesture
embed-ded in a speculative myth, even thougñ *e áre no longer able
to localize the ritual.56

The larger the phallus, the greater the element of humor, of the
yeltoîov. For man, the inventor of serious weapons, the lighthearted
threats in obscene gestures are all too transpãrent. Aggréssion dis-

sThe decisive contribution is R. Vallois, "IJagalma des Dionysies de Délos,,, BCH 46
(r9zz), 94-ttz. G. M. Sifakis, Studies in the History of Heltenistic Drama (1967), 7_t3,
gives an overview of the Delian Dionysia. He is hasty, however, in speaking of the
god's "epiphany" (tz), and overlooks the phallus swimming away. TÀe insciiptions
clearly show that the cart remains and is repaired from time to time, but that the
winged agalma is produced anew every year. The topography is uncertain; the inscrip-
tions mention the "Leukothion" and a "river."

For the votive offering of Karystios see BCH 3r þ,9o), 5o4, fig. r8; for an a¡chaic de-
piction of the phallus-bird see Ch. Dugas, "Les vases de l'Héraion," DéIos X egzg), :rz,
# z8; cf . C. Bérard, AK 9 þ966), gJ -96; E. Vermeule, AK rz (196), pl. t t. 4/ 5.
5sVal. Flacc. Arg. z.z4z-3oz; a red-figure bowl, Berlin z3oo : ARV2 4o9.43; Burkert
(tg7o) 7-8; III.6 below. Megas (1956) 117-18 reports from Tyrnabos/Thessaly that, after
a festival meal on a mountain, a "king" is consecrated and led, sitting on a donkey
backward, with a phallus through the village, and that in the evening"he is dumpeå
into the water. The n\otagéara in the cult of Isis (Apul. Met. rr.7z; L. Vidman, Isis und
sarapis bei den Griechen und Römern l97ol, 76-8fl are probably a sublimated version of
the same ritual.
sHes. T/¡. 176-zoo. Both Anatolian and Cypriot ritual may be in the background; the
passage presupposes the sacrifice of a goat for Aphrodite (cf. n. 46 above) like those for
Aphrodite ènøpayía (cf. simon kg6gl z5z; for an archaic depiction from Argos see
BCH y lry6Sl, Sgg).On the strange clay figurine from perachora, a bearded Aphrodite
growing up out of testicles (67515o l.c.), see H. payne, perachoral (ry4o),23L-32,
pt. roz; W. Sale, TAPA 9z (r96t), 5o8-zt Cf. also G. Devereux in Echanges et communi-
catíons, Mé|. Lé¡ti-Strauss (t97o\, tzzg-52.
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solvesintolaughter.Itischaracteristicthatritualsrequiringserious-
ness could or,." ugui.r'ri^Uåii.uffy substitute u *eapó.t for the phal-

lus-the weapon or ti'ätn""t"á aíimal' the horns oi the goat or bull'

According to the tyin", ïot itttutttu' Herakles broke off the horn of

the bull_shaped Achel,o'", *tì1" fighting for his bride Deianeira.sT The

broken-off ltorn tu"t"ã ittto the""horn of plenty"' brimming with

flowers and fruit (it it- h';diy accidental thai' in óne instance'' phal-

luses rather than fruit"s;;;j;¿, ir.r" Herakles' cornu copiae).u' Already

il ,üffi;. pàn"ofitf,ï. råpresentation of the Venus of Laussel, the

soddess is holding u ftoln irì ner hand'on And perhaps it is significant

fää¿;;;ìht""" vases, Dionysiac.padded dancers so otten carry

horns from which 
'tr"y 

áIi"t *i'ne. 'Ihis too is a horn of prenty; sacri-

ii.r"ã 
" 

U"ff is after alí also part of the dithvramb'uo

Sexual ,"proa"tiìo''t u'i¿ ¿"utft are thä basic facts of life' Mutu-

ally determir,unt u"¿i"terwoven' both are acted out in the sacrificial

ritual, in the tensioi;;ì;;"" renunciation and fulfillment' destruc-

tion and reparation' The stele built on a grave can take the'form of a

phallus.6' Orgies anJ-death are close 
"Ëighbott' 

Thus' ritual itself

serves in the pro."" by which the group perpetuates its existence

through death.

8. Føther God ønd

Greøt Goddess

,t
I

I

:l

,1

i

5TArchilochus fr. r8r Bergk = Hsch. ¡touuoxepa;Diod. 4.J5'4; Apollod' z'r48; Ov' Met

9.t-92; cf . H. P. lsler, Acheloos (r97o), rt-28, lt5-r9
q (r9o5), r59; Furtwängler, R'VÍL

s Gazette Archéologique I Í82ù, Pl. z6; P' Baur, AIA

Ii

| 2t76.
seMüller-Karpe (t966) z5z' T' 93't'
nsee n. 5r above; III.7 berow. For the sacrifice of a bull see pind. or. t..'g; simonides

Ír.79Díehl; Burkert $966\ 98'
ólForAsiaMinorseeG. Perrotandch. Chipiez, Histoiredel'artY (r8go)'48-5r;Herter'

RE XIX r7z8-37;F P."b;;, D;lphische Studien 
.11924)' 

fíg' 8; AA (:'g3g)' t7t-74' For

scandinavia see E. Mogk,-Rättexikon der germanischen Altertumskundelll, 4r5.
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FATHER GOD AND GREAT GODDESS

sentations allow us to draw only uncertain conclusions about visual
_co-n5ep_ts 

in,early times, and these are no older than Upper palaeo_
lithic. But already in Lower palaeorithic finds there is evidìnce of rit-
ual activity in hunting and funerary custom, under these circum-
stanc€s, any attempt to discover t].e lrrsprung der Gottesidee will
simply reflect one's own ur..t-piions; it will be-an act of faith. The
only certainty appears to be that from the very start, the rites of hunt-
ing, sacrifice, and funerals played a decisive part.

students-of religion have long attempted io grasp and reconstruct
a stage_ of religion without gods, a pre-deistiilevèl; belief in gods
would be preceded by animism and this, in turn, by a pre_animism
characterized by formless notions of Mana ana "iimple,, magical
rites, "God is a latecomer in the history of religion."'It iras sincðbe-
come clear that the assumption on which this theory is based comes
from.modern preconceptions. scholars saw their own religion as the
culmination of a development, as though it contained no pri"mitive ele-
ments, and assumed that this development proceeded from ,,the sim-
ple" to the complex-as though life, even in its earliest stages, were
not a vast and intricate system of balances. Against these teãdencies,
wilhelm schmidt2 gathered impressive evidãnce for his theory that
there was a belief in a single, fãther{ike god at the very start áf hu-
man evolution, as it appears among the most primitivé hunters. He
did not see how this coincided with sigmund Freud,s theory devel-
oped almost contemporaneously, whictrlikewise posited a faiherlike
god at the beginning of man's development. of course, what schmidt
saw as a primordial revelation, Freud viewed as a primordial catastro-
phe: patricide.

1G. van der Leeuw, Phänomenorogie der Rerigion ßgll), gz; cf. the survey in Nilsson
(t95)16-67. The theory of animism goes back to E. B. Tylor's primitire cutture (ß7r)
and affected the study of Greek religion primarily throughJ. Harrison,s first great book
(tgzz; 

',st 
ed. r9o3). The thesis of pre-animisrn was fo-rmulated by R. R. r\iarett (see

"The Tabu-Mana Formula as a Minimum Definition of Rerigion," ÃRw ,, [r9o9], rg6-
94) and was followed by Nilsson (see esp. lrg55l 47-6o, 6g_7t), Deubner-(seé l.4.n.z
a!ov¡; N/ú z7 [r9rr], 321-35; in Chantepie de la saussaye,' Lehrbuch der Religionsge-
schichtell4 lt9z5l, 4zt-3o); Latte ([1959] rz-r3). The posiiion drew protest rrorn wal-
ter F. otto (Die Götter Griechenlands [1929] ) and his school. Recently, LaBane (r97o) still
supposes that the belief in god came iate and was preceded by shamanism (ro, +lg,
etc.).
2udG; applied to prehistory by H. Kühn, Døs problem des Llrmonotheismus (Abh. Matnz,
tg5o),, zz; criticized by R. Pettazzoni, ,,Das Ende des Urmonotheismus?', Numen 3(1956), 156-59; 5 þg58), 16r-63. The concept of an u¡monotheism is suspect, but the
belief in a supreme god is more widespread ãnd older than the proponents of evolution
had supposed.
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Freud's fascinating construct' deveJoped mainly in his book Tof¿m

and Tøbu,3proceeds fr8m Darwin' on the one hand' and from Robert-

son Smith's descriptiJnìi'ut'u^"tttal sacrifice' on the other' Among

the primitiv" f,o*ir",iiftã'ããt' ¡tottt"ts ioined together to kill and eat

their father because f'"l"utot"ty prevented them from sharing'his

women. Yet, this *iå;;;;;;;iq'"a uy an inner compulsion within

these now-human Uttîtt"ti' óUeiient to ttre dead man' they submit-

ted to the newly t'"ut"Jãtaer of renunciation and sexual tabu' The

father became *ighiJìhur, u"ror" and was worshipped as a god'

Freud sees the ru""u"i-u"t of this primordial crime iñ sacrificial and

funerary ritual. So, tö*itr,in trr" ir-,¿i"idual's soul, repressed within

his subconscious, stirs the desire to commit the crime of Oedipus: to

titt t it father and marry his mother'
-"'ü;;diãss of the psychological significance of the oedipus com-

plex, Freud's construci is, as hãs long been recognized'. a myth' im-

åäi"" ili,r.,u",ifiuulel and' in thii form' under no circumstances

ffi;ä:r":;Ï';;;;;;", ^utri"id" 
or infanticide as the primordial

crime, the same UutitlioUf"m remains: a unique occurrence' no mat-

ter how gruesome, could not assume s"ch io'mative significance'

stretching o't 
", 

tt ot.l,u"ás of generations' if there were no genetically

oredetermin"a t",taã"tylo' íttn imprinting' and this can be under-

!i"ä.,ii,öäi;;'i, ""ly "' 
an äaaptat"ion within a long evolu-

tionary Process. 
put'itiã" u'át'-u' the ôxistence of fatherhood and

father-bondir,g, ufthoîgîboth u'" specifically human' civilized inno-

vations. It is characi"'i'tit of modËrn biaseä about man that Freud

and his school did ;;ì;;;" consider the area where killing had a nec-

essary function-a'i"""it" which in fact d'etermined the course of

evolution' It was atJfre time when Australopithecine primates were

killing and eating b;ilt*, and someti^u' ãt'utt one of their own'u

jr

I

ll

'l

l

3(rgtzl4); Ges. Scht. to (1924), t'-t94 : Ges. Werke g (l'+o); enthusiasticallY taken uP

J. Harrison, EPilegomena to the StudY of GreekReligion (tgzr), xxüi; see also Karl Meuli.
by

19z6), zo; criticized bY A. L. Kroebet Americøn An'
Der griechische Agon þ968; written

!

'l
i

thropologist zz (tgzo), 48-55'
aSeeR. Money-Kyrle,The-Meaningof Sacrifice.(t93o)',rg4;A' L' Kroeber' "TotemandTa-

úoo in Retrosp "'t," 
¡*"¡ìînî"ï:"'í 'r'i"Li'ùì¿i-+í 

t'éts¡' 446-5r; R' Fox' "Totem and

Taboo Reconsidered," in s' í' i"*tt" ed" Tle Strucíiral Study of Myth ønd Totemism

g96), r@-75. ln.o""io''"'tt"äiti*ittt the teachings of biological herediry Freud

found himself constrameJiGes ' Werke ú lrg5ol' zoolzoS) to postulate some archaic

heritage in man, "eri,t.""'ì[l;ä;t E;";á; irüherer Generãtionen" (zo6)' J' w' M'

Whiting considered the desiïe for matricide' rather than patricide' to be central (Fox'

"Totem," r73), whereas G' D";"t""- demonstrates "The Cännibalistic Impulses of Par-

ents" (PsychoanrlVt¡, ro'uiiiigàll' t'l-'+l in conjunction with actual cases of infan-

ticide. Are the aggressive impulses mole constant and hence earlier than their obiect?

sSee l.z.nn.z5, z7 above'
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FATHER GOD AND GREAT GODDESS

that spiritual and social structures began to evolve which made killing
the foundation of cultural order.

In hunting, intraspecific aggression focuses on the hunted animal
and is thus deflected from man. But in order for this aggression to
achieve its goal, instincts that inhibit aggression-namely, responses
to female sexuality and infant behavioru-have to be blocked. In the
hunter's imagination and in mutual acts of encouragement, the quarry
could not appear as woman or child but, rather, had to seem "big"
and "masculine," even when it was only a rabbit. The fact that the
most profitable game was the largest mammals-cows, bears, mam-
moths-and that the largest, though not the tastiest, specimens in
each case were male, plays into this as well.'The hunter's aggressive-
ness was, however, modified in a remarkable way. It was not his aim
to drive the quarry away or destroy it, but, rather, to catch it and make
it his own. Thus, in a sense/ t}re "big" and "masculine" prey was part
of the group, glÀos in the basic sense of the word.8 Masculine, big,
both a member of the family and doomed to die, the quarry becomes
a kind of father, a father-symbol, a father-substitute. Conscious kill-
ing is a kind of patricide.

'Such stylized hunting behavior became very significant, because
the outwardly directed societal activity combined here with its inner
tensions in a special way. Man's neoteny, the long period of depen-
dency and learning, caused grave tensions, especially since masculine
aggressiveness was cultivated at the same time. Yet boys must learn
from and identify with their fathers if they are to be able to perpetuate
the achievements of culture as dictated by tradition. The human ten-
dency to respect authority offsets aggressive impulses, as does the
older generation's head start, which allows it, at least temporarily, to
assert its power. The rising generation's latent rebelliousness, how-
ever, and its Oedipal inclinations toward patricide are deflected and
ritually neutralized in the hunt, sacrifice, and war. Freud's intuition
that a patricide stands at the start of human development is thus to
some extent confirmed, although not in the sense of an historically
fixed crime but, rather, in the function of ritual symbols and the cor-
responding structures in the soul.

For ritual emphasizes and guides individual fantasies. In the

6lo¡enz jgg) r8o-g5,2o7-2o4; Eibl-Eibesfeldt (r97o) esp. a35-38.
TAnimal friezes on archaic Greek vases frequently contain confrontations between
predatory animals (mainly lions) and their prey; the prey (cow, sheep, goat, boar) is
almost always clearly depicted as masculine, the predator as sexless.
8On grlÀos as possessive pronoun see M. Landfe ster, Das griechische Nomen "phitos" und
seine Ableítungen (966).
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'E.9. , the elephant among the PYgmies (I.Z.n.+4 above); "lieber Vater NilPferd, lieber

kleiner Vater, lass dich von deinen Kindern fressen" (AbYssinia, Paideuma zft'g4rl, z5)

roMorris (196) t78-8t thinks that when the cooperative hunting society reduced the

actual suPerioritY of the individual father, it created the concePt of an almighty Father

as a substitute-a rePrise of Freud 's ideas rendered harmless' M Mauss wrote: "La

création de la divinité est l'oeuvre des sacrifices antérieurs": Oeuores I (1968), 288'

tlThe idea of a god eaten as a sacrament was sPread primarily bY J G. Frazer (GB VIII

48-roB), following W. R. Smith (1894). The provocative problem in this
E. Reuteskiöld,

context was, of

course, the relationshiP to the Christian communion; cf ' Die Entstehung

der Speísesakramente (rgrz)'
r2The focus of myth and ritual is characteristically the death-i'e', the sacrifice-

whereas the "resurrectio,'"iì '"tao* 
explicit: cf ' Dumuzi/Attis' and Adonis/Osiris; on

Aqhat see 11.4.n.34¡"lo*; * O"tuzi säe V'z'n'3o below' Even in the Gospels' the re-

p""it.f the resuirection are mere appendices to the Passion'
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tion that the god is identical with his sacrificial animal. Zeus, for in-
stance, transforms himself into a bull,'3 Dionysus into a kid.la Behind
the story that Pasiphaë copulated with an exceptional sacrificial bull
are rituals in which a woman offers herself sexuãily to the victim.ls Is
Pasiphaë to be seen as identical with Europa máting with Zeus in
form of a bull? The women of Elid call upon DionysuJ to appear as a
bull:'6 the real bull is doubtless present in the sac.ificial -uãf. B.tt thu
assertion that the father{ike god was related to the patricidal charac-
ter of sacrifice provoked strong resistance, especially in an extremely
patriarchal society such as that of ancient Gréece. Fionoring one,s fá-
ther was central to the conscious morality, patricide almosiunthink-
able. Thus, the crime of Kronos against úranos entered official Greek
literature only once under the impact of an orientalizing fashion."
The. complementary character of extraordinary and ordinafir behavior
could otherwise be expressed only in the context of secrét societies
and secret myths, that is to say, in the mysteries. Hence, it was sim-
plgr to style the sacrificial animal an ,,ene-my of the god.,; The goat is
killed for Dionysus because it gnaws at the vine;" Hðra,s angerärives
Io the:oî aw3y. But in characteristic contrast to the Egyp"tians, for
example, the Greeks were not consistent in this ideology"ä? designat-
ing the victim as an enemy: Io was simultaneously tñä priesteãs of
Hera, representing the goddess herself, and Artemis killèd the she-
bear Kallisto who was, however, considered the "most beautiful,, and
hence the perfect likeness of Artemis, the ,,most beautiful.,, re In the
pictures showing the god and his sacrificial animar side by side in al-
most inner communion, we recognize that heartfelt am6ivalence of
l3For the Europa myth, see the large amount of evidence in Cook III (r94o) 615-zg; see
also W. Bühler, Europa j96B).
taApollod. 

3.zg; Lrcuuoos"Eptgos at Sparta, Hsch. eìpagubrr¡s.
tsBur. Cretnns; C. Austin, Noaa Frøgmenta Euripídea þ96g), fr. gz; Apollod. 3.g_ro,where Poseidon himself made the bull emerge from the'sea as a sacrifiåe for po-seidon;
Türk, R.ùfL lrr 666-7; PR lr 3h-64. cf. the ritual of rhe queen at the Vedic A6va-
medha, I.7.n.5r above.
1óPlut. 

Q. Gr. zzgb = STrPage (poetøe Melici Grøeci); cf . Ath. 476a. on the buil-Dionysus
see also Eur' Bacch. roo, g2o, rorT soph. fr. 959 pearson; Euþhorion fr. 14 poweil; i{or-
ace Carm. 2.1.g.3o; Bovyevr¡s Plut. 1s. 264 f. (Argos-Lerna).
tTon the long-discussed relation between Kumarbi and Kronos (ANET rzo, Hes. Tå.
r54-zoo), see M. L. West, Hesíod Theogony 9966), rglr; Kirk (r97o) 2:,.4_2c'.
al-eonidas of_Tarentum, epigr.3z Gow-page : Ap g.gg; Euenos, Ap g.ZS (for a Near
Eastern parallel see M. L. west, HSCp nlag6gl, ...'6-.,7); Eratosthenés fr. zz powell.
leon Io see III.z below. on Kallisto and Artemis Kalliste (paus. g.35.g) cf. already K. o.
Müller, Prolegomena zu einer wissentschaftlíchen Mythologie (ßzü, ZS; pR I 3oa1o5;II.r.n.18 below On the theme of the murdered maiàen = goddess seãaho L7.Ãn.26, 39
above.
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sacrifice which made it possible for the Greeks to create tragedy-'?'

Situng"fy, mythology oiaå" '"""tted 
the crime of Oedipus so that the

father"sácrificed his-own son and even ate him' due to some grue-

some madness. In ,áity, child-sacrifice is attested with frightening

frequency2' as a horriblé b"t "u'y 
form of substitution' as a deadly

;;täii"" í" the conflicls arising fróm the generational gap. Myth itself

sometimes seems to indicate uncertainty: was Athamas or Phrixos'

the father or the son, the sacrificial victim for Zetts Laphystios? " In
."irö'tîtå i.r"¿ of',"b'tit"te, a perfect-and' according to myth'

goldén-ram, was given to Zeus "the glutton'"

The successron of male generatioãs is characterized by conflict

and death, and yet culture tt""dt a continuity, that can survive catas-

froohe. In order to attain such continuity and demonstrate it' ritual'

;;il;ì; ir," úpp". palaeolithic, apparently found a special device:

the symbolizingof the feminine'
Besidessacrificialandburialrites,remarkableevidenceforthe

continuity between the age of the hunt and the agricultural era.is pro-

"iå"ã 
Uyifre female statriettes that have come to be known as "Venus

,iuirràa,át," although that name has long been recognized to be inap-

orooriate. They make their appearuttt" itt the Upper Palaeolithic from

ðilJd";;s;;lí,;d continuà, sometimes in further developed varia-

tions, sometimes in q,,it" "p'i-itive"' simple form' throughout the

Neolihlc and on into the high cultures'23 At that point they.are not

easy to interpret, ur,à lt i, eveî hurde' to postulate a unity or clarity of

ã"á"i"g anä function for them during the Palaeolithic. In Siberia

FATHER GOD AND GREAT GODDESS

these idols are a part of the female realm, but they are also connected
with huntingquarry as indicated above all in a statuette found at the
center of a circle of skulls of mammoths.'o Further, in Çatal Hüyük
there are large plaster statues of a goddess, or sometimes two god-
desses, set up in household shrines over the bones of the dead. The
goddess is portrayed with her legs spread wide so as to give birth;
next to her, bull horns and boar skulls dominate the room.25 In several
instances, bull skulls-and, in one case, a ram's skull-are emerging
from between her thighs." She is the mother of the beasts2'that are
hunted and sacrificed, a life-giving power governing the dead. On
the murals, men clothed in leopard skins swarm around a stag or a
bull; in a statuette, the goddess appears flanked on either side by a
leopard:28 she is attended by the hunting community, tlne homo necøns,
assimilating himself to a beast of prey. The iconography leads directly
to the image of Kybele sitting upon her throne between two lions.
Could the young boy who is intimately connected with the great god-
dess at Çatal Hùyük perhaps be a predecessor of Attis/Adonis?,,

In the Neolithic and Bronze ages, the female idols became in
many ways more developed and differentiated. One cannot simply
equate the statuettes from Sesklo and Lerna, the beautiful marble
statues from Cycladic graves, and the consummately splendid statues
of goddesses from Minoan palace shrines. But it can hardly be doubted
that they reflect a continuity and differentiation growing from a com-
mon root. The goddesses of Greek polytheism, so different and com-
plementary, are, nonetheless, consistently similar in appearance at an
earlier stage, with one or the other simply becoming dominant in a

2aSee I.z.n.8 above; on the female realm see L Paulson, Ä. Hultkrantz, and K. Jettmar,
Die Religionen Nordeurasiens und der amerikanischen Arktís (t962), 3o9-to.
ãMellaart $96) 93-34, a1¡g, t44-45, 46; cÍ. þg7o) I t66-85.
2óMellaart (ry6fl n6-y (sanctuary YII r), r4o-4r (VI B 7), t44-46 (Yl B rg, 147-48
(VI B 8), r48-5o (VI B ro, ram); summary on ro6-to7. For the goddess on her throne
giving birth to a boy see pl. IX (V.4.n.75 below). Müller-Karpe ignores the animal births
[(1968) 382-83], so as to contest the identification of the figure as a goddess.
27It is primarily the Eskimos who have a mother of hunting prey, namely, Sedna,
Mother of Seals, a sacrificed maiden in the myth (F. Boas, Sixth AnnuøI Report of the
BureauofEthnology,rSS4-5, [1888],583-9r;K, Rasmussen,Thulet'ahrtjgz5l,6g-p),as
well as a mother of reindeer (Rasmussen, Thulet'ahrt, 245-46; I. Paulson, Schutzgeister
des Wildes (der lagdtiere und Fische) in Nordeurasien [Uppsala, ry6t], 266-69), a mother of
the whales among the Chukchis (Paulson, Schutzgeister, 6+-6Ð.For Rhea/Demeter as
mother of the horse see Paus. 8.8.2 (Nestane).
æMellaart þ96) pl. 67168;IX and, pL. 54/55,6t.19.
2eThe statuette of the goddess and the boy from Hacilar (Anat. Stud. rt lr96tl,59) does
not, however, depict sexual intercourse; cf . Mellaart Q97o) I r7o.
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'0See also E. Buschor, Phidias der Mensch $948)' esP' 47-50' 52'
,urr,"r, g"irtig"n Raum" in the look and the Sesture of the Phidian

single combat.
tlSee Devereux, "Cannibalistic Impulses." It is characteristic that Empedokles (VS 3r B

,iZi¿ut.ti¡ut in detail the eating up of the son' not of the father'

2See IL4.n.z7 below.
¡Mùller-Karpe (1966) z4g-52, zt6-r9; $968) 289-3or' J8o-g5; F Hancat Prähistor'

zeitschr.3oly'(ry9l4o),esl;sø;¡' ¡ Ñ"1í Ántaios.zþ96t)' qz-57; R'-L:uy:TheGate

oi ior, <ití+al' = í<rtjíl¡ors' coíceptions of the stone Age l9$l\' 54-6j' 78-8t; Maringer

o;;¿;r;\:;";. on th? Greek Néotthic see C. Zervos, Nøissance de ¡t ciailisation en Grèce

II (:196), 565-68, 575-79-' For the Near East see E' D' van Buren' Clay Figurines of

Bøbvlonia and Assyriø ttSqf,l' B' Pritchard' Palestinian Figurines in-Relation to Certaín

;;i;;;'r; i'**"'ínrirøíí¡íi*t"r, (ts+t); I.rhimme, 
,,Die religiöse Bedeutun€der Ky-

kladenidole," ,sx g (LgøSi, Zz-aO) "ií"i"a 
by K' Schefold ' ibid'' 87-9o; P J' Ucko'

'Àäiropo^.pt 
ic f igurínes i¡'nredyiøstic Ëgypt and Neolithic Crete uith Comparatiue Mate-

riøl from the Prehistoric Ntr;'E;;;;íd M'¡'åía c""t (r968)' conte11.:1"-:1t-":o:Tt"" "t
ti"'fig"ti""t as mother-goddesses and argues for a plurality of functions and mean-

i;;r.-it Herck, Betrachtìigin ""' Grossen iöttin (r97ri' sees her primarily as a goddess

of female sexudlitY'

56 on the "gemein-
fighters involved in
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sanctuary or city. Each is the Great Goddess presiding over.l male so-

ciety; each is depicteiìn her attire as Mistresô of the Beasts"o and Mis-

äå';;,h;s;årtfi.";;"" H"ru and Demeter. Artemis enjoys the

closest ties to the hunt, but at the same-.time Artemis of Ephesus is

verv much like Asiatü kyuut"..' Aphrodite" recalls oriental origins,

il:t""i"ä';;à"¿;;h"'*u, h"rrãlf a transformation of the ancient

"Venus statuettes," ü;;t"g more sexual and less dangerous in the

course of civilizatio"' în" gËad"" Iðtar' however' remained a god-

dess of war, and Ve"us touid b'ittg victory to a-Sulla or a Caesar'3'

Bachofen's ing"'Ìio"t Uut fanta"stic theory of a prehistoric matriar-

.ny tlr'iri"a"r"a1f," ""J"istanding 
of theáe female deities' Female

dominance ir no 
^oÃ 

pottø1" in Nðo[thic farming cultures than it is

ä;;;ù;pã, puu"lli[nit hunting societies''a Moieover' these god-

desses are characteristically ,uvugã and.dangerous: they are the ones

who kill, who demand and justity sacrrtrce'

i

I

I

I

I

lr

iì

iij

ìr

sOn the Potnia Theron (IJ zr.47o) see F. Studniczka, KYrene (t8go), tY-65; Nilsson

3o8- 3og; E. SPartz, "Das Wappenbild des Herrn und der Herrin der Tiere," Diss.
(rg¡¡)

Potnia Theron (Thessaloniki, 1968). Argive Hera aPPears
München, ry64i Ct.. Christou,

4r-45; Hera Argeia with an animal Park among
as mistress of the beasts (Simon Vg6sl

above), Artemis Orthia
the Veneti-strabo 5 P' zt5), as does Hera Lakinia (I.z'n.zr

(R. M. Dawkins, The Sønctuøry of Artemis Orthiø, IHS SuPPl' 5 [1929] ), Demeter of Phi-

of Lykosura, or Athena Alea (R' Stiglitz, Die grossen Göttinnen Arka-
galia, the DesPoina

etc.; Pandora (Hes. Th. 578-8$'diens lr967i, rz5, j6, go)'
is less Prominent 0 Chittenden, "The

At least in Greece, the Master of the Beasts
call him in Pseudo-

Master of Animals," HesPeria t6 |ag47l, 89-n4); one ought not to
Wozak, "Herr und

Greek *zróry¿o s ûr¡piov (sic Nilsson I ag55l 3a,9- ro). See generallY H.

Herrin der Tiere in Vorderasien" Diss' Wien' tg67; ,{. Hultkrantz, ed., The SuPernatu-

røl Owners of Nature (Uppsala, 196r); Paulson' Sch utzgeister; La Barre (rg7o) t$-69,

ll
t89-9r..
31On Artemis of Ephesus see ch. Picard, Ephèse et claros (r9zz), 45t-538 (who hypo-

thetically posits an origin in the "earth-goddess")'

32G. contenau , La déesse nue bøbylonienne (r9r4); H. 
.Herter 

in Eléments orientøux dans lø

religion grecque ancienne (196o), fu-76; Nilsson (a955) 579-21'

33onvenusuictrixseec. Koch, REVIII Ag6o-64. FortheNearEastseeM. Th. Barre-

let, "Les déesses "r-e", "i 
uliã" 

"," 
sy'io 3z (tg55)' zz3-6o' For an armed Aphrodite see

Paus. 2.5.r, 3.15.ro (spartå t,l'-in-'"r*''¡r,ìt'-ijgu¡;Paus' 3'zr'r (Kythera)' The special

cult of Aphrodite at Lokroi (I'7'n'zt above) was established in thanks for a victory

in war.
gsee I'5.n.34 above. See also S. Pembroke, 

,,Women in Charge: The Function of Alter-

natives in Early Cr""l r.Jliio. urrd tt 
" 

Ancient Idea of Matriarchy," lournal of the War-

burg Inst, 3o (tg6),r_¡t, n'ð"ì""t" s, Geistesgeschichte der Fri)hzeiLf I (196o), 67-7r, t78-

79, sees the priority of the patrilineal farmer' Lut wants to fit matrilinearity in as a later

transitional stage 183_ao¡. õi; ä""' *ar to remember that in spite of their tremendous

honor for the mother of goã.both Eastern and western forms of catholicism aie purely

male organizations.
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It is the hunter's job to support the family. He acts for the sake of
his wife and his mother. When this merges with feelings of anxiety
and guilt, it is comforting to shift responsibility to another, higher
will. The hunter sets out to do his deadly work "for thë sake of the
Mother." For the time being, this.long-range objective forces him to
abstain from sexual intercourse. When sexual frustration is added to
the hunter's aggressivity, it appears to him as though a mysterious fe-
male being inhabits the outdoors. Thus, this higher will to which he
submits becomes consolidated in the conceptions and artistic repro-
ductions, even already in language, as the figure of the Great Cod-
dess, the wife and mother, the bearer of childrèn, the giver of life, but
the one who demands death; in her hands, she holdJ the broken-off
Horn of Plenty.3s Primitive man saw and realized that the mysterious
process of birth, a woman releasing new life from her womb, could
shut the jaws of death. Thus, it was the woman who insured continu-
ity beyond death. Blood sacrifice and death provided the necessary
complement. Next to the goddess was her dying partner, the sacrifi
cial animal. Beside the anthropomorphic goddess in Çatal Hüyük.6
and in Minoan Crete is the bull representing masculinity, the buli that
must die. While Isis represents the permanence of the throne, the
pharaoh takes office as Horus, but always dies as Osiris.3'Man, the
paradigm of mankind in a male society, enters the permanent order as
a young man, ritually and symbolically transformed into ,,his mother,s
bull," as we learn from one of the pharaonic epithets,3s and sooner or
later he must die, just like the sacrificial animal. Thus, myth provides
the Great Goddess with a chosen companion who is both heison and
lover; he is known as "father" Attis,3e whom the goddess loves, emas-
culates, and kills.

The unspeakable sacrifice follows the maiden-sacrifice and is thus
simultaneously a restitution of the maiden according to the Great

3sSee I.7.n.59 above.
rMellaart 

þ967) zt5 and passim.
37On Isis and the throne see H. Frankfort, Kingship and the Gods (tg+g), +l-+S; The lntel-
lectual Adoenture of Ancient Man Q946),26. The priest of sarapis is changeã annually,
whereas the priestess of Isis holds office fo¡ life; L. vidman, lsis und sarapis bei den
Griechen und Römern þg7o), 48-5r.
sKamutef: see Frankfort, Kingship and the Gods (t948), r77-Bo. The ,,marriage of the
mother" after the fathert murder is a routine motif of succession in a Babyloniãn myth:
see W. G.Lambert, Kadmos + (tS6Ð, 64-72 = ANET 5r7-r8.
3eFor the evidence see Hepding (r9o3); M. f. Vermaseren, The Legend of Attis in Greek
and Roman Art (1966). On the children's word "atta," "daddy," see p. Chantraine, Dic-
tionnøire étymologique de Ia langue grecque I (1968), s.a.
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Goddess's will. The mother and the maiden' Kore' stand side-by side'

meeting in the .o.rrr"ìf the secret rituals of the Miinnerbund' In nLy-

il;å;r: *" two may be"com" indirtit g.tishable and overlap,'' in which

case the Great Goddess is 
^aiden, 

loi'et and mother at once' But the

maid.en has herct ut" ãi tutrifice as well: the ram' an animal consid-

"i"J " 
ti"a of father, was sacrificed to Kore'a' Thus' what appears'

l"ftã" f.iÑi.g ,tp the myth by logic' to.cause the most severe con-

iråã",iã", actu"ally hu' u ietetäar¡ifunction in the drama of human

,o.i"ty in the counterpoint of-fa.miiial bonds and male activity'

In the religious riiuat and the resultant worship of a- god' the co-

hesiveness and continued existence of a grouo and its culture are best

suaranteed through å"ã ,"pr"r"e and p"ermånent authority. The rit-

äË;;td" r ll"-"".i"",ation that transf órms confrontation into unity'

In the storm of nistoty, it *ã' ut*uyt those societal organizations with

religious foundationJ',that were finally able to assert themselves: all

that remained of tne noman Empire #as the Roman Catholic Church'

And there, too, the .*iiulu.t råmained the incredible, one-time and

voluntarysacrificei"-r"'i.r'thewillofthefatherbecameonewith
that of the son, a sacrifice repeated in the sacred meal, bringing salva-

iior, ttt.o"gh admission of guilt' A permanent order thus arose-

;la";"i p.ãgr"r, that nonetñeless préserved human violence' All at-

tempts to create u ,t"'" man have failed so far' Perhaps our future

chances would be better if man could recognize-that he still.is what he

ãrr.u *u, long ago, that his existence is defined by the past'

sHekate (at Ephesus) comes into existence when Artemis

hanged gitl, s"e Callim. fr' 46r (l'7'n'z6.above)' So' too'

,rrud"" u åcrificed maiden. For the sacrifice of a virgin for

outs her own ornaments on a

i'n the Eskimo mYth, Sedna is

the Great Goddess see StePh'

Byz. s.zt. Lemnos.
alSee V.4.n.4o below.
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il. WEREWOLVES AROUNID

THE TruPOD KETTLE

In the first chapter we tried to see man's basic condition from a
bìological, psychological, and sociological perspective, as indicated in
Greek sacrificial ritual. However, in spite of lhe evidence adduced
from prehistory_and folklore, we weïe unable to proceed without hy-
pothetical supplements and generalizations; moieover, since the ex-
amples used to illustrate the thesis were chosen selectively, doubts
could be raised as to our methodology. The following chapteis reverse
the procedure. we will examine various individuar iurt-óomplexes as
exhaustively as possible, then ask to what extent the details fit the
perspective developed in chapter I. If in so doing we find ourselves
confronted again and again by sacrificial ritual with its tension be-
tween encountering death and affirming life, its external form con-
sisting of preparations, a frightening central moment, and restitution,
then we may see in this a confirmation of our hypothesis.

Ancient Greek rituals were bound to permanent local groups and
hence to specific localities as well, i.e., the sanctuaries and altars that
had been set up for all time. Yet, in studying such complexes, one al-
ways discovers similarities to other rituals in other places, just as vari-
ous myths often reflect a single structure. Thus, related rituals can be
grouped; they need by no means invoke or worship the same gods in
order to be considered similar. By comparing relatèd phenomena we
shall find that details will illuminate each other, thaf we can bridge
gaps in the transmission and surmise certain lines in the tradition
which do not always correspond to ethnic or linguistic categories.

First of all, we shall examine a complex that appears éspecially
ancient, since it reflects the ideology of the predatory animal pack át
its sacrificial meal, and this in spite of the fact that cooking in Jkettle,
a clearly cultural achievement, is an essential part of the rite. Antithe-


